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FOREWORD

Use of Program Materials

Theprogram materials in this book are designed to be used as a re-
*

source for group meetings'with parents of preschool children. The units

included pre not presented as a suggested or comprehensive curriculum for
parent eduCation. TheY'are resources that may be used as single programs
or in series, though they'are not sequential. A "cook book" approach to-
ward selection of desired subjects is recommended.

A

The format for each unit includes unit objectives, introductory-con-
tent material, discussiontquestions, program format ideas, useful media, and

suggested readings.

All materials should be viewed and used as sprigboards or resources
that program personnel may use creatively. Parent and staff input into the

application and utilization of materials is strongly recommended. Individ-

ualization according to the population served'Can make the programs "come
alive." Additionally, the use of local talent within program staff, parent
group or other community agencies, can enhance the programs and provide

variety in personalities with whom parents may interact.

The introductory'content materials for,each unit are written and de-
signed to be duplicated and used as handouts for parents to' keep. Parents

can then review basic concepts and share them with spouses who may have

been unable to attend meetings. In order tro reach a wide audience, vocabu-
lary has deliberately been chosen to avoid jargon. Sound psychological or
educational principles are'presented in simple and concise fashion. '

To avoid the cumbersome u& e. of double pronouns, the generic use of "he".it

has been maintained throughout the book. Hopefully, this will not be mis-

understood as a sexist bias.
,

' Emphasis has beed placed on experiential learning. Parents, as adult

learners, will acquire new information more quickly if,they are actively i+

involved in th learning process and if they are finding information and
resources rel vant Oa their present needs.

The reader will fin4 a noticeable absence.of m'aterial about behavior

management. Due to the comprehensiveness of this.subject and the wide
availability:of parent manuals, the,incluaion of a small unit .on this topj.c

seemed inappropriate.

Addresses'of publishers and prices of materials haVe not been consis-

tently included ih,the Resources sections. These have een given only when
they might be unlisted or.unavailable through local boI stores.

/

Parent Population

The program materials presented herewith were developed for initial use

with the'Cifted-Handicapped Program of the Chapel Hill Training-Outreach

vi
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Program. 'The populatioh served by this demonstration clas'sroom was composed

of preschool children with physical disabilities; motoric, visual, or audi-

t6ry, who yet had age-appropriate or better cognitive ability. Since the

program philosophy emphasized development of the child's strengths, the con-

tent areas represented in these units are appropriate for parents of all pre-

school_children. Though individualization and necessary remediation or

accomodation to Various handicaps werrecognized, parents were encouraged to

maintain focus on enhancing the child's strong areas.

Program.Philosophy

Though the Gifted-Handicapped Program was center.based, parents were

always seen as an integral part of the process. Numerous strategies such as

parent-teacher conferences, classroom observation, home visits, bulletin

board, printed materials, parent library, classroom participation and sup-

portive counseling were used. The weekly mother's meeting represented only

one facet;of the involvement of parents. The content of these units there-

fore represents only one part of the content materials that were provided

for parents.

Within the Gifted-Handicapped Program, parent involvement was presented

as a desirable option but not as mandatory or:prerequisite for the child's

participation. The variety of strategies offered gave multiple options from

vhich parents could eleCt those most,helpful or convenient.

The progcam has operated under the assumption that parents and teachers

have complementary roles in providing opportunities for the child to learn.

Parent-staff communication, joint planning and shared responsibiltty has been

achieved as each child's individual assessment and objectives have been re-
,

viewed. It was recognized that.the program's teaching staff could present

the child with formal and structured opportunity for learning during class

hours. On the other hand, the parent's teaching role has been viewed as

providing ihformal and spontaneous opportunities for expanding the child's

horizons during the many unstructured hours the child spends at home. Parents

have been encouraged to enjoy their children during 1000daily-home experiences

that canibroaden and enrich the child's learning. 4.7esources for such use have

been given to parents, but we hive tried to avoid imposing requirements or

assignments. It was our view that a more positive parent-child interaction

could be maintarned if parents'were not obligated to serve as teachers in

a formal or structured role. Additionally, the recognition of complementary

roles for parents and,teachers was seen to minimize competitiveness and maxi-

mize parent-teacher partnership. Accordingly, these units reflect the numerous

areas in which ,parents"daily have informal oppOrtunities to enrich ani expand

their child's growth and development.

4. vii





PARENTS AND.THE CHILD'S SELF-IMAGE

Dorothy P. Cansler

Unit Objectives

1. To sensitize parents to their important role in the development of

their child's self-image.

2. To provide information on parental management of early developmen tal

tasks that affect the child's self-perception.

3. To provide guidelines and home ictivities that,paren ts can use to

enhance their child's self-esteem.

Parent Roles

Parents have many roles in relationship to their children such as pro-
.

vider, caretaker, chauffedr, teacher, and advocate. In)liani of these roles,

it is easy to baCaware of the daily necessities and implifcations of the'se

roles. Ode role that mayoften'be,overlooked because its frequenropportu-
nities are less obvious, is the'role that the parent plays in the child's

developing self-image. The imiportance of food, he1ter, health, and educe-

tion may be readily recognized as essential for the child's, growth and devel-

opment. All of these may be adequately provided, however, without the child
flourishing and growing iuto the affectionate and self-confidentlperson mosi

parents want their Offspring to become.'
.

In 6lis unit three areas will be addressed.that will enable parents to

examine the role they play in the child's growing awareness of his identity

as an independent, lovable and capable person.

The Preschool Child!s Developmental Tasks

All young children have certain developmental.thsks to achieve if they
are to acquire the necessary skills to work, play, love and develop their

-unique talents. While age and the child's natural maturation are a part of
the process, the child's success in each of these tasks also'partly depends

upon his unique innate abtlities and motivation. Pa'rent'S atfltudes and

actions are another important ingredient of the child's successful accomplish-

ment of these tasks.

Theor'ists such as Freud, Erickson, Piaget and others have formulated.'.

and titled developmental 9taLes differently by focusing on physical, psYChd--.--

Aw

Ms. Cansler has seived as the Family,Coordinator of the Gifted-Handicapped -

Program. As-a social worker with experience in programs for the handicapped,
she ts especially interested in parent involvement in early childhood programs
and teacher training lor workineVith parents, especially those of handicapped
children.



logical or cognitive aspects of the child's development. THIb psychological

tasks suggested by Erikson may be Most crucial for the child's growing self-

image. He suggests three tasks of the preschool child:

/ 1. The child must develop basic trust in hiiself and'others.

Although the trust in others is recognized as being etOeciallY

accomplished during the first year of iife, parents who under-

stand the importance of this developmental task will continue', .

to meet the child's physical needs as well as provide

cOnsistency in egvironmental experiences and expectations.-

Children learn trust and optimism when there is security and
!.

consistency in their world.

2. The child must develop autonomy which is the foundation of hts

self-imase. During the second and third years of life; the chil:d

begins to recognize and assert his separateness from the parent.

The child wants to do things unassisted and has his'own ideas

"About things to do. This stage may be frustrating and often
threatening to the parent who finds a compliantand dependent child .

more appealing. At.this stage, the parent needs to recognize

that the child's self-esteem-is vitally affected by.the positive

recognition and support the parent gives to tlie ctild's growing

independence. The child need not be permitted to become a

tyrant; however, the child whose beginning inaependence and

separatenets is valued will find that'he can achieve self
confidence, individuality, and feel loved as an aut(onomous

person.

3. -The child must acquire new skills, roles and responsibilities.

The acquisition of language, physical Mastery, self help and

social skills during the preschool'years represent an unparalleled

period of rapid growth in a person's life. The success dr failure

to accomplish these expectations provides the child with the chance

for enhancement or damage to the selr-image. The wise parent

supports and encourage the acquisition Of new skills but careftilly
structure6 the tasks and expectations to provide for many succesei-

,

ful expeilences as the child learns.

'During!.the third to fifth year of life, the child's .self-image
is al& affectea by his or her identification aa a toy or girl.

. The attitude and value parents place on the sex of the child as

well as the sex role models parents provide, have a strongimpact
oft the child.'s value of himself or herself as a boy.or girl.

The Parent's Role in Formulating che Child's Self-Image

Though some of the parent's role has already been examined, other
roles that are.not iNecific to any developmental task. should be noted.
Parents have significant impact on the child's self-image by reflecting,

structuring and reinforcing.

12 f
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1 ReflectIng. , From day one of tfie child's life, the parents are
probably the Most frequent and regular persons to whom the child
looks for nurture and support. The parenes' interest and attention
give the 'chijd the feeling that he is lovable and has value. Here

is the.beginniffg of a positive self-image. If the most frequent
face he sees reflects love.and pride, the'child begins with the
positivd view of himself. Not only facial expression, bdt body

s moVements and verbal expressions- of the parents daily reflect
either approval and affection or disapproval and diAlike for the
child. Parental attitude is-rfarticularly significant for the
handicapped child because the attitude map be more significant than
the fact of the handicap. If the,parent perceiVes the child as
pitiful, the'child will probably acquire this view of himself.
Such a self-ima may be far more damaging than the actual
handicap itsel

The child daily learns through his home experiences who he is
and what valuelhat has for the significant others in his life.

'
The parent who reflects pride and approval in the child's growing
independence'and mastery of skills is daily giving the child a
ositive vieW-of 4imself as ah independent, aChieving person.

Not infrequently, the child Who is viewed by his parents as bad,
unlovable and incaPable may spend his life "living down" to the
parents' perception or expectations.

2, Seructuring. During the preschool years, the parent has respon-
sibility foc structuring the environment and experiences that
will have impact on the young child's self-image. During these

early formative years, the child's self-image can be positively
built by the parent who structures opportunities for the child to
be with loving friends.and relatives. The child will also benefit
from being Laught4those behaviprs, such as polite and affectionate
responses, that will bring positive attention and approval from

others.

Parents have the important task of structuring experiences so
fie child can acquire new skills. If these skills can be learned
in steps with expectations that perniit the child to have success
'most of the time, the child's self-confidence grows. Parents
need to analyze new tasks and be sure that the child has pre-
tequisite skills so as to maximize his successful experiences.

Structuring opportunities for choices, all of which are equally
acceptable to parents, provides the child with the positive
experience of'asserting indeptndent choices. Snch choices as
"Do.you prefer the red or blue outfit today?" allow the child to
state preferences and help him acquire confidence in his ability
to make choices. Choices should not be offered unless parents are
genuinely accepting of the available options offered. Permitting
a choice and demonstrating displeasure at the child's decision
may be more damaging to the child's self-image than not being

given a choice at all.



3. ReinforcinR. Parents are constantly, though not always con-

sciously, reinforcing children's behaviors. .Since the

experience of what happens after a child's behavior is what

affects its continuance or discontinuance, parents need to

examine what they are daily doing to enHance appropriate

behaviors and eliminate undesirable ones. If the parent

constantly notes and reprimands annoying behaviors such as

dawdling at dinner and ignores the good behaviOrs,-the child

may be learning that dawdling gets more attention than eating

properly. Unfortunately, the expressions of annoyance and

criticism will enhance-the child's self-image as an annoying

person. Too oftdn such a downward spiral of the child's need

for attention results in his initiating patterns of negative

behavior which causes a lowered self-image as he gets more
attention for problem behaviors.

Parents who can begin to recognize and reward the desirable

behaviors, such as "I like the way you eat," and ignore the

undesirable behaviors (except, of course, the harmful and

destructive ones) may find their child's behavior improving.

Perhaps more important, they will see a change in their child's

self teem as he begins to see himself as a lovable and desirable

membe of the family.

Guidelines for Enhancing the Child's Self-Image

I. Find strengths tfie child possesses and give the child frequent

praise and recognition at home as well as in the presence of friends.

2. .Encourage the.child to make choices and commend him on choices'made.

Include the child in family decision making when possible.

3. Structure opportunities for the child to use his abilities to

benefit others.

4. Display the child's art work without "good" or "bad" judgment.

5. Avoid criticism, particularly in the presence of others. The

young child will rarely question the accuracy of the parent or

adult's.perception or criticism. Instead he will question

his own adequacy and thereby begin a downward spiral towards

poor self-image.

6. Avoid coMparisons and competitive events between young children.

The young child needs to enjoy.the sense of pride in his abilities

add mastery of his own skills. Comparison or competitive events

put some in the losing position. Realistic expectations for each

. child permits each child to be a "winner."

7. Praise.the child for assuming andifollowing through with responsi-

bilities. The inclusion of the child in deciding the type and

extent of tasks can help assure the chtid's willingness to assume

such responsibilities.

6
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8. Avoid teasing, threatening or ridiculing. The child'who feels
his world igrunpredictable or scornful has difficulty feeling
adequate an4 self-confident. The young child's name, clothes,
family members, pets, toys, food choices and playmates may all
be viewed by the child as extensions of himself. When any of

these extensions are ridiculed,.he feels attacked.

9. In casee of death, divorce or accidents, the child may need
interpretation and reassurance. A child may frequently assume
that his wishes or behavior have caused such events. He may

thereby caTry unnecessary guilt and/or lowered self-esteem.
The insightful parent will reassure the child that he did not
cause such events and that his security is not in jeopardy.

Discussion Questions

1. How and why does the parents' own self-esteem affect the young child's
image of himself?

2.. What characteristics would be found in a parent-child relationship that
is called "loving"?

3. What does "owning one's feelings" mean, and how does the parent or
child's owning of their feelings affect the child's self-image?

4. Consider the parental expectations held for your child. Are they age

appropriate? Are they based on the child's needs or the parents'
need? Are they realistic considering his background experiences and/or
physical limitations? How will these expectations affect your child's
self-image?

7



PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Filmstrips with informal discussion. Basic content material may be

duplicated and used as a handout for parents to keep and review.

'Discussion questions may be used as a springboard for group discussion.

2 Role Plays and Problem Solving. Parents may role play episodes that --

have been problematic for them, such '4's the child's continuous dawdling, `

sibling fights or whining behavior. The group leader may-initially

play the role of parent and .4.et the real parent play the child's role.

Such an arrangement avoids subjecting the parent to criticism from the

group. The group can then be used to provide suggested solutions to

the parent role player. FocusiRg on ways.to handle daily problems in

ways that do not damage the child's self-esteem can provide all_partici-

pants with useful insights. Role plays may be writted hy the leader

and assigned in'advance or may be spontaneously solicited from the

group.

3. Handw.rk Activities. Often parents relate most comfortably to eaeh

other y making things together. Involvement of the group in making

some of the items below may be used as ice breakers for the grdup.

These a tivities can also provide specific suggestions that parents

can u in helping their child gain greater self-esteem.

Ba Masks. Using brown bags large enough to cover a head, have

parents make masks of happy, sad, or angry faces and encourage them

to make others at home with their child. Scraps,of felt, fabric, and '

yarn may be used with crayons and magic markers. This activity can

provide the group with an opportunity to discuss the impbrtance of helping

a child to label and accept the range of his and others's feelings.

er

Happy Boards. Using a sheet of-cardboard, have each parent make a

poster with their child's name on top. Have the parent list in small

print near the, top the good behaviors they frequently see in their

child together with new behaviors they may want the child to acquire.

Using wide friction tape, have each parent make a number of happy faces

which will be later put on the Happy Board as the parent notes and

comments to the child on his positive behaviors during the daily home

experiences. Such recognition can often reverse the child's self-
image and help the parent recognize their role in providing a new

climate of interaction by focusing on the good behaviors.

Child's Diary. Using cardboard covers with construction paper tied
together with yarn, parents may make a diarytbooklet for their child.

Colored pictures, felt or paper may be used to decorate the cover.
During this activity, parents can discuss the kinds of content that

may be included, such as family pictures, child's drawings, invitations,

birthday cards, and valentines. The value of such a booklet for the
child's own developing self image can be discussed as participants plan

and make their child's book.

8
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RESOURCES

nedia

Understanding Early Childhood Ages 1 Through 6: The Child's Relationship

with the Familk. Filmstrips with cassette, 6-8.min.', colon
Available from Parent Magazine Films, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,

.
New York, N. Y. 10017. Purchase (5 filmstrips With cassettes

oi record) $65.00.

#1 "How a Child Sees Himself"
#2 "DependencekVersus Independence"
#3 "Forcing the,Child to Fail"

The three filmstrips listed above in this package of five are
particularly relevant to the parent's role in'the child's
emerging selfimage. The filmstrips are brief, practical and
presented without professional jargon so as to appeal to a wide

audience.

I'm the Only Me! 16 mm film (also 8 mm), 4 min., animated in color.
Available from Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation,
425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. Purchase

$64.00.

Hairy learns that being different is no cause for tears. It's

the differences that make each person the only me!

Readings for Adults

Bowdoin, Ruth. The Bowdoin Method. Nashville, Tenn.: Webster's

International Tutoring Systems, 1976. (Available ftom Webster's

International Tutoring Systems, Inc.,-2416 Hillsboro Road,
Nashville, Tennessee 37212.) 'Cost: $29.95/set of 10 books;
$3.00 per individual Ipok.

Book IV "Words that Win Children"
V "Instead of Nagging"

VI "The Importance of Good Feelings (and How
to Give Them to Your Child)"

X "My Mommy Likes Me"

The four titles listed above are the parts of the Bowdoin Method
that deal with selfimage. The whole series is composed of ten
20to-60page paperback books designed to be used by teachers,
paraprofessionals, tutors, home visitors and parents. They focus

on developing skills, attitudes.and understandings needed by

young children before formal instruction begin's. They are simply

written and are appropriate for all levels of reading ability.
Cartoons on every page help carry messages with interest and
humor. .These would be a Welcome addition to any parent library.



Brigg , othy C. Your Child's Self Esteem. New York: Doubleday & Co.,
Inc., 1970.

This is a simply written but practical guide book for parents. The

advice is positive and specific. It is compelling in its discussion
of a variety of facets in the-groath of the child's self-esteem.

James, Muriel & Jongeward, Dorothy. Born to Win. Reading, Mass.: Addisbn-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1971.

This is a basic book in transactional analysis. It deals exten-
sively with the way persons discover the parts of their life and
integrate them to develop 'a core of self-confidence. A helpful
reference for greup leader or parents.

4

Kiester, Dorothy V. Who Am I? The Development of Self Concept. Durham,
North Carolina, 1973. (Available from,Institute of Government,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, AN. C. 27514.) Cost:
$1.50.

Who Am I is offered in simple form to all whoste roles bring them
into close association with children or with parents. Helpful
insights are positively presented. Brief and concise, it covers

4' essential material in its sixteen pages.

%
Marzolla, Jean & Lloyd, Janice. Learning Through Play; New York: Harper

& Row Publishers, Inc.,.1972.

This book emphasizes learning through play in the home. It

translates the findings of professional educators,into a series of
play activities for the young child. Basic concepts about parents'
role in child development are included. Chapter 10 on Self-
esteem is especially relevant for this unit of study.

Satir, Virginia. Peoplemaking. Palo Alto, California: Science & Behavior
Books, Inc., 1972.

An excellent and basic book written in easy style. It is really
helpful to check what's going On in the family rej.ative to self-
worth.

Samuels, Shirley C. Enhancing Self-Concept in Early Childhood. New York:

Human Sciences Press, 1977.

This book critically summarizes the major theories in the field,
.suggests a framework for diagnosis and integrates practical and
theoretical aspects of self-:concept development. Can be useful
to parents, teachers, or professionals.



Reading for.Children

Coley, E. D. I Can Do It. Raleigh, N. C.: Project Enlightenment, 1973.

(Available from Project Enlightenment, 601 Devereaux Street,
Raleigh, N. C. 27605.) Cost02.00.

el

This book offers a delightful opporturiity for parents and
children to learn to do many things together. It has suggested

activities and space for children to note their achievements.
It has additional notes to the parents.
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0)LEARNING TO TALK

Bobbie B. Lubker

Unit Objectives

1. To present infoim'etion on child language development and child

language performance.

2. TO identify characteristics ofadult-child interactioniwhieh

promote good language development.

3.. To provide some activities which may help parents promote gepd

language development in their children..

4. To id:iteify some goups of children who are'at high,risk for

communication disorders and some praessionals who may assist in

evaluating child language skills.

Language: An Essential and Complex Life Skill

Learning to talk is one of.the most marvelous and complex things

,peOple learn, to do. It iathe fdundation for learning. Learning

language is not just an activity or a hobby; it is an essential Iife

skill needed throughout life for everything from:recreatlon to vocprion.

.Society accepts .that some ohlldren are talented in music, art .

or sports, but all children are expected to talk. Good language devel-

opment is a crucial ingredient in determining how a child perceives

himself and how others perceive him.

Although 'the complex task of language acqUisition has been widely

studied anarsometimes oversimplified, two astounding facts do emerge.

First, by age five., most children are competent talkers; and'second,

they know that talking is quite a pleasant thing to do.

Communication, Language, and Speech

Are communication, language 'and speech the same? Are all

three different? The answer is "sometimes." Sometimes they are the

Mrs. Lubker is an Instructor in Speech Pathology, Division of Special

Aducation, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Her

-professional interests include speech anci language disorders in

chihiren and the epidemiology of developmental disabilitiea.
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the same; sometimes different.

'Human communication i8 defined as exchange of information between,-
people, Language is a primary means of organizing human communication
(Hubbell, 1978).

. ' v

4 . ! ag,
Language is a system of symbols used to:expredVand receive ideas

We wish to communicate. Language is sovetimes written, it is sometimes
gestured, and it is most often spoken.

Speech is one method of transmitting language. Writing and reading
are other methods of transTitting language to others. The term "speech"
is also sometimes used to mean the meaningful sounds made by the vocal s)

mechanism.

Probably it is net really possible to separate langgage from speech,
and yet, from the chart of developmental milestones, "Pattern of (--

Normal Language Development" (see Page13), it is evident that speech
sound development can be identified in one section, and development
of complex language systems can be identified in another section.

-,, When sqliands form words which are put together in some understand-
able, beautiful, compleX order and used to convey meaning% then they
become language.

Cracking the Ladguage Code

0
"A code is a.means of representing one thing with another, and

language' is a means of representation" (Bloom and Lahey, 1978). On the
onv hand, representations such as pictures, statues, or maps are fairly
direct reproductions. Words and sentences, on the other hand, represent
objects, events, or relationships without reproducing.them.

There are a number of component skills that small children must
master in order to crack the language code.

1. Oocabulary: It is essential that preschoolers learn the
vocabulary of language. Boy, girl, shoe, boot, space cadet,
Cadillac, and kitty must be learned; however, by age three, most
children have acquired other budding component skills also.

-They learn form and structure; when, where, and why to use the
'code-

2. Speech sounds: Children learn
A units of speech sounds. These

predictable order. Billy, who
truck) uses appropriate speech
not for an eight year old.

to understand and use the fleeting
skills develop in generally
has a "wed fie twuck" (red fire
sounds for a three year old but

3. Word forms: Children learn that word forms change as meaning

226



and structure change. Plurals and tense markers are added.
A two-year old may say, "Doggie jump." By age four he says,

"My doggie jumps or! me."

A. Word order: Young talkers also learn sentencg strLitture a9d

word order. They learn to convert "Me not kndw" to "I don't

know."

5. Meaning:. Learning language involves using sounds and words to
convey.anA comprehend meaniag. Teddy, age four, understands

that "pick up" can be a verb, as in "Pick up your shoes:" He

also uses these as an adjective when he-says "pick-up truck."

6. Melody and timing: Characteristics of language related to
differences in rate, stress, "melody," intonation and pausing

are begun very early ilLthe child's life. These features are
among the characteristrZs that distinguish one,regional or
racial dialect from another. Rebecca saw her sister fall and
exclaimed, "You fell out of the'swing!" Later with the same
words she asked a question, "You fell out of the swine'''.

7. Social Rules: In addition to language form, structure and

meaning, the preschool child learns rules governing the
appropriate use of languagedn social interaction. Children

learn that different kinds of circumstances (talking on the
phone, at the dinner table, to grandmother, at preschool, etc.)

require different kinds of language use.

In addition to these skills, other-aspects of the preschool child's

language have been studied. Interested persons are referred to Bloom

and Lahey (1978) for additional information.

Language Milestones

Parents and teachers are often interested to know that some mile-
stones-of speech and language development have been charted. The

chart, "Pattern of Normal Language Development" (Table 1, Page 13),
gives some clues to the simpler aspects of speech and language develop--

ment. The chart gives information on children's ages when they start to
use various sounds, recognize plurals, and answer questions. Sequence

in the acquisition of some concepts has been studied. Three and four- '

year olds learn "more," "same," and "before" first, and then learn

."less," "different," and "after." Two-year olds understand "Yesterday"

))etter than "tomorrow."

Child negatives have also been charted. These range from the two

year old "No!" to more sophisticated forms, from "1 not go" to

.
"I do not want to.go" and finally to "I'm unwilling to go."

A child's languagg.competence refers to.everything he knows about
his language, its structure, meaning, etc. Listeners often infer

17
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Table 1

PatiFern of Noimal Language Development

Age,
Yr. Articulation General Intelligibility

1-2 Uses all vowels and consonants
m,b,p,k,g,w,h,n,t,d. Omits
most final consonaftts, sone,

initial. Substitutes conso-
nants above for more difficult.
Much unintelligible jargon .

around 18 mo. Good inflection,

rate.

2-3 Continues all sounds above with
vowels but use is incorthistent.
Tries many new sounds, but poor
'mastery. Much substitution.
Omission of final consonants. °
Articulation lags behind
vocabulary.

3-4 Masters b,t,d,k,g, and tries
many others including f,v,th,s,
z, and consonant combinations
tr, bl, pr, gr, dr, but r and 1
may be faulty so substitutes w
or omits. Speech Almost intel-
ligible. Uses th inconsis-

, tently..

4-5 Masters f and v and many con-
sonant combinations. Should
be little omission of initial
and final consonants. Fewer
substitutes but may be some.
May distort r,l,s,z,sh,ch,j,s
th. No trouble with multi-
syllabled words.

5-6 Masters r,lith,and such blends
as tl,gr,b1,br,pr,etc. May
still have some trouble with
blends such as thr,sk,st,shr.
May still distort s,z,sh,ch,j.
May not master these sounds
until age 71/2.

Words used man be no !more than
257. intelligigle to unfamiliar

listener. Jargon near 18 mo.
almost 100% unintelligible.
Improvement noticeable between
21 and 24 months.

Words about 65% intelligible
byJ2 years; 70-80% intelligible
in context by 3.Many individual
solinds faulty but total context
gelEerally understood: Some in-
comprehensibility.because of
faulty sentence kructure.

Speech usually 90 to 100% in-
ulligible in context. Indivi-

dual sounds still fadlty and
some trouble'with sentence
structure.

, Speech is intelligible in
context even though some sounds
are still faulty.

Good.

Tables 1 and 2 are reprinted with permission from H. Lillywhite, "Doctor's

Manual of Speech Disorders," Journal of the AMerican Medical Association .167

(1958) 850-852. Copyright 1958, American Medical Association. An expanded
veision of this chart has been published in Curtis Weiss and Herold S. .

Lillywhite, Handbook for Prevention and Early Intervention: Communication

Disorders (St. Louis, Mo.: C.V. Mosby, 1976).
18
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Ttble 2

Pattern of.Norinal`Language Development

Age,
Yr. Expressive Speech ,Comprehension of Speech

.1-2 Uses 1 to 3 words at 12 mo.,
A

10 to 15 at 15 mo., 15 to 20
,at 18 mo., about 100-200 by
2 yr. Knows names of most
objects fie uses. Names few
people, useliverbs but not
correctly win subjects.
Jargon and echolalia. Names
1 to 3 pictures. ,

2-,5 Vocabulary increases to 300-
500,words. Says "where
kiety," "ball hll gone,"
"want cookie," "go bye bye
car." Jargon mostly gone%
Vocalizing increases. Has
fluency trouble. Speech
nqt adequate for communf-
cation needs.

3-.4' Uses 600-1,000 words, be-
comes conscious of speech.
3-4 words per speech res-
ponse. Personal pronouns,
some adjectives, adverbs,
and prepositions appear.
Mostly simple seotences,
but'some complex. Speech
more useful.,

4-5 Increase in vocabulary to
1,100-1,600 words. More 3-4
syllable words. More adj-
ectives, adverbs,.prepos-
itions, and conjunctions.
Articles appear. 4,5,6 word
sentences, syntax quite good:
Uses plurals; Fluency im-
proves. Proper nouns de-
crease, pronouns increase.

5-6 Increase in,vocabulary to
1;500-2,100'words. Complete.-
5-6 word sentenCes, compound,
complex, with some dependent
clauses. Syntax near normal.
Quite fluent. More multi-
syllable words.

19

Begins to relate symbol and*ob-
ject meaning. Adjusts to com-
ments.Inhibits on comwend.
ftsponds correctly to "give me
that," "sit down," "stand up,"
with gestures. Puts watch to

ear on command. Understands
loitple questions. Recognizes

120-215 words.

Rapid increase in comprehen-
siofi vocabulary to.90 at 21/2,

800 aat 3. Responds to com-
mands using "on," "under,"
"up," "down," "over there,"
"by," "run," "walk," "jump up,"
"throw," "run fast," "be
quiet," and commands containing
two related actions.

Understands up to 1,500 words
by age 4. Recognizes plurals;
sex difference, pronouns, .

adjectives. Comprehends complex
and compound jentences. Answers
simple questions.

Comprehends from 1,500 to 2,000
words. Carries out more com-
plex commands,, with 2-3
actions. Understands dependent
,clause "if," "because," "when,"
."why."

Understands vocabulary of
2,500 to 2,800 words. Responds
correctly to more complicated
sentences but is still con-
!used at times by involved
sentences.



competence from performance, which refers only tO the language/a child

produces. Parents sometimes say, "You know, the kids,understand a lot

more than we think they do!" They judge a child's language competence

by what he does as well as what he says.

It shoul'd be noted that the milestones in the chart di-e general

guidelines for stages of develOpment. There are many expected individual

difference6 in speech and language development that are well within the

normal range. Small differences from the standards on theychart should

nut necessarily be viewed as abnormal.

Helping Children Acquire Language Skills

Several factors which may help children acquire language'skills have

been identified.

1. Responsiveness: It's not precisely clear what different types

of home experiences assure language development; 'however,

, parents who are responsive to their children usually provide

appropriate language both as fnput and as feedback following the

child's speech. This need not be in a teaching session but is

most ofteh in interaction in the normal course:of day-to-day

living.

Participation: Children learn to communicate by participating

in th communication their parents and friends have already

develOped. It is a two-way street, reciprocal and interactive.

3. Stimulation and interaction: Experts in child developnient often

encourage parents to provide langhage stimulation fon, their

young.chiTdren; however, stimulation alone is not the answer.
Children don't learn much language by watching televisiOn.

Rather, human interaction is the...1,6r to language development.

(Hubbell, 1978).

4. Observing interaction: Children must not anly'be talked to;'

they must listen to other,people.talk with each other.
Children learn to ask and answer queseions by observing other

.people engage in such language' expanees.

5.. Modeling: HOW children utilize language "'models" (examples) that
they hear is not completely understood because children say

many ;Kings they have never heard anyone else say. !molly'
members.do provide models, however, and the child does seem to

learn the basic structure of language bylfollowing these

exaniples. Characteristics of a child's speech are alsp

determined by "outsiders," frialads and community contacts.
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A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Learning How to Talk

We seem to take L*A*N*G*U*A*G*E D*E*V*E*L*0*P*M*E*N*T so SERIOUSLY1

It is serious and important; but it is.also a primary source of human

warmth and, very importantly, family interaction.

Linda came charging into the kitchen one day and said, "Boy, Mom,

Gary really feached Steve a lesson!" .Her mother raised her
eyebrows and asked, "Teached?" Linda looked perplexed and said,

"Tooched?"

Linda was right on target in "regularizing ir&gular verbs" which is a

normal phase oflanguage development.

Children learn language-in chunks. They sometimes don't break

words and phrases at usual boundaries.

A first grade teacher told of the six year old who said, "I can

write a 'x' and a 'r' but I can't write a 'el-em-en-up-pee'

(l-m-n-o-p)."

This child broke the words according to the way they sound.

Susan, a bwo-year old, eats one "chee" and she eats
two "cheese."

She comprehende that the end sound of a word usually changes when there

is more than one.

Four-year old Barbie announced with glee? "Our cat caught a

wart under the. house."

The cat had caught a mole under the house. Barbie kneW that her father

had both a wart and a mole on the back.of his hand. Her performance

was not quite as advanced as her language competence.

Parents often wonder if they should try to change usages like those

described 'above. Most often, it is best just to relax and enjoy them,
because most children will modify and change such productions by
themselves, without stress or strain. If such inaccurate productions
persist, parents may follow suggestions in the section on talking with

children.

How Parents Talk to Their Children

It is'not surprising that mothers',speech to wo-year-old children

is usually simpler and more repetitive than their speech to ten year

'olds. Snow (1972) confirmed the importance of interaction between,

parent and child. Child responses play some part ,in controlling and

producing speech changes.in mofhers. Although most mothers achieve
,these changeg without instruction and many seem to know how to talk to
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children, some suggested ways to talk to children are listed below.
,These may help the child learn that talking is a pleasant thing to do.

1. Talk with children, not atthem. Sit on the floor sometimes

when you talk with your child:

2. Let children do things as you are talking. Having small
children sit perfectly still while a story'is being read is
not aecessarily a good way to enhance comprehension. For

example, some children listen well as they play with modeling

clay.

3. 'Talk about activities in which the child can participate. In

finger-painting, hammering, or cooking, activities can be

discussed.

4. Echo and expand children's speech. As a parent.echoes and
expands a child's response, the child is given new language for

telling about his experiences. This strategy can also help

the child change language errors without feeling corrected.

5. Ask answerable questions. Open-ended general questions such as
"What did you do today?" are not as approp,riate for a three-
year old as a limited-choide question might be: "What did you

sing at school today?" Then the conversation can move to
songs, who sang, who led the singing, etc.

6. Teach interaction rather than just imitation. Use "Tell me,"

which implies interacLon, rather than "Say," which implies

imitation.

7. Talk with children about things,that are of interest to them.
For example, activities with the Sears catalog can include
such things as "Find something that has wheels. Can you count.

the wheels?': '!Can you'find something that has blue sleeves?"
"Now it's your turn; tell me what to find."

8. Use informal situations to help children learn language.
Language learning can take place everywhere, not just in
"teaching" situations. As the family rides in the car, parents

and children can play "1 see something. . . round, big, purple;

inside,4utside, etc ."

The Child Who Talks Too-Much
.

Parents sometimes think their child talks Uoo much. Excessive

talking may be caused by a neurological disorder. Far more often it may

mean that the child is anxious, or simply that he likes to talk and Chat

parents reinforce high levels of language performance.'
P
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Often telling the child to "hush" is only temporarily effective.
Furthermore, being patient and explaining over and over with elaborate
explanations is sometimes not effective and may reinforce him to talk
more.

Some useful strategies for reducing excessive talking have been
used by parents.

1. Set a definite limit on how long the child should be quiet.
State clearly 4-reasonable time of, for example, one minute.
Then acknowledge, "Good! You did not talk for one minute.
Now what would you like to tell?"

2. Set a definite limit on how long the child can continue to
talk. "You have two minutes--we won't interrupt you--to
finish telling about the TV,show."

3. Ask the child "why" if he already knows why. "Gretchen,
oyou tell me why the fire engine went down the street."

4. Presant alternative,topics of conversation. "I don't want
to talk about the car accident any more; I want to talk about
the Ilan who is conking to cut the tree."

Misuse of Language

Unfortunately, language can be used in harmful ways. Child abuse
can take many forms and verbal abuse is one of them. Children learn
Very early that language can be a weapon which causes hurt.

Abusive language is more than quarrelling or yelling. Adults often
use incredibly rude language and hostile teasing in talking with
children.

Expecting children to learn to take teasing places a.major respon-
sibility on the child being teased rather than on the "teaser" who
misuses language. The parent who uses hostile wit for a clever, embar-
rassing put-down of a five year old may not only be abusing the privilege
of being a language teacher but may also actually be teaching the child
that language is a weapon.

Children with Speech and'Language Problems

Unfortunately,some children do not learn to talk the way other child-
ren do. There are endless normal deviations in language development;
however, many children have articulation disorders, stuttering problems,
and laltUage disorders which are quite different from fiormal deviations.

All the reasons for impaired development in speech and language
skills are not yet known, but developmental delay in language and
articulation is thought to be extremely complex. Single, simplistic,

_
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causal explanations such as "baby talk", immaturity, lack of "need" to

communicate, poor reinforcement, poor stimulation, and other such

explanations are not very useful.

Some children with speech disorders such as some kinds of stuftering

and some kinds of articulation disorders may seem to develop normally

in every other way. Their communication disorders seem related to no

identifiable physical or psychological factors\

In other groups of children, speech and language disorders are among

the earliest and-most common signs of developmental problems. Children

at high risk for communicatton disorders include the mentally retarded,

hearing impaired, cerebr1.1 palsied, and some children who are later

identified as having learning disabilities, and those with numerous

other disorders of childhood.

What To Do

Parent's who,'for any reason, are concerned about their child's

speech and language development are encouraged to seek help without

being embarrassed or ashamed. Trained professionals can help to

identify speech and language'behaviors which are inappropriate or which

need to be learned.

A trained speech/language pathologist assesses child communication

skills to determine strengths and weaknesses. A special educator,

or psychologist, may identify skill deficits which interfere with

language learning. Social workers, pediatricians, teachers, nurses, ana

others often refer parents and children to agencies which provide

services to those with communication problems.

Whatever the origins of the problem, the professional people may

take several steps.

1. Determine if there is really a problem.

2. 'Identify the problem.

3. Identify die characteristics Of the problem (sounds misarti-

culated, disorder of sentence structure, etc.).

4. Design a plan tp remediate the problem.

5. Implement the plan.
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Discussion Questions

I. Why are "echoing and expanding" important in helping a child to

learn to use language? What kinds of echoing and expanding can be

used in the activities of cooking and carpntry?

2. What are some of the things children learn about language as they

listen to someone read a story?

3. Why is it important for children to hear other people talk with

each other as well as being "talked to"?

4. In what ways is language important in helping a child to develop

a pdsitive self-image?

5. How does the person communicate who is thought to be "very good with

children"? What kinds of questions does the person ask? What topics

of conversation are introduced? What kinds of responses does the

person makel? .How do the children respond?,
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Film or video tape with informal discussion. Parents may ask
questions, or suggested diScussion questions may be used as they .

seem appropriate.

2. Identifying child language characteristics. Distribute pencils and
paper. Review together the section "A FunnY Thing Happened on the
'Way to Learning How to Talk." Ask parents"to jot down funny things
their children have said. Either ask parents to read the items or
collect the notes (the latter procedure avoids identifying parents
and children). Read interesting examples ffom the notes.

What is illustrated by these examples?

Do they show that children can use*language to.express complex ideas?
What are the ideas? How many ideas?

Do the examples show pitt children can identify relationships
between objects and meaning or between people?

Do they shOw that a child has a developing understanding of verbs?
Of plurals?

3. Modeling language'and adtpting materials.

Using a child's scrapbook or a catalog, role play a "talking
session."

4. Subsequent sessions (as time permits).

Introduce parents to the concepts of child assessment.

An introduction to assessment procedures often makes parents less
hostile, defensive, or apprehensive about seeking help if it is ever
necessary. Such information, an important parC of parent edUcation,
need not be directed only to parents of handicapped children.

Ask a child psychologist.or educator and a speech.pathologist to
present one or two assessment instruments in child development,
speech, language, etc., to parents and to explain how they are
used. -15italk them to compare their different approaches to child
language development.

32
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/Media

RESOURCES

Rules of Talking. Videotape, 15 min.

1

This tape was originally designed for parents of hearing impaired
children; however, it gives excellent suggestions to all parents
for talking to infants who do not yet have speech and to young
children as they begin to use meaningful language. Group leaders
may find it useful to preview the tape and prepare a written lfgt

of the suggestions for parent discussion.

Parents: The Language Teachers. Videotape, 15 min.

Thistitape is designed to influence maternal language style; the
program shows examples of "reinforcement" of verbal behavior in

the child.

The two tapes listed above are available from Btll Wilkerson Hearing
and Speech Center, 114 19th Avenue South, Nashville, Tenn. 37212.
They are availeble in the following formats:

A = Black and white 1/2 in. video tape E1A-J-1 (new format) $35.00.

B = Color U-matic video cassette $55.00.

C = Color 2 in. Broadcast video tape $140.00.

Teach a Child to Talk. 16 mm film, 20 min., color. Available from Kent
Intermediate School District, 49 Barclay, N.E., Grand Rapids,

Michigan, 49503.

This film is designed to inform pa-teas about the development of
speech and language during the preschool years. It describes

development from birth through three years and provides suggestion4
for parents to follow when helping their own child to talk. It is)

suitable for any adult group interested in speech and language ;

developdent.

Readings for Adults

Bowdoin, Ruth. The Bowdoin Method. *Nashville, Tenn.: Webster's Interna-.

tional Tutoring Systems, 1976. (Available from Webster's Interna-
tion Tutoring Systrgms, Inc., 2416 Hillsboro.Road, Nashville,
Tenn. 37212.) Costr$29.95/set of 10 books; $3.00 per individual
book.

This series of ten 20 to 60 page paperback books are designed tebe
used by teachers, paraprofessionals, home visitors and parents.
Books 1, 2,, 4 and 5 especially contain activities and suggestions
which can be utilized in promoting language as an interactive process:

A
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'Coley, E. D. I Can Do It. Raleigh, N.C.: Project Enlightenment, 1973.
(Available from Project Enlightenment, 601 Devereaux Street,
Raleigh, N.C. 27605.) Cost: $2.00.

"TbLis book offers a delightful opportunity for parents and children
to learn to do many things together. It has suggested activities
and space for children to note their achievements. It can be

used to promote parent/child language interaction.

Marzolla, J. & Lloyd, J. Learning Through Play. New York:, Harper & Row,

Publishers, Inc., 1972.

.Thii bobk emphasizes learning through play in the home. It trans-

. lates dip findings of professional educators into a series, of play
activities for the young child. Basic concepts about parents' role
:)in child deyelopment are included.

Skinner, Paul H. & Shelton,. Ralph. Speech, Language and nearing:

Normal Processes and Disorder. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley,

1978.

'This book ts primarily a textbook, and it is not primarily designed
fOr parent/child programs; however, teachers and parent group
leaders may find chapters 1, 2, 7, 8, and 11 to be useful. These

chapters focus on normal and deviant languagvand articulation and
on intervention.

Reading for Children

Scott, Louise Binder & Th,rison, J. I. Talking'iime. St. Louis, Mo.:

Webster Division, McGraw-Hill, 1966.

Although this book defines speech disorders and gives them some
emphasis, the authors 'emphasize that the book cad be used by parents
with all children. The book is recommended for use during relaxing
time, with parent and child sharing the speech-sound-oriented
materials. The stories and poems can become a part of parents'
repertoire of materials for reading aloud.

Other Materials

Early Childhood Discovery Materials. Bank Street College of Education,

1973. (Available from the MacMillan Co. School Division, Front
and Brown Streets, Riverside, N.J. 08075.Y Cost: $36.00/set.
associated materials, prices vary. .

These materials were developed to encourage development of
children's language, conceptual, percePtual and motor skills.
Sets of materials are based on themes such as "In the Park."

"On the Farm," "Playing in the Street" and others. Associated

materials for teaching specific skills also are available.

34
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4

Durshaw, Davis; Collins, Nancy; Czuchna; Gordon; Gill, Gary; & O'Betts,

Gloria. Teach Your Child to Talk. (Available from CEBCO Standard

Publishing Co. 104 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011, Catalog #986.)

Cost: $275.00/complete set.

These mateiials are designed to be used in a series of three two

hour workshops for Tarents of preschool children. Materials include

slides,tape recordings, 16 mm film, 15 parent handbooks, and a

manual for running worleshops.
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MOVEMENT EDUCATION FOR PRESCHOOLERS

Hayes and Jane Kruger

Unit Objectives

1. To sensitize parent to the iMportance of their role in the development

of their child's m ement abilities.
,

Z. To help parents acquire a basic movement vacabulary to stimulate the

development of their child's movement abilities and understandings.

3. To provide guidelines and information on a wide range of activities

which parents may select or adapt to meet the special movement needs

of their children.

4. To provide ideas for improvisation of home activity centers that

encourage children to expand their movement abilities.

Parents as Movement Challengers
, 4

The parent as a movement chall piays a special role,ip he child's

development. A child's life is enhanced when his parents ins i!Ilqn him

a positive attitude toward movement, the ability to tolerate* stration .

in order to succeed, and a wiilingness to work hard. Patienc 3

i
perserverance, and lots f praise to reinforce desired behaviors

are needed to increase g adually the child's ability to function

as independently as possible. In the case of handicapped children,

well-intentioned but uninformed parents may be so protective0that the

child is even further impaired. Muscles that should be strengthened

remain in a weakened state because.of lack.of exercise. Fearful "I can't"

attitudes may develop or the child may simply be encouraged to be lazy,

and content.to let parents do all the work. *

As a child's physical mastery improves with the acquisitftn of new skills

and related concepts, there is a corresponding growth in the development

of an "I can" attitude. The parent must continue the stimulation with new

movement challenges. Development, however, does not always proceed in

evenly graduated steps. When the child reaches a tempbrary plateau, new

- ways of enriching and varying current capabilities must be found until his

forward movement again occprs. 5

Hayes and Jane Kruger are Assistant Professors in thetaaith and Physical

education Department at Janes Madison University, HatilOftburg, Virginia.

Jane is Director of the Mbvement Experiences Laboratory for Pre-School

Children and heads the Elementary Physical Aducation area of.the

department. Hayes coaches both men 4nd women gymnastic. teams. His major

professional interest is Movement Education.
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Learning by Doing and Questioning

In movement education, learning is achieved and de 4): trated by doing,.4
not by talking. "Don't tell me, show me " is the pa nes admonition in
requestinsjesponses from the child. In this manner ofefacilitating the
child's movement learning, the parent is helping the child acquire new
'skills, new concepts, and more important, a new way of learning. The,

parents' questions encourage the child to think and dofor himself as he
learns to explore the many ways he can use his whole body or parts Of it
in space.

Such questions as: "What can you move?" '"Can you show,me different
ways to stretch, curl, or twist your body?" "Can,iyou stay in one place
and still move?" enable the child to respond creatively and actively by
moving his body and examining his activity. This approach to the child's
learning also encourages the child to explore alternatiVes and seek
multiple answer's to the questions that he will then begin to ask.himself.
The child thus simultaneously develops new skills, new concepts, and a
new method of learning.

Basic Aspects of Movement

In order to help the child explore his movement potential, the parent
needs to understand certain basic ispdcts of movement so as to communicate
clearly and effectively with the child. A basic movement vocabulary
enables the parent to identify the range of actions and ideas that may
be stimulated in the child. Once parents understand this vocabulary,
they can easily combine activities in the areas of math, language,
reading, art and music with movement experiences.

The four basic aspects of movement include: body awareness, spatial
awareness, effort awareness, and relationship awareness.

1. Body Awareness

The major thrust of questions concerning the what of movement, i.e.,
the body or its parts, is directed towards improvement of body-aware-
ness. Each of the following sets of concepts may be acquired and
given reinforcement through a variety of movement tasks.under many
kinds of environmental circumstances. Apparatus, balls, hoops, swim-
ming pools, grassy slopes, sand piles, and other kinds of equipment and
locales for movement may be used by the imaginative parent to create
new or different movement tasks to stimulate learning. Young children
need help:

a. id learning to name, recognize, and locate their body parts

b4 in learning the difference between action and stillness, either
of the whole self or different parts

c. in 4istinguishing between.being balanced and being unbalanced
(Task example: Balance in some way. Hold still. Lose your



balance. What happened? How can you regain balance'? Try some

other ways.)

d. in distinguishing the basic shapes the body can make with it-

self as a whole or with its parts separately (Task example:

Can you shoy me a round shape...a.straight shape...wide...

twisted?)

e. fn demonstrating the three basic.ways the body or its parts can

move, i.e., stretching to move parts away from the body center,

curling to bring limbs in toward the body, misting to rotate as far

as pospible (Task example: Show me some different ways to stretch

your body...curl...twist. Can you use just your legs...arms...

body? Can you'keep some part of you stretched while another part

curls...twists?)

f. in demonstrating many ways that actions such,as creeping, crawling,

walking, funning, rolling, jumping, hopping; leaping, skipping,

galloping, and sliding may cause one to travel or to move while

remaining in place (Task example: Can you show me a different

way of traveling using just your feet...other parts of your

body...three parts? Can you move parts of your body, but stay

in one place?)

Body awareness depends on signals coming froth inside the muscles. X,yes

and a mechanism in the middle ear give awareness of balance. Children

working on balance beams shoulid be instructed to focus on something,

generally the far end of the beam or a spot at eye level directly in

front. It is' not necessary, however, to wait until a child is ready

for balance-beam work before stressing the use of the eyes in helping

to. maintain'balance.

2. Spacial Awareness

Space is the Medium of movemept. It is where the movement is going!
Spacial concepts for the preschool child must be kept simple if they

are to be meaningful. Patience and imagination are required to develop

security in fundamental concepts. Body awareness needs may for a time

slow the development of space concepts.

First efforts at spacial awareness should stress travelingrinto space
or reaching into space. The "emptiness" of space is given attention

as the place where "nothing is." Genefal space is all the space

allailable for movement. It may 'have real boundaries or the limits of,

the movement may be set by the parent. Movement from space to space

avoids contact, hence there are no collisions when one is specially

aware.

When moving about in an area, children should be encouraged to travel

throughout all the space, the corners, sides, and the middle. Many

children will appear to avoid big spaces, preferring to stay in the

corners or sectioned-off space. Their lack of decurity can be
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gradually overcome if parents accompany them into the bigness .

,of space.

The concept of place is one of the earliest a child develops. Place

is an assigned pait of the general space which can be given by

the parent or taken by the child. A place can be left behind,
returned ta or changed for another.- Place is a spacial relation-

'ship. It may be necessary at first to identify a child's plade
with something visible like a hoop or a circled piece of rope',

or an X marked with tape. When a child says, "This is my place,"
and follows up with an explanation of how this fact-ls known, the
concept is probably well understood.

,Personal space differs from personal place in that it cannot be lefts

behind. Personal space travels with a person. It surrounds the body

as far away as any body part can reach. Being close to others or

things reduces the size of a person's space. Personal space needs
may require moving to make space behind or next to the child or

changing directions in order to avoid collision.

A simple game to emphasize the need for space consists.of extending
children's free exploration of space by having them move about on
the floor and look for and run into big spaces. While they at,

traveling through the general space, they should be stopped
frequently, "Freeze!" They should theft be asked to note where they

are in relation to surrounding space, and also note big and small

spaces. With several children involved, and as they contiApe ;o
travel, continual adjustments in direction have to bemade not only
to avoid collision but to arrive in a big space before someone else.

After each "Freeze!" the children are given additional tasks, such
as traveling at a low level only, going backwards, using a different

way of traveling, or following only sCraight pathways. Variety

may also be introduced by adding apparatus to change the appearance
of the area or by having the children control objects while
traveling. Success in traveling without the encumbrance of
additional tasks should precede involvement with an object or
partner. In this way, the child's ability tb avoid collision is
,increasingly challenged. Decreasing the size of available space

can add a final challenge. The concept to learn is that freedom is
enhanced or restricted by availability of space.

In this "space game," the penalty for collision or contact may be
having to keep their hands on their heads, having to sit out until
the next "Freeze!" or having to wear something. Sitting out works
best because children prefer participation to watching others.

Other personal space activities include spacing oneself away from
others on play equipment, such as swings: Crawling through "tunnels"
and other small spaces helps children learn something about the
space needs of their bodies.

.
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Additional.concepts that help a child clarify position in space or
direction through spb.ce include direction, level, mont, and
pathway.

MoveMent has direction in relation to the body. Directional concepts

may be learned by, leading with the major asPects of the body,the
front for forward, the back for backward, and the side for side
remembering there are two sides, "one way" and "the other way" Up,

iSheybild-the-head and-d6Wn-IS-toViard-the feet. -Direction-is based--
upon normal standing posture, of course, so that when the body
posture changes, references must be made riot-to the new position but

to the original posture. Changes in the body's normal relationship
to ceilings, walls and floors do not alter the fundamental direction,
a concept that movement-learning experiences can enrich enormously.

Upward and downward movement causes a change in level. The body may

go close to the floor or high above the floor. It is the level of
the body in relation.tO the surface upon which it'is moving or
resting that counts In this concegt. When an apparatus is used, the
child may be up high, but in a low level position in relation to the
bar, beam or platform he is using. Changing level requires the use
of the directions up and aown, concepts that should be acquired along
the way.

The concept of size as relevant to the amount of space involved is
an important one for the-child to attain. "I am big" means,"I am
occupying a big space compared to the spaCe I normally occupy."
Big movements require mote space than small movements. It may not
be the action that is different, but rather the amount of space
used by the action. When a child is having difficulty with an
overhand throwing pattern or a swimming stroke, suggestions to reach
out further or to carry the action back further usually go unheeded

because the child cannot conceptualize the request and therefore
cannot perform the desired action. Asking the child to "Make the .

action bigger " is usually understood so that it is a small matter
to bridge the gap to a new skill and a richer understancfing. "

The concept of pathway is fun to explore. Pathway is the route
followed by either the whole body when traveling or by a part of
the body during an objective or expressive action or gesture. Floor

space may be used or the pathway may go through the air. It is

useful to make pathways of tape, boards, or ropes to help children
see their different shapes. .These may be straight, angular, or
twisted and can be drawn on the floor or on a chalkboarlt to be
followed by the body or traced 'with a finger. Angular pathways

may form squares, rectangles or triangles.while curyed pathways
may Come around full circle. Twisted pathways cross themselves and
change the direction of the curve. Free form and structured shapes
can be explored as air pathways by making ribbons held in the hand
form a variety of patterns as they are carried and whirled about in
all directiono and levels. Wallpaper designs and those found on
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draperies, bedspreads or towels can also be duplicated as tracings
in the air or footpaths on the floor.

3. Effort Awareness

Movement requires effort. How the movement is going is described by
the quality of effort. Young children enjoy exploring the elements
of effort, but only the introductory concepts are relevant to their
stage of development. Though several factors comprise the,complete
description of an effort., it is best to stress,only one factor at a
time when helping the child learn about the qualities of movement.

Speed. Children may explore the possibilities for moving quickly
and contrast the effort used in actions that are more sustained.
Quick movements take less time and are faster than sustained actioni
which are called slow. All manner of actioni to contrast fast and
slow should be encouraged. Alternating fast and slow can be
followed by tasks requiring either an increase or a decrease in
speed of movement.' The attitudinal differences between urgency of
quickness and languidness of suitainment should be noted. -

Force. Movements.are produced and controlled through the forces
developed by muscle. Strong, powerful forces are needed for certain
actions while considerably less muscular tension is required when
movements of a delicate nature are needed. The quality of strength
may be dramatically expressed, even accompanied by appropriate sound
effects. Skilled movements are those that utilize the appropriate
speed and.the appropriate degree of force. It is well worth the
time for children to experience, through exPloration, the subtle
difference in force that their bodies can create.. Lightness and
softness of touch may be difficult at first for some, while others
do not at first.appear to be able to muster all the force at their
disposal. Tasks begin With sharply contrasting efforts of strength
and fine touch. Sometimes the movements are slow and strong, other '

times fast and strong. Sometimes the Movements are light but quick
while at other times they are slow and gentle. After exploring
the single elements of effort, tine and force, the awareness of
interrelationships may be nurtured.

Flow Factor. "How does the movement gb?" may be answered by focusing
on the factor of flow. Skilled movement is smoothly connected and
flowing. Unskilled movement is often jerky, either tight or bound
as if by fear or over cautiousness,or it demonstrates a need for more
control. Preschoolers experience flow best in terms of sequence, the
connecting of different actions so that the flow from one to the
other connects them without unnecessary.stops along the way. Three-

part sequences such as bend/stretch/turn-around or go/stop/clap may
4me attempted after the child has mastered a two-part sequence. Other
*actions like push, pull, twist, untwist, or stamp may be added for
longer sequences when children are ready for the challenge.

,t
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4. Relationship Awareness

Awareness of the relationship between location and direction is an
important outcome of, movement-learning experiences. Relationship to

objects or people, either real or imaginary, may be described by "space"
words like over, around, under, along, inside, outside, through,
away from, towards, in front of, behind and between. These words

may_describe where one is located or where one is going.

Objects can'be handled in different ways; manipulative or non-
manipulative relationships can be experienced. One can relate to an

object by stepping over it or going around it. When handling it, it can

be carried on or under, stepped on, bounced or pushed. Sometimes contact

is intermittent as in dribbling-and sometimes it is continuous as in
carrying. It--itintrt-the 4cLinn th - , ation

ship of the body or its parts during the action. Where is the hand,

on or under the ball?

A manipulative relatismship of.special significance is tar.get
relationship. Focus must be on the target, not the object being

manipulated. The target must be something to throw at or it may
be-a spaceto kick into. -Body parts can serve as targets fin; other
body parts as when one finger tries to touch another.

Contact and noncontact is a theme that includes a relationship to other

people. Touching, holding, linking, supporting, and counter-balancing
are contact words, while meeting, parting, being with, and traveling

together describe noncontact relationships.

Through memement experiences children can also become aware of

social relationships. A child may relate by merely sharing the
same areas as another child, but that is different from being
entirely alone. Avoiding collisions by relating to spaces instead
of.people means being alone in the mass rather than performing a
solo act for others to watch. Taking someone as a partner or merely-
sharing a space while engaging in parallel pray eventually leads to
taking turns and learning the concept of "first." Other concepts such
as leader, follower,-together, and cooperation will follow. It is

premature for young children to be engaged in competitive experiences
in which the effort is to beat an opponent. Competition should only
be fostered as an effort to improve upon one's own performance. Fun

competitions between parent and child in which the parent just menages
to lose are sometimes motivating and productive in getting dhildrep-
to hurry up and finish.

Interest and Environment

The short attention span of the preschooler requires that learning
sessions without change be kept short, five-, ten-, or perhaps afteen
minutes long, although this can vary markedly with different childfen and
under different circumstances.
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It is suggested that only a very few concepts be tried at any one

time, perhaps one major concept and a few subconcepts. Concepts are

acquired through questions, exploration and discovery. Initially, the

parent should begin with something familiar, after which new material is

introduced by whatever means is most advantageous to the child. A "floor

lesson" in which no aid is used may be changed by the addition of a drum

sound, clapping, use of some apparatus or a ball.

The use of music or varying rhythms may enhance the.child's interest.

Music is not required for rhythmic 'activities. The simple rhythms of a

child's name or address dan be clapped and form the rhythm for a variety

of movement activities. Such activities may include stepping in various

directions, jumping, making the self bigger or smaller, wider or narrower,

gesturing in a variety of ways with the.arms, shoulders, hips and knees,

these. Being a "policeman" directing traffic can be

dramatized effectively, so can being a "conductorengineer," or 'short-

order cook." Rhythm for these activities may be free form, emanating from

whatever the child does to the rhythm supplied by simple instrumens,or

recorded music. Contemporary music.is'often too fast or oomplex for

children. It is best to stay with children's music, the old favoriteg,'

and some tunes that have been popularized in movies and on television..

These songs and tunes are so familiar that children can remember the special

endings to which a special movement may be made. "Pop Goes the Weasel" is

one such old favorite..

Props may'provide stimuli for creative and interpretive movement. Old

hats, scarves, wigs, hand puppets, finger puppets, makeup, old jewelry,

msks, old shoes, and sun glasses are excellent for stimulating a variety

,of creative, imaginative activities.

Varying the environment is important. An environtnent that is devoid

of interesting looking apparatus and manipulative equipment becomes boring

after a while. It is.important to change the activity or appearance
of the,environment before the child shows boredom. Each new environmental

change challenges anew both his movement abilitied and his understandings.

The parent must observe carefully to be sure that the moirement answers

are properly interpreted. What is the child saying in this nonverbal way'?

Does he say, "I understand, I am confident, I am anxious for additional

challeng?" If not, perhaps the task is not appropriate to the learner's

ability and needs. Perhaps the child is in need of more time to reinforpe

his new understandings and abilities before moving ahead. Children tell

what they know by the manner of their movement..

In summary, the parent as a movement challenger can extend the

child's skills and concepts. By encouraging the child to learn by
questionIng and respond by doing, the child can extend his'body;
spacial, effort and. relationship awarenesses in enjoyable parent-child



Discussion Questions

1. How can the basic movement vocabulary be related to other activites?

Art? Self-help?

2. How can the 1571.-Ja tell when to change the activity? What physical

signs communicate the message?

3. Body management requires physical fitness for the tasks involved.
Might the low fixness levels often observed be-improved? Suggest some

ways this can be accoMplished.

'Discuss ways the home environment can be turned into a "gym" without
great additional expenditure.

5. Aie there ways to improvise apparatus for home use?

6. Is it possible to make a'list of favorite themes for movement lessons

to share with other parents?

cP
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MOVEMENT ACTIVITY- SUGGESTION5
,

Theme: Different ways of sodng places.

Concepts: I can go from one place to a different place.
I can'go in different ways.
Different parts of me can hold me up.

Intr ductory Activity: Free play in a play area of any kind.

Initial Task: Can you show me a way to go from this place (point)
to that place (point to or name it)?

Obsetva-t-i-ent. Note the- actIonusech It may he walkejittg-, craw !kg,

running or hopping.

Comment: "Good, I like that way. What is it called?" (Come to a

decision on a name, walk, hop, caterpillar walk, etc.)

Additional Tasks: (Follow the same format)
Can you show me a different way to travel so that you get
back to where you started from?

Can you change your way of traveling to another, different way?

Can you travel and be very close to the floor? What parts of

you are touching the floor?

Can you be very high when you travel? What makes you high?

Can you use your hands and feet when you travel? Do you know

of anything that uses four legs like that? (Animals will be

named and suddenly ideas for other animal-like forms of
traveling will follow.)

Change uf Environmental Variables: (A change of environment may have to
be made before a list of challengps this long is completed.)

1. Put some apparatus out: ladders, trestle, balance
beam, mat, and/or boxes. Continue with similar tasks.
Comment on similarities and completely new actions.

2. Give the child a ball or bean bag and proceed as above.

3. Use a rhythe'instrument or recorded music to stimulate
movement ideas.

In all the lessons, observe the movement responses to the tasks presented.
Comment! Praise! Work at getting the best the child can do. Do not be
satisfied with the first answer that comes along. Probe for clearer, more
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efficient, more creative responses. Stop before boredom
to a different kind of task, or keep the task bUt change
setting for the task, to revitalize the child's output.
productivity ebbs because of fatigue, but do not stop at
of it or phy'si 1 fitness will never develop.

Additional Activity Ideas

sets in by shifting
the environmental
Stop altogether when
the very first signs

1. Obstacle Course Theme: Pathways connect _places.

Set up three or more apbaratus stations, such as a box to jump from,
a balance bench to travel on, and a "tunnel" to crawl through.
Connect,the_ptations with pathways made of . tape, boards, small hoops
4,rubten bases,, mats or non-slip carpet samples.

Activity:
...apparatus

Variation:
be e4dore

The child follows the pathways to a station, uses the
in some way, and then goes on to the next station.

Suggest that new ways of traveiling along the paehways
d.

Suggest that new ways of using the stations be explored.
Change the direction of the pathways.
Change the appearance of the stations-. Raise, lower, widen,'

or combine with something else. Add to the stations, balls, etc.

2. Obstacle Course Theme: Over, under, around, and through.

Setup apparatus stations that 111 stimulate children
under, around, or through. Spread the stations out so
is some space between them.

Activity: The child goes from one station to another
places to go under. (This is the safest way to start
is unsure of what the response might be.)

to go over,
that there

looking for
if the adult

Variation: Suggest finding places to go over. . . around. . .

through. Make sure the relationships are clearly differentiated.
Suggest that different ways for going under, over, through,-or
around be explored. Caution: work with only one concept at a time
until satisfied that the child understands.
Later, alternating under and over or any other combinatien may be
helpful. If children can handle a partner relationship comfortably,
have one child go first (leader) while the other child must observe
the pathway followed and then duplicate it. (Keep it simple.)

3. Apparatus Caves Theme: Discovering big spaces and little spaces.

Set up furniture such as tables anddrhairs and add whatever apparatus
is available. (If there is enough, leave out the furniture.) lse
large sheets, an old army parachute, or anything elae to cover the
entire assembly of apparatus. The "cave" created is the subject
for spatial exploration.
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Activity: The children look for all the big spaces or all the

little spaces.

Variation Use a drum beat at varying tempos. Stop the beat to

"freeze" the attion and then continue. '

Ask the children to find different ways to travel.
Suggest that children help in redesigning the "cave."

4. Manipulation Theme: Striking.

Hang plastic containers like detergent bottles from the ceiling or

apparatus structures. Place others about,-on benches, boxes, or on

the floor, perhaps on a rug sample or a marked-off area.

Activity: Using either the hand, paddle, stick, or plastic bat,

strike the bottles. (Watch oht for others!)

Variation:: :After hitting a hangin bottle, kaoek down a standing

bottle.
A Hit one bottle only from each level.

Hit a bottle, aad then dd Something special like going

around something or under something before going op'to-the next

bottle.
3

5. Manipulation Theme: Target throwing,

Set up a variety of targets. Put,....ttem at different levels. The

size of the'targets can vary but are usually no larger than waste

basket size. Knock-down tarsets can be made from a stack of wooden

blocks or small boxes and cardboard or plastic 'tubes set on end with

a ball on top. U"se old plastic bottles or plastic bowling pins.

Paint faces on them. Decorate them with beards. Put "hats" on them.

ActiVity: Using bean bags or balls, throw at the targets. Score

points if the child is ready or merely praise each success. Assist

child with the technique of a throwing pattern. Use both unde.r han

and overhand methods of throwing.

Variation: After the'childsucceeds in hitting the target, throw

from a greater distance. Arrange pins or bottles in a manner similar

to bowling so that when the key pin or bottle4is'hit, others will

fall also. Place pins or bottles on various parts of an apparatus
or hang the targets from the apparatus. Throw under, through, or ,

over to get the ball to the target.

6. Rhythm Theme:' Start and stop.

Play any familiar record or use a rhythm instrument.

Activity: Ask child to move in some way and to keep going as long '

as the "music" plays. Stop the music to stop the action. Restart

the "music," but vary the time intervals. Stress freezing totstop.

\.
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Variation: Flay a record to which the children already perform
actions like "Ring Around the Rosie," and stop-the actions during

the activity sequence. Lots of fun!
Teaa a simple movement sequence to recorded music or a

rhythm instrument. Interrupt the sequence by stopping the music.

The child must remember the action and continue from where he

left off.
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PROGULM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS'

\

1. Displays of the four aspects of movement with informal discussion.
Charts of elements comprising the four aspects of movement may be
duplicated and used as a handout for discussion and for'parents to keep
and use in the home. Large charts, one for each of the aspects of
movement, body, space, effort, and relationship, may be constructed
either in advance of discussion or as a creative project during discussion.
Each chart may then serve as the special focus for activity ideas.

2. Activity sessions to explore the aspects of movement. Parent participation

la_activitit.-q_that_Wp- tilde:In to accitiirc, understand, and appreciate-the

vocabulary of basic movement education is most worthwhile. Only then will %

they realize the importance of providing their preschoolers with the kinds
of movement-learning experiences that assist in the development of
concepts essential to participation in play, work and academic undertakings.
Foundatlonal activities in he areas of'math, language, reading, art and
music are amity combined with movement exPeriences when the vocabulary #

of basic movement is developed. The four aspects of movement to explore
are body awareness, spatial awareness, effort awareness, and relationship

awareness. Activities mentioned in the previous material can provide an
enjoyable and instructive session with the parents.

A variety of manipulative activities or games may be explored to stress
needed aspects of development. Eye-hand coordination skills range from
strikinelor catching objects that are large and soft or light like balloons
to increasingly smaller and.somewhat heavier balls or bean bags. Eye-foot

coordination may follow a similar pattern of development. Bouncing balls ,

and dribbling are excellent activities to train the eyes to maintain
visual éontact with a moving object while the body parts work on the
smoothness of control. Throwing skills, particularly for accuracy,
require concentration on the target, proper coordination,and the selection
of the proper degrees of speed and force. Interesting targets can be
made of cardboard or wastebaskets. Clown faces with open mouths are good

targets.

3. Construction of obstacle courses. Parents may be involved in the
construction of simple obstacle courses using whatever equipment cad be

made available. The obstacle course should consist of objects or
apparatuses to go around, over, or under; apparatuses to get on or to
hang from in some way are also most useful. Large boxes can be used to

make "tunnels." If packed tight with newspaper, they can be climbed on

or jumped from. Rugs and mattresses can substitute far gymnasium mats
and can be used for rolling, landing areas, and places to explore
dilferent ways of traveling. Large pillows are fun as obstacles to

climb over. Inflated tubes and rafts, normally used at the beach *or
pool, can be used creatively by children. Rolling and crawling
activities can be made safer and more fun through the imaginative use of
large fishnet bags stuffed with foam pillows.
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4. Demonstration of ways in which the home environment can be used to

enhance the development of body management skills. Backyards,

basement areas, recreation rooms, bedrooms, and bathrooms have potential

for aiding children in improving the effioiency of their movement

behaviors. Ideas for homemade equipment for balancing, bouncing,

climbing, and hanging can be shared through discussions, draVings,

slides, films, and work sessions. In addition, discussion can fotus

on creative ways to temporarily rearrange certain items of furniture

in order to provide chithren with different and interesting kinds of

movement problems. Furniture can be laid sideways, turned upside
down, covered with sheets to make, "caves," or combinedrwith simple
forms of gymnastic apparatus and mats or mat substitutes. The

bathtub provides movement problems linked with buoyancy, breath

holding, bubble blowing, -turn-ing,-c-r4wling, and arm and,leg

movements. The'unique problems presegted by the home,environments of

groups members may be used to stimulate the search for solutions that'

will make possible an area for movement learning.

(
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Media

RESOURCES

Apparatus Skills. 16 mm film. 11 min. color. Available from Film Fair

Communications, 10900 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif. 91604,

Rental/sale.

Balaace Skills. 16 mm film. 9 min. color. Available from Film Fair
Communications, 10900 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif. 91604,
Rental/sale.

Ball Skills. 16 mm fitk. 9 min. color. Available from Film Fair
Communications, 10900Ventu,ra-glvd., Studio City, Calif. 91604,
Rentai/sale.

MovementSkills. 16 mm,film. 9' min.,color. Available from Film

Fair Communications, 10900 Ventura Blvd., Studio City; Calif.
91604, Rental/sale.

gverybody Wins. 16 mm film. 22 min. color. Available from Bradley Wright

Films, 1 Oak Hill Drive, San Anselma, CaLif. 94960. Rental/sale.

A basic program for teaching fundamentaj. skills: catching,

throwing, kicking and running.

Fun with Parachutes. 16 mm film. 11 min. color. Available from
DocumeatAcE_Ellas,,3217 Trout Gulch Road, Aptos, Calif. 95003.

RentipliSale:

Learning through Movement. 16 mm film. 32 min.

S L Film Production, P.O. Box 41108, Los
Rental/sale.

This, film provides a wealth of material.

to six are totally-involved.

Movement Exploration'. 16 mm film. 21 min. color
Documentary Films, 3217 Trout Gulch Road,

Rental/sale.

B/W. Available from
Angeles, Calif. 90041.

Children grades one

Available from
Aptos, Calif. 95003.

This is a film on locomotor activitieSz ball handling, hula hoops,

spatial awareness, jump ropes and apparatus stations.

Thinking, Moving, Learning.',16 mm film. 20 min. 'color. Available from

Bradley Wright Films, 1 Oak Hill Drive, San Anselma, Calif.

94960.

Twentysix activities any teacher can use to help.preschool and
primary children develop basic motor and percef)tual skills 4re

shown in this film.
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Records

The following records are available from:

Educational Activities, Box 392,,Freeport, New YOrk 11520.

' "Getting to Know Myself" (Palmer, Hap) AR543. LP $6./5, cassette $7.95.

"Feelings;" "Saimy;" "Touch" (body awareness); "Shake Something;"

"The Circle" (with hoops or ropes on surface); "Turn Around;"

"Circle Games" (with hoops on surface); "Left and Right" (Loco

motor activities); "Be My Friend;" "Change" (direction, level,

speed); "What Do People Do" (variations 4n'mood); "The Opposite"

(do the opposite).

"PerceptualMotor Rhythm Games" (Capon, Jack; HalIum, Rosemary; and Glass,

Henry) AR 50. LP $6.95, cassette $7.95.

includes: Teacher's Guide;\"The ShoemakerShoemaker's Dance);
"Rope Turning" 01heels); "I$olation;" "The itouncer;" "Move Like

a Machine;" "Raindrops" (ba11 activities); 4C1ap 'n Shake;" "Mirror

Image;" "Seven Jumps" and "Marching Fun."

"Sensorimotor Training in the Classroom" (Williams, Linda & Wemple, Donna)

AR 532. LP $7.95, cassette $8.95.

\

Includes: teacher's Guide; "Body Parts;" "Laterality and Direc

tionality;" "Basioc Movement" (locomotor activities); "Creative

Movements: Tall, Small, Wide, Narrow, Wiggle, Bend, Stretch,

Spin, Bounce, Swim, Fly;" "Action Song;" "Small Muscle" (clap,

snap, openclose); "Listening Skills;" "Listening and Moving;"
\\

"Listen and Spy;" "Visual Training;" "Physical Fitness;" and

"Resting Song."

Re din s for Adulta

Arn eim, Daniel D., & Sinclair, William A. The Clumsy Child. St. Louis:

The C. V. Mosby Company, 1975.

Tlie purpose of this book is to enable the teacher or parent to assist

children who; because of physical, mental, or emotional factors, are

clumsey in their motor behavior.

Cherry, Clare. Creative Art for the Develo6ing Child. Belmont, California:

Feron Publishers, 1972.

This book deals directly with ways in which creative art becomes

developmental art and, as such, part-of the entire growth process

of the child and of the creative growth of the parent and teacher

as well.

Daray, ,f,aya B. See What I Can Do! Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice

Hall, Inc., 1973..
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This book illustrates creative movement experiences ahd is,struc-
tured to answer a child's need for purposeful yet unconstricted
movemeni experiences. It is designed for moirement awareness:funda-
mental physical'education, creativity, and self-expression.

Gallahue, David L. Developmental Play Equipment for Home and School.

New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975.

This book has been developed as an aid to parents and teachers
interested in enhancing children's marement abilities through
meaningful gross.motor actrvities.

Geddes, Delores, Physical Activities for Individuals with Handl:Capping

Conditions, St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby ,ComPasy, 1978.

This book is a noncategorical approach'to physical education and
recreational activities for individuals with various handicapping
conditions:

Gordon, Ira J.; Guinagh, Berry; & Jester, R. Emile. Child Learning Through

Child Play. New York: St..Martin's Press, 1972.

The purpose of this book is to provide specific, concrete, realistic
learning opportunities for the parent or teacher to present to a

child in a positive and loving fashion. The book is divided into

sections, each of which emphasizes one main type of game. Since the

child learns with his whole body, every game is, to him, a mixture
of muscle, thought,Janguage and'feelings.

Kruger, Hayes, & Kruger, Jane. Movement Educatioit in Physical EdUcatAon -

A Guide to Teaching and_21anning. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brotm

Co., 1977.

This book takes a new look at physical education. Basic movement

is vieWed as fundamental and is taught separately ln relation to
different physical environments. The book describes the badic
movement concepts with illustrations and activities for futther

hancing.the child's growth and devkopment.

Robins, Ferris, & Robbins, Jennet. Educational Rhythmsifor Mentalll, and

Physically HandicaPped Children. New York: 4sso4ation Press,

1968.

A practical, tested program of exercises for remedial recreation,'
with step-by-step illustrations is provided by this books ..

Werner, Peter, & Simmons, Pichard A. Inexpensive Physical Education Equipment:

for Children. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Burgess Publishing Co., 197t. ,

- .°: ;, .

This book provides teachers and parents who are interestedin 4veIop-
.

ing movement experiences, With some innovative ideas. for constructing
-

...

and utilizing homemade equipment. .
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STORY READING AND STORY TELLING TO YOUNG CHILDREN

Elayne Glover

Unit Objectives

1. To help parents enjoy story reading and story tellingto their children

as means of promoting interest in reading during the child's early

school years.
.

2. To promote new skills in reading and telling stories in a creative

and stimulating manner.

3. To provide information on the relation5hip between the developmental'

process and children's literature.

Values of Reading to Younz Children
4410046

The preschool child is typically an active, curious, delightful bundle

of energy. Every day brings a new diScovery and possibly a hew step in the

developmental process. During this,period of raPid growth and learning,

the young child is busily acquiring"and mastering language -- language that

enables communication with others and information gathering to occur.. The

preschooler is gaining exciting and motivating knowledge about his world

which is changing and fun-filled. Stories are an important,way in which a -

child satisfies his,curiosity about his environment. Children from three

to five are beginning to develop some sense of their own identity in

relationship tq others. During these formative years, research has shown

that the preschooler i* acquiring behavior patterns and attitude which will

shape his lifelong personality.

Picture books hold a particular attraction for the young child, not only

because of the bright, colorful pictures, but also because of the words

elicited from parents as they read to the wide-eyed youngster cuddled in

their laps. The stories provide new words, ideas and concepts for the child

to process and to 'play with' in his growing world:,

For parents, the important concern is not to choose the 'right' story

for their child but to be asked fot stories nd to insure that story time

becomes,a customary pleasure in their child's routine.

Mildred Beatty Smith, in her article, "Involving Parents,in Education,"

states: "on the whole, children who read easily and well qpme from homes that

Ms. Glover is a Project Coordinator for the Chapel Hill Training Outreach4

Project. Her professional interests include teacher training and
curriculum for preschool and high-risk infants.



encourage reading. The lack of home reading is not a matter of class or
race; it is not a matter of being an urban, suburban or rural inhabitant;
it is indigeneous to American life."

One interesting program that supports the benefits of story time for the
preschooler is in the Flint Michigan Community'Schools. An activity known
as "The Preschool Story Hour" is scheduled in the elementary schools for
mothers and their children between the ages of three and five. These

mothers bring their children to the story hour sessions for one hour one
morning each week. During this time the mothers can check out,books
suitable for home reading. The mothers are provided with some techniques
on reading aloud effectively to their children. Follow-up was undertaken
to determine the influence this progriam had on children entering school.
Better adjustment to the school situation was noticed by kindergarten
teachers, as there was less crying during the first days of school. Teachers

also noticed these children evidenced a more enriched speaking vbcabulary
and exhibited a greater fluency in their oral language.

'Finger Plays: A Good Beginning'

(Parents should be aware of the prerequisite skills a child should have
before he can enjoy story time. Finger plays are quick, and provide the
action a toddler or preschooler so often requires. Frequently, a child will
pay attention to the movement of a person's fingers and arms before he will
pay attention to what is being said to him. A young child is a natural mimic..

He can copy actions before repeating words. Finger plays encourage the'child

to listen. He Makes an association between speech and motion. Finger plays .

are a delightful way to communicate with a child before he has the skills ,

to carry on a conversation.

When a child listens to.a little story.and moves his fingers or hands,
he is helping to 'act' it out. This is great fun for little actors and
actresses.

There are developmental benefits in utilizing finger plays with children.
The rhymes of the verses help in auditoryidiscrimination which leads to
speech development. A sense of rhythm is also encouraged by finger plays
as they all have a definite beat. Parents sfiould be reminded that-it is
better to memorize the finger plays.than to read them. (See the examples

of popular finger pldys included in this unit.)

When to Read
.

When it aPpears your child is ready to sit ana listen and look at
pictures for a short while, plan a regular time for reading aloud each day.
Just before naptime or bedtime are good times. Stories serve to calm the
child for sle4ing, particularly when he has been active during.the day.
Whatever the hour, be sure to make it the 'same time each day so the child
will look forward to it.

In today's busy world, it is often difficult to find ten or fifteen
minutes to give one's attention totally to just one person in the family.

r-
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Some families resolve this dilemma by having family reading time. Children

can take turns having their interests and choices satisfied.

These experiences of regular sharing and enjoying books together are

essential contributing factors in the child's long range development and his

readiness for reading.

Children's Choices and the Developmental Process

Appealing illustrations appear to'be number one on the preschooler's list

of priorities for books. They like big, clear,,simplistic pictures or

photographs that re colorful. Color is particularly important as it adds

realism. Inter ting story content with useful information and perhaps a

bit of broad or also captivate the preschooler. Other favorite qualities

of stori are surprise elements and appealing, recurring refrains which

encourage the child to 'read' along.

Studies have shown that young children are most aPt to respond to
literature about animals, other children, familiar experiences, fanciful

nature stories and simple fairy tales.
4

rt is important for.parents to be aware of the relationship between the

developmental process and children's literature. Most young children are

pleased with word patterns. They may not be accurate in their repetitions,
but watch their pleasure as they repeat such phrases as "Deedle Deedle.

Dumpling, my son John" or "Home again, Home again, jiggedy jig." A pre-

schooler is able to experience his world in new ways through picture books

and picture story books. Stories such as How Big is Big: From Stars to Atoms

help a child to develop concepts of bigness and 'smallness. Other concept

books.are Stan and Jan Berenstein's Inside Outside, Upside Down and Irma

Webber's Bits that Grow Big.

Preschoolers can identify with the story, Harry the Dirty Dog by Gene

Zion. They can empathize when.Harry is not recognidd after his adventures

amidst coal dust and railroad soot. Young children enjoy Harry's escapades
but are secretly relieved when he is taken in, bathed, recognized and

reunited with his family. Many booksjor the preschooler demonstrate the
young child's yearning for independence but also the need for the security

of home. The Secret Hiding Place by Rainey Bennett also has the theme of

independence versus security.

Children at this age are also learning to belong. This can be.observed

as their egocentric behavior becomes more sociable. They are learning to

live with others, helping as well as being helped, sharing, taking turns,

following and leading. In the story Hector Penguin, Hector finally becomes
accepted by the forest animals when he proves his swimming abilities in a

race with the ducks and the fish.

The imagination of the young child is wonderful. Animals can talk, walk,

and become human-like while little boys and girls can do incredible thirigs.

Winnie the Pooh is the classic story of an imaginary companion. Maurice
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Sendak, in his story, Where the Wild Thrngs Are, portrays a little boy with

power over 'wild things' and offers satisfaction to growing egos.

How to Read to Children

Plan a quiet time in which the child can be given your undivided

attention. Turn off the television!

- Allow the child to select the book he prefers from two or three good

ones you have chosen.

Hold the child on yotir lap or close to you. This gives a nice 'warm'

association to story time. Hold the book so the child cap easily see

pictures. Let him turn the pages if he wishes.

Pause, ask questions. Try to answer the child's questions briefly and

simply. If the story line is-too intricate, simplify it in your ogn

words. This is important! You do not have to read,the story word for

word. This often makes the story too.long for preschoolers.

Learn to 'tell' a story rather than read it. This allows you to watch

the chiLd's responses and make the story more stimulating.

Occasionally include a surprise. For example, if the story tells about

a little boy or girl having bread and jam, produce a piece of bread and

jam for munching, along with the child in the story. Many stories can

be brought 'alive' in this manner.

Additional Suggestions for Reading to a Child with a Handicap

For parents of visually and physically impaired Children, a flannel board

makes the.pictures more visible and eliminates the often frustrating page

turning. The visually impaired child may hold the picture closer to his

eyes to see and then place it on the flannel board.

For blind children,, use auditory and tactile stimuli to represent a

character. For example, if the story tells about a fairy, Ting a little

high-pitched bell. This helps the child conceptualize the smallness
and lightness bf a fairy character. It is important to give the blind

child tactile information about a character. In a story about a sheep, ,

give the child a piece of wool to feel; in a story about a bird -- a little

feather, etc. When a parent thinks in terms of providing their child with

a concept when the visual channel is not present, many good ideas are

possible.

As you read, it is best to be Comfortable and 'natural.' Be sure to

let your enjoyment shine through, and you'll find that story time will be a

special experience that will make reading together a happy memory for

parent and child.
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Discussion Questions

1. Ask parents to remember their favorite story as a child. What about it

was memorable? Encourage reTiniscences about the stories. Did they

try to recreate somethim from a story in their play? Do they remember

a certain word, person,'Pr occasion in a story?

2. Discuss desirable characteristics of children's books. Ask parents

to relate feelings about 'scary' books, fairy tales, and Dr. Seuss books.

3. As parents their feelings about television. Are children relying on

TV solely for their entertainment? What impact is television having on

children's creativity?

1
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POPULAR FINGER PLAYS

\ Jack-in-the-Box

(tor 2-3 year olds)

This is Jack (clinch left fist with thumb extended)
in a box. (Put thumb in fist. Cover with palm of right hand.)

,ppen the lid. (Lift right hand.)
Out Jack pops! (Pull thticiab out of fist with a jerk.)

- Bernice Wells Carson, Party Book for Boys and Girls

The Beehive

(for 3-4 year olds)

Here is the beehive (hold up clenched fist)
Where aike the bees?
Hiding away where nobody sees?
Look! They are coming out!
They are all alive! (loosen fist slightly)

' One! Two! Three! Four! Five! (lift one finger at a time.)

-Emilie Pyulsson, Finger Play for Nursery and Kindergarten

Little Rabbit

(for 3-6 year olds)

I saw a little rabbit (make hopping motions with hands and arms)
come hop, hop, hop!

J saw his two long ears (put hands at sides of head, flop hands
go flop, flop, flop, up and down)

I saw his little nose go twink, twink, twink (wiggle nose)
I saw his little eyes go blink, blink, blink (wink eyes).
I said, "Little rabbit; won't you stay?"

Then he looked at me (pause and stare)
and hopped away. (Make hopping motions with hands and arms.)

- Bernice Wells Carlson

I Had.a Little Turtle

(for 3-6 year olds )

I had a little'turtle4cup hands together)
'that lived in a,box

He swam in the water (swimming motion)
and climbed on the rocks (fingers walking on hands)

He snapped at a (clap hands) mosquito
He snapped at a (clap hands) flea!

He snapped at a fly (clap hands)
and he snapped at me! (clap hands)

ae caught the mosquito (catching motion)
He caught the flea (catching motion)

He caught the fly (catching motion)
BUT HE DIDN'T CATCH ME! (Shake head and hold hands open.)
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Flannel Board Workshop. Provide each parent with materials to make a

home flannel board set. Have eachyparent choose a story and make the

characters. Show parents how a flannel board can be easily constructed
with felt tacked over cardboard or a bulletin board. Pictures can be

cut from a coloring book or a paper back picturebook. Felt strips can

then be attached to the back of the picture so it will adhere to the

felt board.

2. Finger plays. Provide parents with a hand-out of finger plays (poems

with finger motions). Together learn the motions and words for each

one. Then have each parent make up a new one to try with their child

and share with other parents. Stress to,parents of children with
langdage delays or non-verbal children that finger plays are an
excellent way to encourage language. They-are also very good for dea.f

or hearing-impaired children. With these children, hold your fingers

near your mouth, enunciate clearly and be sure to make expressions

with your face.

3. Invite someone from a local bookstore or the children's section in a

library to bring a display of children's books for parents to see.
Ask the person to discuss and show parents the characteristics, strengths

and weaknesses, of different authors and illustrators. Children's books

which have received the Caldecott Award and Newberry Medal could be
presented and these awards explained for parents' resource information.

),

4. Experience Books. Tell parents to plan an experience for their child

such as baking biscuits, tie-dying or bowling. Have them take pictures

and write down any phrases or expressions their child uses during

the experience time. Provide materials such ap chart paper, hole
punchers, paper fasteners, etc. for parents to make an experience book.

They will be happy to discover their children will enjoy "reading" their

own book and sharing it with others.
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Media

cChicken Soup With.Rice. Filmstrip, 5 min., color. Narrated by Maurice

, Sendak. Available from Weston Woods., Weston, Ct. 06880.
$7.25, with cassett $12.75 (2F223C).

RESOURCES

.41.1111.

Sendak is a well-known children's author. .This is an example of

his reading style.

The Snowy Day. Record, 33 rpm, 6 min. Narrated by Jane Harvey. Available
from Spoken Arts, Inc., 310 N. Avenue, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801.
$1.95 (LTR 061), cassette (LTR061C) $5.50.

An award winning children's book recorded. Children love to look
'at pictures in the book while listening to the recording. A gdod

independent activity for quiet time.

You Read to Me, I'll Read to You. Record, 33 rpm. Available from Spoken
Arts, Inc., 310 N: Avenue, New Rochelle, N,Y. 10801. $6.50 (835).

Poet John Ciardi reads to ha'children and his young readers
return the favor.

Greene, Ellen & Schoenfeld, Modalynne. A Multimedia Approach to Children's

Literature. Chicago: AmeriCan Library Associate, 1977.

A selective list of films, filmstrips and recordings based on
children's books.

Reading for Adults

Arbuthnot, May Hill. Children's Reading in the Home. Glenview, Illinois:
4

Scott, FoIesman and Company, 1969.

Discussion on the importance of reading,and how to choose books.
Recommends books of all types for all ages.

Arbuthnot, May Hill & Sutherland, Zena. Children and Books. London:

Scott, Foresman and Company, 1972.

This is the fifth edition of an excellent'resource book; The
emphasis is on understanding children and their needs, or perspec-
tives and background, on criteria and types of literature and on
artists and authors.

Gillespie, Margaret C. & Conner, John W. Creative Growth through Literature

for Children and Adolescents. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill

Publishing Co., 1975.
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This is a valuable, readable rPsource that beautifuLly illustrates

the relationship.between developmental stages and relevant litera-

ture for young people.

.
"How to Help Your Child Do Well in School," U.S. News and World

Report, 67 (October 6, 1969): 49-50.

A Survey of 1,045 mothers dealing withthe parental role in the

school achievement of first graders. Findings suggest that the

(parental role in early years is basic in determining how much a

-youngster is going to,achieve in school.

Larrick, Nancy. A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading. 3rd edition.

Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc. 1969. (Also

available in paperback from Pocket Books, Inc.)

A popular book involving.parents in their children's reading.

Milner, Esther. "A Study of the Relationship Between Reading Readiness in

Grade One School Children and Patterns of Parent Child Interaction,"

Child Development, 22 (June 1951): 95-112.

While over twenty-five years old, it is doubtful that this study

has lost much of its validity. Milner found that high achievers

possess several or many story books; are habitually read to by

mothers and/or fathers and are involved in family activities. Lower

achievers owned few or no books and received little or no reading

interaction from parents.

Readings for Children t

Carlson, Bernice Wells. Listen! And Help Tell the Story. Nashville:

Abingdon Press, 1965.

This is a delightful book of fingerplays and short stories that are

designed to activelyjnvolve children from pre-school to adolescents.

Menniger Foundation. A Read Tbgether Book for Parents and Children.

This is a series of books that address a young child's feelings,

(i.e. Sometipes, I Get Angry) and experiences (i.e. My Friend, the

Doctor).

Ringi, Kjell. The Winner. New York: Harper and Row, 1969.

A 'wordless pict,ure story about the competition between two neighbors.

Great fun for prereaders.

Keats, Ezra Jack. Peter's Chair. New York: Harper and liow, 1967.

Peter is unheppy about giving up some of his outgrown belongings

to his new baby sister. Helps air feelings of sibling jealousy.
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For a complete annotated list of children's books according to categories
such as realism, fantasy, ABC books and Mother Goose, refer to a Selected
Annotated Bibliography for the Preschool Years found in Creative Growth
through Literature for Children and Adolescents listed above.
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HELPING CHILDREN TO COPE WITH STRESS

, Gary B. Mesibov

Unit Objectives

1. To inform parents of the fragile nature of children's coping strategies

and the need for parents to provide support and assistance during dif-
.

ficult times.

2. To provide information concerning the ways in which children.cope with

difficult situations and how these are similar to adult coping strategies.

3. To provfde information,on how parents can help their children to develop

more effective coping strategies.

Resources for Co in

Stress is an important part of every human being's existence, and one

thing everyone must learn is how to utilize-personal resources to deal

with it. Coping effectively with stress is a particular prbblem for children

' because they often lack the necessary resources and/or experiences. The

purpose of.this unit is to describe ways in which children can be helped in

developing and utilizing the necessary resources for dealing with stress.

Key concepts which will be discussed are understanding, expectations, control,

emotional security, iricentives, and feelings of efficacy.

Understanding

One important way in which adults deal with stressful situations is by

trying to understdn'd them. Somehow,understanding how and why something has

happened makes it easier for adults to accept stressful situations. The

sudden, unexpected death of a young friend (e.g., a car wreck) is much harder

to accept than the death of an older.friend who has been sick for a long

time. The inevitability of old age and sickness is something most people

understand much.better than the sudden death of a much younger person.

,

The problem of understapding stressful situations is even more

difficult for children because of their limited intellectual ability and

perspective in relation to adults. For this reason it is particularly

important to explain things as concretely and specifically as possible.

t
While explaining things to children,"euphe isms such as "He passed away"

should not be used. Although these euphe Il sms make adults feel better,

't

Dr. Mesibov is a psychologist at the University of Northitarolina's

Division for Disorders of Development and Learning and an Assistant

Professor in the University's Psychiatry and Psychology Departments.

Dr. Mesibov's professional areas of interest include childranIg social. -

and emotional development.
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they only serve to confuse children who can better understand.siMple,

direct statements like "Jim died today." Children can also be aided in

understanding if adults' -attitudes show that they welcome the-child's questions
and are willing to answer them. -All questions, no matter how simple, or.t-
threatening to adults, should be taken seriously and answered as directly

as possible. Finally, children's concerns about steessful situations wll
often involVe the implications of these situations for them Personally, and,
attempts to assist them must deal with this fact. For example, in.explaining
death to a child, it is important to point out that they will never see the

deceased person again and that the peeton is feeling no pain. -Thia,wildr

help elarify the child's future relationship with that p&son and also

reassure the child that he would feel no pain if a similar tragedy befell'

him.

Expectations

In dealing with stress, it is also helpful for adults,if they have

appropriate expectations related fo the stressful situation. jor most
people, knowing what the sequence of events will be in a difficult situation

is generally reassuring and comforting. If one is to undergo surgery, it,*

is usually helpful for that person to know what will occur both before and:

after the operation. This ler* a certain predictability and regularity to
the process which can facilitate preparation and4subsequent coping.

Making.situations predictable for children is more difficult than it

is for adults because of most young children's inability to sea vary far 0

into the future. However,'as discussed earlier, it is possible fey children

to grasp relatively sophisticated and abstract,cbncepts if they are presented

in a very concrete manner. In preparing a child for surgery, it would be
helpful to take the child to the hospital where the surgery will be performed,

to familiarize him with the sights, sounds and smells that will be encoun-

tered on the day of the operation. Each step in the process should be.

outlined very specifically add concretely. For example, the child could

be told that on the day of the surgery, he will wake up, have something

placed over his head, go back to sleep and then wake up again around lunch

time. Upon waking up, he can expect° to feel a little tired And sore but

?
will be feeling better by the time Sesame Street and then dinner come
around. A series of pictures depicting this iequence can help make the
explanation even more understandable. If the child can assume an active
role by coloring the pictures, the effect can be even better.,

In preparing a young child for stressful situations, it is probably

best not to do it too far in advance. Children do not have the same

resources as adults and therefore do not require .the same amount of

preparation time. Too much advanced warning cawnctually make a child
overly anxious as he is likely to worry about the impending event.
Usually preparing a young child one or two days in advance is adequate.

Control

A third factor making stressful situations*easier for adults is*the

feeling, that one has sone degree of control over the situation or at least
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the process. The death of a friend, a stay in the hospital or even' a

trip to the dentist have in common the problem of being mostiy beyond

one's ability to influence or control. Sometimes these situations can be
made easier if one is allowed to exert some control, however small. For

example, the dentist can help by allowing one to raise his hand to signal

excessive pain. By stopping whenever a patient gives that signal, the
dentist allows a patient some control over what is a stressful situation
for most people. Although this is a relatively small amount of control
in comparison to the total process, knowing that he can stop the dentist
at any time is helpful to many dental patients.

The issue of control is an especially crucial one for children
because of their general powerlessness relative to adults. In areas where

adults are not even able to exercise a great deal of control, children
have an eSpecially difficult problem. One way of increasing children's
control in some of these situations is by increasing the decisions that
they are allowed to make. Although 'children are obviously not capable of
making many important decisions, they will feel better.if they have some
input into the,process that is affecting them, even if their input seems
minor by our standards. For example, a child can choose which pajamas or
toys he will bring to the hospital during an extended stay. The child

might also help in choosing the day of elective surgery, or suggesting the
kind of present he would like Grandma to bring to the hospital during her
visit. Parents can also help increase children's feelings of control by
modeling appropriate Coping tethniques. This does not mean parents cannot
cry or show other emotions to their children but rather that they should
convey the .impression that they are in control and can manage, even though

they might be very upset about what has happened.

Emotional Security

Emotional security is also very important and potentially useful to
everyone in times of stress. Adults often feel more secure with the company

of friends or in familiar places. The desire for familiarity and the
security that goes along with it is one factor making most hospital patients '

extremely anxious to return home after a hospital stay. Good luck charms, .

favorite jewelry nd other special possessions can be reassuring to adults
during times of stress as well.j

The somewhat fragile nature of young children's coping strategies
makes emotional security an especially important issue for them. Regu-

larity and familiarity are two factor's that generally increase the security
that most youngsters feel, even in difficult'situations. Regularity in
terms of one's schedule and also the people one sees is important and
should be maintained if at all possible. Maintaining the regular bedtime
routine aftex the death of a close relative or during a stay in the
hospital can be very important to a young child. -Having familiar toys or
cuddly objects (favorite teddy beax) around can also help a child through
some difficult times. ,Althodgh some children do not spontaneously attach
themselves to teddy bears or other cuddly objects, these attachments can
(and probably should) be facilitated by always putting a child to bed with



the same cuddly object and also by taking it along on trips and other

special outings.

Incentives

Another way that adults help themselves through difficult times is

by providing themselves with aciditional incentives. Many people reward -

themselves with a special dinner after a particularly stressful week or
a special present (clothes) after a particularly difficult period. The

extra incentive gives one something to focus on duting the hard times

and serves as an acknowledgement that one has succes4fully completed a'
,

difficult task.

Added incentives can be especially useful in helping children through
stressful ftmes. These incentives,help Astract children from the ditficutt

situation at hand and provide the extra incentive many of them need to

, marshal their resources. A child in the hospital looks fOrward'to a gift
.from his parents and this helps him to-endure the pain and discomfort that

often accompanies a hospitalization. Doctors add dentists often give
children little toys at the end of the visit. Along with helping to
distract and motivate young children, these added incentives communicate
adults' understanding and appreciation of the difficulty of the situation

for the child personally.

Feelings of Efficacy

Finally, feelings of efficacy are very important to anyone confronting

a difficult situation. Feelings of efficacy.involve thinking you can ac-

complish those things in life needed for contentment and satisfaction.
Feelings of efficacy are similar to what many call apositive self-toncept%
Adults who feel they are generally competent and can accomplish those

things needed for their personal satisfaction are generally able to handle

life's stresses and problems. Those who feel inadequate to meet most of
life's challenges are msually less able to cope with disappointments and

set backs.

It is especially difficult for children to develop feelings of
efficacy given the large number of tasks they are unable to perform
relative to. other people they see (parents, tecc:.ers). Children cannot

drive cars, cook dinners, or throw balls as well as adults. .Conse-
quently,it is important for adults to be extremely supportive of their
children's efforts and to point out, emphasize and reinforce what children
can do rather than what they are unable to accomplish. This can be done
by making charts of accomplishments, taking a period of each day to
discuss positive accomplishments, pointing out to friends and spouses in
the child's presence what the child has accomplished. By doing these
things, adults can help children develop the feeling that they really are
competent people who can succeed at those tasks that are.important to them.

This feeling is extremely important in helping children to cope with
problems and misfortunes when they occur.
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In summary, children .are especially vulnerable to stress because of

their limited ability to understand what is happening to them and because

of the fragile nature of their coping strategies. Nevertheless, they still

use many of the same.copirig strategies as adults in dealing with stress and

uncertainty, though not as appropriately or effectively. By understanding

children's needs in stressful situatgions and the ways in which they cope,

adults can be of great assistance to.their children in helping them to

deal with some of the very frightening and difficult situations with which

life confronts everyone.

Discu!,An Questions

.1. How can yarents help their children cope with stress?

2. What are some of the problems in helping a child understand the

source of his anxiety?

3. Why does increasing a child's motivation by providing additional

reinforcement sometimes help that child through stressful periods?

4. How can you help a child exert additional control over situations

wher his input is minimal?

;
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PROGRAM. FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Individual Exercises. Have parents write down ways in which they
cope with stressful situations. Discuss these as a group and then

use them as a transition to discussing'children's coping strategies,
pointing out similarities as you go along.

2. Films and Discussion. Show-a film on coping with grief or other
stresses and use this as a vehicle for discussing major issues.
Useful questions to ask about the film,are, "Were the child's
concerns handled appropriately? What Was done well? What could
zhave been improved?"

3. Role Plays: Have parepts role play talking to children and helping
them to handle stress. Ways in which to handle this without-making
it too threatening for the4partisipating parents have been discussed
in other units.

Is
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REgOURCES

Media
.

In My Memorf. 16.mm film. 15 min. color, Available from National
Instructional Television, fIll W. 17th St., Bloolkington, Indiana

.47401. Purchase $1.80i .

Relates a family's experiences around the death of a close relative.
The film focuses on the child's reactions and how the family
handles her questions and feelings.

Readings for Adults

Gardner, Richard A. The Parents Book About Divorce. New York: Bantam

Books, 1977.

Describes haw to handle divorce in relation to children. The book

has some good suggestions on how to discuss difficult topics with

children.

Garmezy, Norman. Vulnerable and Invulnerable Children: Theory, Research

and Intervention. Abstracted in the JSAS Catalog of Selected
Documents,in Psychology, 1 (1976): 96.

A scientific discussiaa of children who develop emotional problems

because of a large number of genetic, family and environmental
factors. Of interest for this unit are the children who do not
develop any of these problems in spite of the same genetic, family
and environmental factors as those children who do have problems.

Grollman, Carl A. Explaining Divorce to Children. Boston: Beacon Press,

1969.

This book provides a lot of assistance to parents concerning how
to handle divorce in a way that is helpful and supportive to the

children.

Murphy, Lois B., & Moriarty, A. E. Vulnerability, Coping and Growth:

From Infancy to Adolescence. New Haven: Yale University Press,

1976.

Describes a study of a group of children who were followed over a
long period of time in an attempt to identify factors related to their
successful coping with stress as adults.

Salk, Lee. What Every Child Would Like His Parents to Knaw. New York:

Warner, 1973.

Question and ansiver format deals very sensitively witifia large

number of issues such as how to discuss death, divorce and many
other important concerns with children.
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Vogel, Linda Jane. Helping a Child Understand Death. Philadelphia:

Fortress Press, 1975.
4

The insights in this little book are helpfulrnot only with questions

about death, but also with other difficult life questions.

Readings for Children

Fassler, Joan. Don't Worry Dear. New York: Behavioral Publications,

1971.

About a child who worries about whether she will be able to give

up thumbsucking, bedwetting, etc. Her mother reassures her that

she soon will be able to do so,- and she does.

. My Grqpdpa Died Today. New York: Behavioral Publications,

1971.

About a boy who feels guilty about enjoying himself playing base-

ball soon after his grandpa has died. When he remembers how much

grandpa enjoyed baseball and watching his young grandson play, then

the boy realizes that playing is exactly what his grandpa would

want him to do .

Gardner, Richard A. The Boys and Girls Book About Divorce. New York:

Bantam Books, 1970.

A clear, straight-forward book that explains divorce to children

in a way they can understand. The book also takes the children's

feelings into account very nicely.

Koocher,.Gerald-P, 'Why Isn't the Gerbil Moving Anymore - Discussing

Death in the Classroom and the Home," Children Today, Jan.-Feb.,

1975.

The article presents many good suggestionsion how to talk about

death with children. Information is also presented on how children

understand death at different ages.

Watson, Switzer, & Hirschberg. my Friend, the Doctor. Racine, Wisconsin:

Golden Press, 1972.

This book describes what happens during a routine physical exam.

. my Friend, the Dentist. Racine, Wisconsin:

Golden Press, 1972.

This bock.desoribes what happens during a routine dental exam.
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NUTRITION CAN BE FUN!

Becky Givens
Carolyn J. Hartz

Unit Objectives
4

1. To identify the basic nutrients and food groups important for

growth and development.

2. To.give common sources of basic nutrients.

3. To provide information on the numbet of servings required for a

balanced menu.

4. To stimulate parents' awareness of ways to initiate new foods. /

'Parents and the YOung Child's Food Habits

Young children master many skills during their fist six years, and

learning to eat a variety of foods is one of the most important.ones.
Children should be provided the opportunity to learn to eat and enjoy

a variety of nutritious foods. It is important to remember that
children are easily impressed by adult actions and reactions. Parents

are major models in helping children formulate ideas and attitudes
about foods which are important for adequate growth and development
of their young bodies. What parents know about food, their food
preferences, likes and dislikes, and the mealtime atmosphere all help
to form the child's lifetime food habits and attitudes. These initial

experiences will linger in the memory of the child and will be carried

thrpughout his life. Hopefully, these experiences will also build the

child's sense of trust in the world, along with good food habits.

Happy Mealtimes

Meltimes should be a happy family affair. This is not the time for

arguments. Like adults, children enjoy having pleabant company while

they eat. The sociability of family meals can be of great value to the

development of a child. Children need some type of reasonable schedule

of meals. This schedule can be flexible, but should be sufficiently
consistent to provide security to the child and to assist him in

'Ms. Givens is a recent graduate in Public Health at Tulane University,
New Orleans, Louisiana. Her special interests include nutrition
education, and developmental and learning disabilit,ies. Ms. Hartz,

Nutritkonist at the Division for Disorders of Development and Learning,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, has special interests in maternal-child
health nutrition; malnutrition and learning; and nutrition,and the
developmentally disabled.
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establishing good food habits% A quiet time before meals helps the child

calm down befeire starting the meal. This "calm" during meals helps both

parents and child enjoy eating.

Children Need the Basic Nutrients

There are six nutrient groups needed in daily meals. They are

proteins,carbohydrates,fats, vitamins, mineral$, and water. After food

is digested, the nutrients are released and usied to (1) provide energy;

(2) build, maintain and repair body tissues; and (3) keep the body

running smoothly.

Since no one food contains all the nutrVents needed for good health,

growth, and development, it is important to/choose a variety of foods

to provide the essential nutrients each day.

To simplify daily meal planning, food$ are grouped according to the

nutrients they supply. Plan the child's,aet to include the recommended

number of servings from each group.

Food Groups

1. Meat Group --Provides protein, iron, thiamin (BI), riboflavin

(B2), and niacin. Two or more child-size servings are

recommended daily. Sources of this group are meat, fish,
poultry, eggs or cheese, with dry beans, peas, nuts or other

legumes or lentils as alternates.,

2. Grain Groutprovides manY of the B vitamins, iron and

carbohydrates. This group'should be served at each meal.

Sources are whole grains dr enriched breads or cereals.

Macaroni, spaghetti, noodles, and rice can also be included in

this group.

3. Dairy Group --is the priMary source of calcium; also provides

proteins, vitamins A, D and riboflavin. Servings $hould be three

or more child-siie glasSes of milk daily (or equivalent in other
dairy products such as yogurt, cheese, ice cream, etc.). The

following is a helpful milk conversion table for milk

equivalents:

3/4 - 1 cup yogurt = 1 cup milk

11/2 slices (ounces) dar-type cheese = 1 cup milk

1 3/4 cup ice cream = 1 cuR milk

2 cups cottage cheese. = 1 cup milk

4. Fruit-Vegetable Group .is the primarfkrurce of vitamins A and
C; also provides some iron and minerals. Dark green, leafy

or orange vegetables and fruits are needed three to four times

weekly for vitamin A. Best sources of vitamin A are carrots,
greens, spinach and sweet potato; other good sources include

7 7
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apricots, tomatoes and winter squash. One good source of

vitamin C is recommended daily. Oranges, grapefruit, straw-

berries, fortified juices are the best sources of vitamin C.

Tangerines and tomatoes also provide ,some vitamin C.

5. Others-- This group includes sugar, fats and oils.

be used for extra calories, but in moderation.

MEAT

2 or more servings:
meat, fish, poultry,

eggs, cheese, legumes

FRUITS-
VEGETABLES

3-4 servings weekly:
dark green leafy or
orange vegetables

1 serving'daily:
citrus fruits,

strawberries

DAIRY

3 or more servings:
milk, cheese, yogurt,
ice cream,

cottage cheese

These should

OTHER'

Serve in moderation:

sugar, fats, oils

0

Serving Size Guideline

GRAIN'S

Serve at each meal:
whole gains or

enriched Sreads and
cereals'

The amount of food for the basic groups is recommended in child-size '

servings. How large is a serving of food.for a preschooler? Although

the specific amount that is needed will vary from one child to the

other, a serving size equal to one small tablespoon of each food for

each year of life is a workable guideline. For instance, a three-year old

should begin a meal with three tablespoons, while four tablespoons is

average for a four-year old.

Snacks

Snacks are needed for many preschool children who are very active.

A mid-morning snack is intended to provide the energy needed to avoid

the late morning slump. When children become overtired or too hungry,

their appetites often seem to lag at mealtime. Snack foods should be ,

nutritious; they should carry their weight in food value and should

not interfere with lunch. Some snack foods that are often enjoyed by

children include raw vegetables, small pieces of fruit, milk, cheese

cubes, and crackers spread with peanut butter.
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Eye Appeal

Food served at elach meal should have varie,ty in the following:

1. Form --cooked or raw

2. Size and shape --roun , sticks, curls, cubes, etc.

3. ,Color, textur --crisp and soft

4. Flavor -strong or mild; sweet or sour

The preparation of food should be geared toward maintaining and

achieving maximum color and beauty. Use crisp, firm foOds in combina-

tiqn with soft, creamy ones. Use a combination of mild flavors with

strong ones. Try to include foods with contrasting colors. The red,

green,and orange colors natural to fruits and vegetables add eye appeal.

In a hot meal, try to include at least one cold food. In a cold meal,

try to include at least one hot food.

Finger Foods

Serve foods in forms young children can manage easily, such as bite

Size pieces. "Finger foods" (food they can pick up with their fingers)

are easy to handle. You should try to serve these often.

Suggested finger foods include:

apple wedges
banana slices
berries
cabbage wedges
carrot curls
celery sticks
cheese cubes
dried fruit

New Foods

drumsticks
fresh peach wedges
fresh pear wedges
fresh pineapple sticks
grapefruit sections
green pepper strips
meat cubes
melon balls

orange sections
pitted prunes
pitted plums
raisins
radish roses
tangerine sections
tomato wedges
waffle sticks

Most children are highly experimental at this age. Bright new

colors, different shapes, textures and aromas can be used to introduce

new foods to young children. A child who has frequent opportunities to
try new foods when he is young will probably continue to accept new
foods as he gets olden.,

Introduce only one new food at a time. At first, offer a very small

amount, at the beginning of the meal, along/with familiar foods. Allow

the youngster plenty of time to look at and examine the new item. He

will probably be very cautious and very quizzical. It may be helpful

if the parents attempt to explain what the new food tastes iike. It is

helpful for.the child to see the parent eat and enjoy the new food.
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If the new item is rejected, do not make a fuss or try to force the

child to eat-the food. Stay calm and offer, the food again a few days

later. If the food is rejected several times, try to fins" out what

about it is disliked. A different method of preparation may make a

difference. Don't be afraid to experiment!

Most importantly, do not reveal to the child parental likes or

dislikes of the food. Try to be objective! It may be necessary to

accept that he really cannot enjoy a certain food. Most people have

one or two fOods they don't like.. Making it a battle may create more

problems than the dislike'of one food.

. Variable Appetite

The typical preschool child will have some days when he'Consumes

a large amount of food and other days his food intake will be consider-

ably small in comparison with his average intake. It is not necessary

to try to'get the child to eat the same amount of food each day. A

"child's rate of growth, activities and state of health all influence

how much is eaten. It is important, however, to make an effort to serve

a Variety of foods each day in order for the child to be well nourished.

A child occasionally goes on "food jags" when all he wants is the

same food item. These changes in appetite should nOt cause concern.

Such,food jags are usually short lived and fade as quickly as they

appeared.

Nutrition Education Activities

When combined with other learning experiences, nutritton education'

becomes a fun learning experience for.children as well as the involved

adults. "Practice maked' perfect" is an appropriate saying when it

applies to children. As they have the opportunity to practice what is

taught, the learning is reinforced. What better way to introduce

nutr4ion than through activities that seem like a fun game.

Many of the activities to follow can be elaborated upon or simplified

by parents in oraer to fit the child's ability.

4
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Let's Start at dite Very Beginning!

The following set of ABC's is to be used as a model for:parents.

Questions following each letter of'the alphabet are diretted towards

parents with some questions appropriate for children. This

particular set is designed to initiate and stimulate ideas for

parents in order to get them accustomed to thinking of.ways to

introduce foods, new, flavors, new textures, new shapes and sizes.

A
What is the color?

What is the texture?

What happens to the color when it is left
out for awhile?

This fruit has a very different shape.

It can be turned into a smile.

What is the color?

How does it smell?

aA/LotA

&Ma/14

How does At grow?

It is a source of which vitamin?

What color iS it?
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Which vegetable does it come frpm?

What happens when you cook aft egg?

Where do eggs comuPfrom?

What are different ways you can fix them?

Where does Lt come from?

Has your child ever seen a whole fish
with scales and fins?

Has your child ever been fishing?

This fruit is a good source of which
vitamin?

Grapefruits come in two colors. What

are they?

Can you describe the taste to your child?



What insect makes this?

Have you ever seen.a honeycomb?

.Did you know that it was good to chew?

What does hony feel like?

From what is it made?

What food group 'does it belong to?

How is it made?

How do you.make juice?

What kind of juice have you tried?

Wash different vegetables; cut meat into
cubes. Take toothpicks and make
kabobs.

Yob can also mafce fri.gt kabobs.
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Did you know that this sunny,bright
fruit can add zip to almost
any dish?

Have you ever made lemonade from
fresh lemons?

e

#

It comes in many different shapes and
sizes! Check them out on your
next shopping trip.

A

4041-t
40*

Do nuts have a hard shell or a soft shell?

What animals eat nuts?

How many different kinds can you name?

What different colop&-iare olives?

Do they have pits?

Howelong does it take for an olive tree,
to grow olives?

4
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I. How does a peanut grow?

What does it look like?

Have you ever made your own peanut butter?

What do you like on biscuits and pancakes?

What color is cornbread?

-

Did you know that raisins come from grapes?.

What cerdr are they?

%

Why are they good to eat?

What does a strawberry look like?

Is it sweet or sour? Dry or juicy?

How. do you ,make strawberry jam?

S5
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Did you know that a tomato is a fruit?

Have you ever iried'growing your own?

How many different kinds of utensils
are in your kitchen?

What are they used for?

Can your child name some of.them?

If you have a variety of food from,each
.

food group daily, you do not need to
take vitamin tablets!

How does a watermelon grow?

!What does it look like on the insidel

'What time of the year are w.atermelons

ripe?
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'Xtra special touches --herbs, spices and
garnishes make everything nice!

What do herbs and spices smell like?

What do they taste like?

Why are they used?

This milk product has a different taste.

Can you describe it?

Do you know wh( it is thick and creamy?

Try different ways of flavoring it!

Have you tried this delicately-flavored
vegetable in salads?

Cut it into sliced. What does it look
like on the inside? What does
it look'like on the outside?

Can you make another alphabet?
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Additional Activities:

1. Food Game fiCut out or make colored pictures of food. Glue

these pictures on 5 x 8 inch cards. Let children make up a

gamd using the cards.

2. Animal -'Food Pictures Use aniffial and food pictures to

associate the foods with the animal from which they are obtained.
(chicken - eggs, cow - milk, etc.)

3. Food That Animals Like Use animals and,food pictures'to
associate foods that certain animals like. (carrOts - rabbit,
peanuts - elephant, bananas - monkey, etc.)

41 Foods in Various Forms Use flash cards to identify foods in

various forms (apples - applesauce - apple juice - apple

butter )

5. Sweet Potato Plant Place a sweet potato in water and watch it '

grow into a beautiful plant. This will illustrate how the
plant grows from the stored.food in plants.

#

6. Peanut Butter **Show your child how to make peanut butter by

grinding roasted peanuts.

7. Making Butter Give your child a small amount of heavy cream
in a small container wich a lid; let him shake it until it
turns into butter.

8. Plant a Garden Plant seeds which germinate quickly. If a
child does not like vegetables, this may be a way to spur an
interest in eating them.

9. Field Trips Plan trips in order for the child to discover
how food is'produced, marketed and purchased. These excursions
will widan the child's scope, arouse and satisfy his curiosity.
The child may take an interest in the items seen on a farm.
Observe where.eggs come from; observe cows being milked;
observe vegetables and fruits growing. and explain how they

.grow. Take a trip to a bakery. Buy fresh dough. Watch it

rise and bake it. Cut the loaf into slices for sandwiches.
Why does bread rise?

10. New Skills This is an age of new growth, development, and
incerltives. A preschooler feels his age and wants to step
up io new demands and activities. He may want to help set the
table or even help with meal or snack preparation. If ii is

feasible, allow your child to spread his wings in different
activities with the supervision necessary.

8 '6
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General Rules to Help ChildrenEnisy_Food

In summary, the following guidelines may be'helpful.

1. Serve food attractively.

2. Give small helpings. .

3. Don't"make a fuss about food; serve it without. comment.

4. Do not stress amount of food to be eaten.

-

5. Try to maintain a calm, unworried attitude toward child's

eating.

6. Allow finger foods until the child has developed good

coordination with a spoon or fork.

7. Make mealtimes a happy family affair.

8. Serge nutritious midmorning and midafternoon snacks.

9. Use your imagination to arouse the curiosity of the child;

open his eyes,to the wide.scope of food variety by gamei and.

educational activities.

Discussion Questions'

1. What ard the basic nutrients?

2. Which food groups are necessary for a balanced diet?

3. How many servings of each group are recommended each day?

4. What considerations should be taken in preparing foods for a

preschooler? =

5. What foods are ideal for snacks? Why are snacks important?

6. In addition to the ones suggested in this unit, whpt activities,

would help stimulate the interest and curiostty of preschoolers?

7. Recall what you ate in the last twenty-four hours and see how well you did

J.n receiving the recommended number of servings.
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'PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Show the filmst.rip, Feeding Your Young Children, listed in the

Resources section.

2. Provide an assortment of magazines, 5 x-8 inch cards, scissors,

glue and crayons. Using the model design of ABC's, make a few

more sets of flashcards with .questions appropriate for

children.

3. Make flashcards for matching food games.

Make a snack game illustrating good snacks and bad snacks. .

An appropriate'model may be designed from the 'children's games

Chutes and Ladders or Candyland: Someone in the group should

be familiar with the setup of these games.

Provide parents with some of the various pamphlet's listed in Ole

bibliography.

6. yrovide role plays of do's and don'ts for parenkA. Have theth act

them out in panti-mlime as charades with the grvup guesSing the

content of the positive or negative suggestions.

4.
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RESOURCZS

Many materials, including films, food models and pamphlets, are available
through the affiliated Dairy Council units. The following materials are
usually available free or at nominal costs through the area office of the
Dairy Council. If you are not served locally, address orders to: National
Dairy Council, 6300 North River Road, Rosemont, Illinois 60618.

Media

Feeding Your Young Child. 35 min. filmstrip, 60 frames, color. Teacher

leader guide. Free loan, purchase.$3.00.

This filmstrip gives parents of preschool children practical guide-
lines on building positive attitudes toward food..

Food Models. 146 full-color photbgraphic, life size, cardboard models.
Die cut. Sixteen page teacher/leader guide. $5.50 per set
(8012A).

A variety of daily meals, snacks, and standard food portion sizes
can be depicted with the Food Models. Cultural foods are included.
The guide provides activities for using the models in areas of
general nutrition, nutrition labeling, weight Control, dental health,
and the metrid system.

Pamphlets

Cooking Is Fun. Sixteen.pages. Eight page teacher/leader guide. $.30.

This beginner's story-type cookbook gives recipes a child can
*follow. Directions stimulate home and school cooperation.

Food Before Six. Eight pages. (B005) $.10.

This illustrated booklet for parents of one-to-six-year-olds is a
direst of-philosophy with practical suggestions for helping
children enjoy eating. It is designed as a companion for use
With filmstrip, Feeding Your Young Child.

Growth Record. Six pages, (FYC 8003) $.05.

Children can visualize their own *growth patierns by completing bar'
graphs for their changes in height and weight. Fopds needed for
growth and health are discussed.

ice Cream for You and Me. Twenty-four pages. Four-page teacher/leader
gui4C. (11269) $.50.

This colorful booklet with an award-winning graphic design portrays'
ice-cream making in a modern ice-cream plant. Through a series of
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simple experiments, the child explores the properties of this

dairy food.

Meals and Snacks for You. (Four posters, 16" x 21") Four page teacher/

leader guide. $1.20 per set.

The posters show children eating nutritious breakfasts, lunches,

dinners and snacks. These full-color posters are designed to en-
courage discussions of wise selection br children.or parents.

The guide suggests other acti ities.

Milk . . . Its*-Nutrient Value. Eight ages (B095) $.30.

Milk composition, forms, and desirability for all ages are reviewed.

Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm. Twenty-four pages. Two-page teacher/leader guide.

(B284). $.35.

This booklet provides an opportunity to enrich the child's under-

standing of daily living on a-dairy farm and helps the youngster
grasp the importance of food and good health.

Where We Get Our Food. Twenty pages. Four-page teacher/leader guide.

(B125). $.60.

The source of our dairy foods, fruits, vegetables, eggs, cereals

and meats is explained. Art-work depicts many foods in their
natural envircnment and workers who help bring the food to us.

Additional Readins for Adults

Food for the Family with Young Children. Fourteen pages, illustrated.

Revised 1973. (100-02944). $.25. Available from the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402. .

This book reviews,basic nutrition principles and relates them to

different stages of development through which a growing child goer:.

Goodman, Mary T. & Pollen, Gerry. Creative Food Experiences for Children.

Washington, D.C.: Center of Science in the Public Interest, 1974.
(1779,Church St., Washington, fl. C. 20036).

This book presents in a step-by-s,tep way, activities related to

food and nutrition that should interest both parents and childrPr.

McWilliams, Margaret. Nutritioft for the Growing Years. 4ew York: John.

Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1975.
#

This book presents general information about nutrition and focuses

on understanding the problems of child nutrition.
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Selected Sources of Educational Material on Nutrition

Nutrition Foundatioh, Inc., 489 5th Ave., New York, NY 10017

American Medical Association, 135 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinats 60610

AmericSn Dietetic Association% 430 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

American Dental Association, 211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60611

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Gov't Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402

Center of Science in the Public Interest, 1779 Church Street, Washington,
D. C. 20036
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COOKING WITH CHILDREN

Judith E. Leonard

Unit Objectives

I. To develop in parents an awareness of the role cooking can play in

learning.

2. To provide iriformation on how cooking can be a learning experience

for young children at varying developmental stages.

3.. To. provide guidelines and suggestions for cooking activities that

parents can use to enhance social-emotional, fine-motor, language

and cognitive development.

Learning Thrall:11h Cooking

Cooking is a wonderful learning experience that can be a natural and

cooperative endeavor and adventure for children and parentsq Unfortunately,

it is not often considered by parents as an appropriate activity for children

until they are teenagers or older. This is because it is.often simply

thought of as learning to cook rather than learning through cooking. There

will not always be time to include children in cooking, but making time once

in a while, when things are not rushed, can provide .p.n enjoyable learning

experience for children. If a child asks ta\help at a time that is not

convenient, plan with him another time when h'e, can participate.

All children have ro imitate adults and participate in adult activ-

ities. They often have to pretend to imitate these activities; however' in

cooking, they can'do the "real" thing. (Cooking and baking can expose pre-

school children to many multisensory learning experiences in'the areas of

cognitive, fine-motor, language, and social-emotional develcipment. The

multisensory activities include smelling, tasting, seeing; touching and

even hearing (crunch!). Foods provide a variety of textures that are hard

to match in any other setting. This is also true of taste and smerl.

The basic rationale for cooking with young children includes the

following:

Cooking is a natural and regular activity of .kie home and a needed

skill.

Ms. Leonard was formerly Coordinator of the Gifted-Handicapped Project'.

She is currently a student in the Law School of the University of North

Carolina at Chayel Hill.
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Coc,king is learning by doing-- the way young children learn best.

Good nutritIon can be taught through cooking.

The child experiences tAe satisfaction of making a product.

Np new skills are required of parents in order to cook with thelr

children.

Acquiring Skills. in Developmental Areas

One of the reasons cooking is sUch an excellent learning acti Ity is

that it provides an opportunity to enhance skills in almost every evelop-

mental area. Awareness of the skills in each area can help parents to

capitalize on cooking experiencesto develop skills.

I. Language development: Through'cooking experiences, children

?:an learn new vocabulary, prereading and reading skills and

new concepts. Basic language concepts such as in, on, add,
pour, etc., can be Fearned as well as more complex ones about ,

how food is transformed'from o state.to the state in which

it is eaten. These concepts are often difficult for children
to learn with supermarkets full of canned, frozen and prepared

foods. If the child helps make ice cream, whipped cream, or
homemade bread, he can better understand xhe processes foods
go through before they reach the grocery shelf or dining table.

Parents can help their children learn by verbflizing things
they are doing aS they cook, so children can understand what
they are observing. In this way children can learn new words
and learn why things are done in certain ways. This will make

it easier to remember how to do things. It is helpful to talk

about things not ordinarily described verbally. For example,

--"T-always pull the plug oux of the socket before I take the
beaters out of the mixer." Parents know that already, but
children don't and have no reason to think thae4What they see

is anything butrandom actions. Such comments provide the
child with language skills together with some .understanding of
what he is observing. 4

Coyanitive development. Cooking is also a good activity in whiCh

to learn mathematical re.lationships. These include-the concepts
of sequence; time, one-to-one correspondence and size. Stress .

the order of Ihe steps of a recipe (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.). Set

a timer and tell the child how much time should go by before the,.

next step. The child can also practice sequencing things in
.order of size by reassembling.measuring cups or spoons. When
picture recipes are used, Oildren can learn about the concept '
of one-to-one correspondence.by adding one cup or item for each
thing pictured. This is an important concept for later counting
and other mathematical concepts.



3. Fine motor development. As a child progresses from the tasks

with which he can help when he is two-years old to the tasks he

can do at about age five or six, he will acquire many new fine

motor skills. Cooking can provide opportunities for cutting,
pouring, peeling, kneading, mixing and many more.

4. .Social-emotional development. Since children'love to participiate

in activities that are reserved for adults in most situarlons,

cooking*can be a very ego building activity. It can also provide

a warm ahd natural environment for a positive parent and child

interaction.

The more completely he can be involved, the greater sense of

achievement he will experience. The child feels important if

he can select what is to be made sometimes or can repeat his

"favorites."

Permitting the chi-ld to do some tasks independently.helps to
foster'-a positive self-image. For instance, a child may be

able to slice something like a banana with a plastic knife

before he can use a regularknife and still have the feelIng

that he has done it "all by himself." Keeping a step.stool

nearby will also help him to reo.ch things by himself and to

see and participate more completely. Finally, if the child is

included in the cleanup as well as the cooking, he will come to

view this as part of the total task.

Cooking Ideas

Initially it is best for children t9 m)Ke foods that require little

actual cooking and-that don't require following a recipe. These may

include making fruit salad (washing, cutting, peeling-hnd mixIng), making

a green salad, breaking string beans, mixing hamburgers, or washing

vegetables. Since a young child's attention span is short, maybe five

to ten minutes, the parent Can initially measure and the child can pour,

,mix or stir. As the child's attention span and interest grow, he cap
learn to make pudding, gelatin desserts', toast, lemonade and .can help '

with cakes and cookies. :

After the child has mastered some basic skills and can prepare a
few things independently, he may be ready to follow a simple picture

recipe. Such recipes show the directions in picture format. Beginning

recipes shotild have only three or four steps. If a child is helping to

follow any recipe, the sequence of the steps should always be emphasized.

Children should have an opportunity to experiment with utensils at
times other than when they are cooking. If there is a spare set of
measuring spoons or cups, a child will enjoy becoming fami/iar with them

'by playing with them in water or sand.
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Safety
11.

It is important that safety be stressed. Saf'ety rules inclUde:

- Cooking only with parent permission and supervision.
- Avoiding recipes with hot grease.
- Staying rith the child using a stove.
- Using a long wooden spoon for stirring at the stove.
- Demonstrating how Ito hold utensils such as knives.
- Using a cutting bdard and small knives for cutti.ng

(plastic ones, whey sufficient).

htrition

Cooking with children is a natural time to teach about good nutrition.
Use healthy recipes. Avoid refined sugars, bleached flour or ingredients
with little food value. Healthy eating habits are developed early and
Most children are eager to learn about foods that are beneficial and about how
they help our bodies to stay healthy.

Stories on Cooking to Read to Young Children

In addition,to the learning that can take place through cooking, there
are many children'.s books that can teach children about cooking and
eating. Children enjoy havillg,a book read to them and then cooking the
recipe in it or the same food the story characterS, made.

Children should be encouraged to partiipate,but let them develop
interest at,their own pace. Reading stories about child cooks can
stimulate children's interest and confidence. ,In Zeralda's Ogre by
Tomi lingerer (New York: Harper, 1967), the girl is shown happily at work
in her kitchen and searching through a cookbook with a cat on her shoulder.
Later Zeralda's gourmet cookihg saves all the children irom the ogre by
changing his tastes!

Some other books are so realistic that readers can actually learn to
cook the dishes mentioned. Onia sudh book is The Bears on Hemlock
Mountain by Alice Dalglersh (New York: Charles Scribner ) which readers
will learn something about cooking and how to tell when something is
"done to a turn.':

Holidays

Holidays are excellent times for baking and cooking with children.
There are several holiday cookbooks that might be useful. An exciting
family activity is baking and decorating cookies and breads. 'Children
enjoy this opportunity to participate in the celebration.
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Discussitn Questions

Why not yait until a child is olddr and therefore more competent

to introduce cooking activities?

2. Since the paCe of life is often so hectic and filled with demands

of job, home and family, when can a parent find time fot- cooking

with children?

3. Is it good to include siblings in cooking activities or is it better

to have a different activity'with each child?

6

V
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

Ill.. Discussion and Role Play. Basic content,material may be duplIcated
and used as a handout Vr parents to keep and reFoiew. Discussion
questions may be used. Using utensils and real materials,parents
may role play the parent and child roles,in cookin& together or

actually cook soiething. The group marthen discuss the diffiJulties
and/or constructive suggestions for making cooking a more enjoyable
learning experience.

2. Making a thiild's Cookbook, Provide some ample cookbooks for children
selected'from the bibliography. Di§cuss the features, advantages
And disadvantages of each. Ask each parent to bring a favorite sample
recipe and put it in the fdrmat Chosen for the cookbook to be made
for the children. This project might extend overtime so that all
recipes could be tried outfirst. Some features parents might want
to include are: using picture grections, having a variety Of
recipes so that some require more skills than others and covering
recipes in plastic to preseive them'ionger.

3. Cook-In. Parents might enjoy having a cook-id to exp,lore best
methods and utensils for 'Young childetn or handicapped children.

I tj
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RESOURCES

Ferreira, N. The Mother-Child Cookbook. Menlo Park, Calif.: Pacillite

Coast, 1969.

Learning thrtugh cooking; includes some group recipes.

Goodwin, M. T. & Pollen, G. creative Food Experiences for Children.

Washington, D.C.: Center for Science in the Public Interest; 1977.

(1779 Church Street, Washington, D.C. 20036). $4.00.

Resource book on.nuvition and cooiing.

Harms, Thelma & Veitch, Beverly. A Child's Cookbook. Illustrated by

G. and T. Wallace. Walnut Creek, Calif., 1976. (Available from

A Child's Cookbook, 656 Terra California Drive #3, Walnut'Creek,

Calif. 94595.) $4.50 + $7,40 postage.

This is an'excellent collection of picture recipes stressing

learning such things as word and number concepts through

cooking. All recipes are tbr healthy foods and they are fun.

Inc1ude0 are salads, Billy Goat Gruff Cookies, ice cream, and.''

international dishes among othels,

e '

Harms, Thelma: Maximizing Learning from Cooking Experiences. Chapel

Hill, N.C.: Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, 1977.

Teacher's manual for use with A Child's Cookbook. Good for

parents, too.

Johnson, Georgia & Povey, Gail. Metric Milkshakes and Witches' Cakes:

Cooking Centers in Primary Classrooms. New York; Citation

Press, 1976. $4.95.

Although written for teachers, the information on hoW ,to prepare

materials so that children can learn to work independently is

useful at home too.

Kahan, Ellen House. Cooking Activities for the Retarded Child. Illdhtrated

by Nancy Deyhle. Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1974.

Good picture recipes for young children or oldeedevelopmentally

delayed children.

McAfee, O. Cooking and Eating with Children. Washington, D.C.: Association

for Childhood Education International,.1974. (3615 Wisconsin Ave.,

N.W., Washington, D.C.) $2.75.

Group and individual recipes and rationale for working with

children.
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Steed, Freida Reed. A Special Picture Cookbook. Lawrence, Kansas

(P.O. Box 3342), 1974.

Young Cooks Bake-a-Bread Book. Pamphlet% (Available upon request from
Fleischmann's Yeast, P.O. Box 509, Madison Square Post Office,
New York, N.Y. 10010,)

r
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CREATING THROUGH CARPENTRY

Thelma Harms

Unit Objectives
. .

1. To provide inforisaiion about the value of carpentry in promoting learning

and a positive self image.

2. To provide guidelines for selecting carpentry tools and setting ug a

carpentry area for.preschoolers.

3. To provide information on managing carpentry safely.

4. To provide information about what preschoolers can learn from carpentry

activities.

5. To suggest and demonstrate appropriate carpentry actiyities.

Carpentry and Competence

Preschool children apednvolved observers,of all aspect of real work.

Carpentri is particularly attractive to young children because the vigorous

physical movement, noise and creatiye possibilities involved in wood work

are so closemo the Ways in which children play. It is easier for a child

to identify the work involved in carpentry than in less physiCal jobs, such

as balancing.a checkbook.

Carpentry tools are commonly seen in.,use af home and are associated

with the Lmpressive adult roleof "fixine'bhings. Since most parents warn

their children that hammers, saws, and other tools can be dangerous, being

allowed to work with real tools makes children feel competent and responsible.

If young children are given tools of'appropriate size and weight, clear guid-

ance for using tools safely, plenty of wobd scraps, nails add carpentry_add-

ons with which to create, they do indled become compytent and responsible.

It is important to encourage girls as well as hoys to use carpentry

' tools, Since cultural stereotypes.of the'past exclUded woncen from such ex-
,

periences, motherkidfty find that they have no carpentry stalls themselves

and may even exaderate the.danger of carp.ent,ry'as an activity for preschogl-

ers. The opportunity to try Something new with A child gives the parent

another chance to develop basic skills and round out his own abilities. A
A

I.

Dr. Harms is Director of Early Childhood Curficulum Development'at the Frank

Pprter Grahnm Child= DeVelopment Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill. In addition to early childhood curriculum developmed, she is particu-

larly interested in parent and teacher education and mprov/ng settings for

day care.
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set of child-sized carpentry, tools, to be used by girls, boys and parents
who haye not had enough experience themselves, can provide a chance for all
to develop a new a'rea of competence.

Selecting Carpentry Tools for Preschoolers

Real tools of the-right size and weight are a far'more permanent in-
vestment than toy tools. A basic carpentry set for children consists 9f a
cross-cut saw, weighing less than twelve ounces with a twelve inches-long
blade, a ten to thirteen ounce claw hammer, a bench or study table cut down
so the work durface, is thigh loo hip height on the child, and a C-clamp to
hold the Food:steady. %

Nails, Woiod and Add-ons

Nails with heads, called common or box nails, are easier to hit than
finishing nails. It is best to have several sizes of nails: short ones to
attach add-ons like carpet scraps and bottle caps to one piece of wood; long-
er nails to attach two or three boards together.

Scrap wood can be colleCted at lumber mills and furnitUre manufacturers.
Soft wood like pine is preferable to plywood or hardwood. The grain should

frun the length of the piece so that the wood /1.11 not split when nailed.
. Long, narrow pieces are good for'sawing: Pieces about six to eight inches

long are best for construction.

.

Add-ons like rug, scraps cut into smpll pieces, bottle caps, jar lids,
wrapped wire, and rubber bands permit chpdren to create imaginative carpencry
products with a minimum of nailing. With a few wires, a pjece of wood with
two or three nails "hammered in" is transformed into a walkie-talkie or radio.
Four we I placed bottle caps make a car'out of a piece of wood. A pleatic

kt\
cutlery ray makes a good storage place for the add-ons you collect.

$

Safety Rules

The first safety rule is to make sure the
be present when he uses his carpen'try'tools.
try,is a special activity which is done with
table.

child learns that an adult must
1ish the rule that carpen-

ervision on a special work

If several children are working at the same table, make sure there is
enough space between them to prevent being hit accidentally by the hammer.
Show the child how to attach the wood to be nailed or sawed firmly; to the
table.with.-clamp or vise. By putting the screw-part of die 4-clamp upward,
the clamp is easier to manage.

The other hand, the one not holding the saw or hammer, should be placed
as far aOay from the tool as possible:-

Remind the child tolkeep looking Elt the nail he ii trying to hit. A.
young child's attention easily Wanderseand this is when accidents happen.
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After the child has finished a carpentry creation, check it over with

him and hammer down any nail points that might be sticking out. Since

carpentry.creations often become favorite toys, it is 'Wise to check them

periodically to make sure that the jar-lids and bottle caps have.n4t become

cutting sharp or rusty and that nails have not poked through ensl become

scratchy.

Be sure that carpentry tools are put ack in the box and put away after

finishing a carpentry session.
0

Getting Started.
For very young thildren, or for children whose coordination is poor,

hammering nails into styrofoam pieces makes a good beginning activity. Cellu-

fex or fiberboard pieces aKe also easy to nail into. A thick,'heavyrpiece of

soft woad makes a more challenging nail pounding surface. Styrofoam can also

be sawed with a coping saii.
. ,

Children need to have the nail started until they de"velo ii. considerable

strength and accuracy. The aduLt should start the nail, but should not hold

the nail for the child to start. If the child'sattoke with the hammer is

weak, he-will make very little progress. The adult can take turns hUmmering,

making sure the cbild strikes ihe last three or four Idows.so'the.nail re-,

mains hip accomplishment.

,,For sawing, the wood should be held securely tn a C-clamp,or vise. Show

the child how to position his body, with the "other hand" far fromthe saw.

The tiaw,should beat a 450 angle t9 the wood.' To-start d cut, draw the' saw

,blade up a few times with light pressure until the saciteeth make a cut. Saw-

ing should not take much pressure. Have the child chant '1Slow and Easy" co

establish a regtaarbrhYthm. Remember, the sewing surface hel.ght should be

4
fairly loW, knee-to-hip height on the child.

It is best,not to suggest that the carpentty construction be painted.

Painting covers all the fine differences,in,texture,,grain,and color of the

wood pieces. Rather than painting wood, have your child oil the wobd with

vegetable oil'to bring out the'grain. Helping young children see small pat-

terns and subtle differences may help develop observational skills useful in

learning to reed.

What Can Be Learned Fram Carpentry ? r
- Names and functions of cools.

- Categorieing: different tbols that ha3e the same function, for
example a coping saw and a cross-cut saw.

- Eye hand coordi" tion: hitting the nail you are "ooking at.

- Comparisons:

- Independence:

ength and width of wood pieces, nail sizes, smooth-

rough (sanding wood); measuring and marking (culfing

two pieces of wood the same size).

safety rules, waiting turns, cleanirig up, and putting
things away.
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- Persistence: staying with the task until the wood is sawed or the
nails are.hammered into the wood.

- Pride of accomplishment.

Creating an ,imaginative-object to use in play.

Remember the child will learn most if he is given a chance to work and
make decisions as independently as possible. Talking with the child abouC
ft-e carpentry creation'will introduce new words and concepts. Urge the
child to show his work to others and tell them how he made it, what he uses
it for, what other things he plans to make. Children learn language"and
develop concepts from reviewing what they have done apd by planning for the
next project.

Suggestions for Carpentry Activities

. 1. Most.of the'work time should be-spent by the child.on creations of his
own imagination. Ashe works, the basic skills of-nailing, sawing, and
sanding-will develop with experience. Your job is to provide the wood
and add-ons, keep the.tools aned work area in good repair, and talk. tb
the child4ibout. his work.

2. Gather scraps of different Ands of wood: hard'and soft,,plywOodand
solid, dark and light, rough and.smooth. Look at the wood, touch and

DIscuss the differences. Try:to hammer nails into the
different types of wood -7- which naijs.easily?. Which doesn't? 'Notice

the grafn,`knots, knot holes, etc. Look at th'e wooden furiliture in
your house and woottip doors or floors to'see the grain, color, and
smoothness. Talk about it.

3. Visit a hardware.store and look ar the various sizes of nails. Tall-

about what the diUerent nails might be used for; roofing nails have big
flat heas to-keep thb shingles from blowing off;.finishing nails don't
show because o"f their tiny,heads. Look at big spikes and small tacks;
com'pare the size and weight of,v.erious nails.

'
.

.,

4. Visit a lumber yard to see different sizes, textures, and colors of
wood. For what will the wood be used? Visit the construction site of .

. ,

a house in your neighborhood to' watch the building-develop. Where will

the doors.and windows be? Where will the wall's be? Help the child
recOgnize the clues Enid go back eo see whether his guess was right.

,
. .

.- .

,

. Make a sanding block by having the child select a sinall piece'of wood
tha 'fits his hand. Measure-and cut a strip of sandpaper to.fit
co letely around the wood and overlap on top. Holding the sandpaper"
-.tightly, have child hail down the top edge. The eandpaper block can
then be used to finish carpentni creations. If,possible, give the child
a choice of three grades of saneaper and discuss the meaning of rough,
rougher, roughest.
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6. When the chilea basic skills are well established you might want to add

a bit and brace for drilling, a pencil and ruler for drawing saw-line

guides, and some screws and a screwdriver for added challenge.

7. Building a "clubhouse" is an exciting family project for the child ahd

his friends. Adult planning, cooperative wo.ak, and supervision are

needed, but the experience is well worth the effort. Make sdie the

children are allowed to participate actively an0 use their carpentry

skills to advantage.

Summary

Carpentry is an activity which i4 attractive to children and offers .1We

possibiliey to develop many new skills. With propbr!'supervision, it is a

safe activity that.heips children develop feelings of responsibility,and

competence. Appropriate carpentry activities can be designed,foi children

as young as two years of age and children who have various handicappivg.

conditions. ?he important thing to remember is'that a child should be

allowed to do as much by himself as possible. An e.qually important part.of.

the lwarning experience for the child is the chance to talk to his parent

about what has been created with carpentry and to plan together for other

4rojects. .

Discussion Questions

1. How can young children be involved in real carpentry projects at hiome

or at school?

2. Children of different ages'and abilities need different carpentry

activities. What are some.activities suitable for twb-year olds?

Three's? Four's?

3. If your child,has a physical handicap, can you suggest modifications of

carpentry activities for him?

4. What local sources have you found for scrap wood.and inexpensive.tools?

[

5. How,c'an we make sure ihat giils continue to develop carpentry skills in
ispite of the cultural-stereotypes?

6. What suPports are he6ful.to parents who supervise.carpenCry activlties

in a'presctiool? 44 .

,.
.,
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS
, -

,

1. Carpentry expeiience followed by discussion. Set up adult sized tables

.
exactly ae a child's Carpentry area woUld be set'up, provide child-sized
tools,.scraps of soft wood, nails of 'different sizes, C-clamps, a vise,
and add-ons; such as rubber bands and bottle caps. Invite parents to use

the tools so hammer, saw, drill, .and make things. After about twenty
minutes-of work tibe, gather the group for a discussion starting with
the parents' reactions and conCerns. PrIsent information about what
childreh can learn from carpentry and how adults can enhance the ex-

pertence for children.

'2. 'Filmstrip with carpentry demonstration. Introduce carpentry byshowing

- a filmstrip or other media presentation. Follow with a short discussion

to allow parents to voice their concerns, share their experiencq, and

ask questions. Then conduct a carpentry demonstration with.child-sized
carpentry tools. Provide information about correct size Of tools, types
of nails, selecting wood, and managing the activity safely. Have parents
who'know how to use tools'demonstrate the best way to position the body
for sawing, how to 'drill a clean hole, how to start a nail, use a C-

. clamp, etc. Have examples of,children's carpentry products to show par-
ents so that they call learn to Appreciate children's work and have realis-

tic expectations.
, ,

Toytaking and woodcraft workshop. Select patterns for simple wood
craft projects and toys that parents can,make for their children. (See

bibliography for resource books.) Have the materials, ready and ask the
parents.to bring aduit-sized tools with which to work. The purpose of
this workshop is -t0 provide parents experience in working with tools, so
that they can feel more confident when they help their children with

carpentry. Have the more experienced parents help and adlAse the less

experienced one. End with a discussion about how to conduct carpentry
as a learning activity for children. .

t,

4. Carpentry area as part of larger curriculum workshop. A carpentry area

can be set uplas part of a parent wpfkshop providing a wide range of class-

room activities. In this case it is best to set up activities in.the
areas where they are usually conducted for the children. Parents should
be encouraged to try various activities and ask questions about their con-

Cerns. More experienced parents could serve as resource people in the
various areas to explain how the activii'y is conducted at school. Sug-

gestions for home application can be shared at the end of the meeting in
a Short discussion.

1 0 3
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RESOURCES

Media

Woodworking. Early Childhood Curriculum No. 802. Filmstrip, cassette-and

thirteen-page guide. Available from Campus Films, Overhill Road,

Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583. Purchase $30.00. Rental $15.00 (for any

three in series).

This filmstrip is one of a series of eight. It focuses on devel-

opment of skills and concepts as a child works with wood and tools.

Mastery of motor skills, development of eye-hand coordination, and

concepts of measurement, patterning and matching are presented.

Readings for Adults .

.

Campbell, R. and Mager, N. H. How to Work with Tools and Wood. New York:

Pocket Books, 1974.

A paperback with ample illustrations giving information about

working with wood, starting with basic hand tools and working up to

the use of power tools. ThiS book is for adults who want to learn

. about carpentry. Many of the illustrations can be used in discus-

sions with children.

Harms, Thelma (with Marilyn Peterson). Carpentry Guide Cards. Chapel Hill,

N.C.: Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center, forthcoming.

University of North Carolina.

This series of twelve picture-word guide cards (81/2" x 11") is for use

with children in preschool and the-brimary grades. It includes

helpful suggestions for developing.the basic skills of carpentry

plus easy Carpentry projects. Instructions for the supervising-

adult are given on the back of the cards and include activities to

extend learning from the carpentry experience. Children exercise

their reading skills by following the picture-word recipe format.

tSchuler, Stanley. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Carpentry and Woodworking

Tools, Terns and Materials. New York: Pequot Press/Random House,

1973.

A paperback encyclopedia with line drawings to illustrate the various

carpentry terms. The entries are fairly complete and organized

alphabetically. Information on how to use the tools and how to work

with wood is not included.
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Readings fbr Children

AdkinS, Jan.. Toolchest. New York: Walker & Co., 1973.

Large ilfUstrations with excellent detail about how to use basic

tools. 'Illustrations ac,tually present processes in drawings.
Reading levej is junior high or above, however, the illustrations
can be used with children of,all ages. Includes background informa-
tion such as uses of difiltrent types of wood and how wood is cut

. from trees.

Brock, Ray. Now You Need a Toolbox. New York: Dell Publications, 1974.

Second of four paperback books on carpentry. The series of four
culminates in instructions for building a soapbox,derby racer. These
books are bound so that they lie flat on a surface and are in modi-
fied comic book format.

9

r:ay, Helen. Apron On, Apron Off. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Scholastic Book

Services, 1972.

A paperback fiction book about carpentry. Reading level is kinder-
garten through third grade.

Kelly, Karin. Carpentry. New York: Lerner Publications, 1974.

Illustrations of both girls and boys at work with hand tools.
Good for young children because basic skills, such as pulling a
nail, are illustrated. Reading level is first through fourth grades.

Lasson, Robert. If I Had a Hammer: Woodworking with Seven Basic.Tools.

New York: E. P. Dutton, 1974.

Illustrated with clear photographs introducing basic tools.
Gives step-by-step photographic guides for simple projects such as
a pet bed, book rack, hanging planter and pot holder hanger. Includes

a foreword addressed to parents.

Lewis, RoAer. Woodworking: A Son and Father Activity Book. New York:

AqTed A. Knopf, 1952.

A good book for beginners, full of well-illustrated, basic informa-
tion on how to make ten fairly easy projects. Don't let the title be
misleading--it can be usipd by mothers and sons or daughters, too.
Only thelkitle and front cover are sexist.

, .

Liberty, Gene. The First Book of Tools: The Story of Twelve of the Tools
of Man.

Traces man's tool making history from stone age_implements to the .

present, Some illustrations but main use is as4.-a reader for third
through sixth grades or as a book to read to younger children.
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Meyer, Carolyn. Woodworking and Finishing for Beginners. New York:

William Morrow and Co., 1973.

Projects designed for girls'and boys to use simple hand tools,

inexpen4lve wood. Gives practice in gluing, nailing and attaching

with screws to make simple objects. A settion of finishing with

oil, stain and paint is included.
I I

Pike, Norman. The Joy of Woodworking: A Young Peop_le's Guide. New York:

Pantheon Books, Inc., 1969.

Large? well illustrated book on,fourth through sixth grade reading

level. Includes facts about wood, basic woodworking processes and
common hand tools.

Rockell, Anne andRockwell, Harlow. The Toolbox. New Yorkf, The Macmillan

Co., 1971.

Large, colorful, realistic illustrations with few words in large

print on each page. Attractive as an interesting, easy reader ftr
kindergartenfirst grade level, or as a book to read to preschoolerST

Acknowledgment

Beverly Lee Simmons, North Carolina State Librarian for Institutions
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this unit.
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TEACHING CHILDREN AT HOME

Patricia P. Olmsted
Barbara Holland ChaPman

Unit Objectives

1. To help parents realize that they are the child's most important

teachers. :

2. ,To provide suggested teaching behaviors which parents hay use when

wrking with their children in a variety of situations.

3. To provide suggestekhome activities that illustrate how these

teaching behaviors may be used.

Parents as.Teachers

Parents are the child's most important teachers and much of what a

child accomplishes inkschool is determined by what has gone on in the home.

Parents and children do thousands of activitidt together in a variety of

areas, e.g., cooking, gardening, etc. There are many books and-programs

in which suggestions for these specific activities can be found.

What is harder to,find are suggestions concerning how to.do these

various activities. Are there some ways of working with children which

are better than other wsys? Do some parental teaching behaviors result

in greater child growth than others? The answer is yeS, there are some

teaching behaviors which are better than others--better in that the

child's cognitive growth is enhanced by the use of these behaviors.

Desirable Teaching Behaviors

The research literature has been searched and a list of ten specific

teaching behaviors/1AZ been compiled. These have been shown to be related

to cognitive growth in children. This list is known as the Desirable

Teaching Behaviors (DTBs).

1. Before starting an activity, explain what you are'
going to do.

2. Before starting an activity, give the learner tine
to familiarize himself with the materials.

Dr. Olmsted is Clinical Assistant Professor and Co-Investigator, Parent

Education Follow Through Program, School of Education, University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Her professional interests include research

design and Statistics, child development and parental teaching strategies.

Ms. Chapman is a Graduate Research Assistant, School of Education at the

same university. Her special'interests include reading and language arts,

parent/child interaction and staff development.
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3. Ask questions which have more than one correct
answee

4. Ask questions which require multiple7word answers.
5. Encourage the learner o enlarge upon his answer.

6. Get the learner to ask questions.
7. 'Give the learner time to think aboutoehe problem;

don't be too quick to help.
8. Get the learner to make judgments on the basis of

evidence rather than 1:4 guessing. '

9. Praise the learner when he does well or takes small
steps in the right direction.

10. Let the learner know when his answer or work is
wrong, but do so in a positive or neutral manner.,

The,ten DTBs will now be described briefly. SeVeral examples will be

given of how each might be used in a home setting.

1. Before staiting an activity, explain what you are going to do.
When explaining to a child what is about to happen, one "sets the scene"

for the actritif. This lets the child know what the adult is going to

do. This gives the child a chance to organize his thoughts before starting
on a task.

Examples of overviews which can be used include, "It's time for bed

naw," or "It's almost lunch time so let's start getting ready." Statements

such as these provide the child with an idea of what is coming and what will

be expscted of him.

There are many opportunities to use explanations or overviews. "Let's

* make some cookies together " or Now about looking at this new caeelog with

me for a'few minutes?" are just two examples. Such explanations can be

brief,but they serve to,orient the child to the coming activity.

2e Before starting an activity, give the learner time to familiarize

himself with the materials. In putting a jigsaw puzzle together, one usually,

looks through.all the pieces first. Edge pieces or sky pieces aAll sorted

out before beginning to fit them tagether. When a new recipe is tried, one

reads it through and gathers together the ingredients before beginning to

cook. Children can benefit from the familiarization process and adults can
take steps.to insure that children take the time needed to acquaint therit-

selves witiOthe materialk they will be using.

A parent might ask a child the following kinds of questions before

playing a game or reading a book. "Why don't we turn all of these cards

the same way before we begin playing?" or "Before we read this book, why

don't you look at the pictures and see if you can tell what the story will

be about." Different activities require-different amounts of time for.a

child to'familiarize himself with the materials. Activities using common

items will call for less time than activities using new or unusual materials.

A
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Adults are t2ually ready to begin n aCtivity sooneethan children.

It is important that parents not forget this fact. Parents must train
themselves to be patient and allow (and even encourage) the children to
become acquainted with the materialt.

3. Ask questions which have more than one correct answer. Sone

questions'have only one correct answer, while others have several.
Questions of the second type encourage children to view a problem from
several perspectives and arrive,at a number of different but equally. .

good.answers. Such'questions can also lessen 'a child's fear of being
wrong and can help him concentrate on the activity itself.

40"

SUch parent/child activities 'as reading a magazine together provide
many opportunities for questions o'f thii type. For example, tilt parent

might ask: -"Can you find a piceure with blue in it?" or "Can u find

any of the.letters in yolir name on thl.a.page?" Other questions of this

type include: "If you had a nickel, how would you spend it?" "Will you

tel me some things that make you .feel happy?" Questiong of this type are
,beneficial becausb they encourage children to think of several alternative
answers to d problem, and they can help a child developyroblem-solving

skills. 4.4

4. Ask questions whiCh require multiple-word answers. Aiking
questions is an important part of teaching and, as previously mentionea,

one question may 'not,be as.good as another. Just as it helps to ask
quesiions with more than ane answer, it also helps to ask questions that
require more than one-word answers. An example may help here. If one

asks a child "How was school today?" one is likely to get the typical
reply, "OK." But if the question is rephrased to ask "Tell me about the
besl thing that happened to you;today?" the parent encourages a more
thobghtful:and complete answer. It is important that teachers and parents
understand that the answers a child gives are in part a function of the .

questions he is asked. To put it \another way, the questions that are
asked of a child can affect how he deals with a problem and how he learns

to think.

Other.examples of questions of this type include: "What do you think

will happen next in this story?" and "Why do you think the boy in this TV

show is sad?" Many of the questions which fit under DTB #3 are also the
kinds of questions which are appropriate for this DTB. There is some .

overlap.between the two Ins. In both cases, questions are designed to

encourage the child to think and to talk about.his thinking.

5. Encourage the learner ta enlarge upon his answer. .This DTB helps
children to extend or develop their thinking and is often used as a follow-
up to the typee of questiond suggested in DTB #3 and #4. These questions,

like others discussed, give a child practice in thinking deeply about an

issue and then putting his thought into words.

Examples include such questions as: "What else can you tell me about

what happened?" "Tell me more about that." and "What happened then?" It is



important that the questioner listen to the answers the child gives.

Listening indicates interest in what the child is saying. By showing

interest in what is being said the parent encourages the child t ay

more. It also gives him practice id clarifying and expressing houghts.

6. Get the learner to ask questions. Sometimes itNippears as though

.children want to inow everything. They.never seem to step asking questions

like '%iy?" or "What is that?" However, as children groW older, many of them

stop asking questions.

Asking questions is a vital part of the learning process. It provides

information and encourages inquisitive thinking. Thistkind of behavior can

be developed in children by encouraging them to ask about things they do no;

understand and by reacting positively when they do ask questions. _Reacting

positively means listening to a child when tluestions are asked.

Th4 DTB can be practiced in games such as "I spy" or "I see something

in this room.which is...." Also, chilairen's card gemes'can be good settings

for this behavior. Having children-figure out what is in a mysterious

looking package by asking questions is another situation for this behavior.

Finally, showing a child an unusual object such as an apple peeler or An

abacus and having the child learn about the object asking questions is

a way to practice this behavior. ,

7. Give the learner time to think about the_problem; don't be too

quick to help. When a parent asks a child a question or gives him a

problem to work on, it is important to allow the child enough ,time to

think about the answer oi solution. All too frequently adults ask a

question, wait briefly for an answer, and then answer the question. What

do children learn from such situations? One of two things: either that

there's no sense prying-to figure out the answer because there will ndt be

enough time, or--if they just w4t--the parent will answer his own question.

In.either case, little learning takes place. -

Children need to work through problems by themselves. They need to

find out that they can do things for themselves and that' they can work

independently. Parents and teachers are too often guilty of not allowing

(or encouraging) children to work on. problems.by themselves. A difficult

task confronting a parent is determining:When a child will benefit Trop

adult assistance and when he will benefit from being left alone. When

help is provided, it is bese to offer a child suggestions or directions

rather than solutions. No ch4ld is likely to learn how to .solve problems

for which adults provide answers.

After insight, a parent's most valuable-attribute is patience.

Remember the iMportance of giving the child sufficient time to come up

with answers on his own.

8: Ge the learner to make judgments on the basis of evidence rather :1;0%

than by gyessing. Asking children to back up their answers with evidence

does two important things. First, it gives the child practice in using

1201'
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evidence or criteria to develop answers, and second, it showe him that

*evidence is important. Questions which are often used for this.DTB are:

"Why do you say that?' "How do yom know that you are right?" or "What if

I said the answer,was ? How could you show me that I was wrong?"

Number activities such as ordering lend themselves w611 co this DTB.

For example, a parent can ask a child to line up cans in a row according

to height (i.e., shortest at one end and-tallest at=the othil): The child

can then check the ordering by using a piece of string to megrure or by

comparing various pairs of cans: At bath time children'can explore the

topic of sinking and floating by predicting which objects will sink or

float and then checking out their predictions. A final example of this

DTB uses shopping for a gift for a brother or sister as the setting. The

parent And child can discuss: "Why ao,you want to buy this toy truck for

your brother, Harry?" "Do you think he would rather have a skt of paints?"

Skill in using evidence or criteria in making judgments is an important

elemnt of intelligence, and patents can provide situations.for children La

improve their skills in this area.

9. Praise ttie learner When he does well or takes.steps in the right

direction. Most people generally work harder when they are shown that their

work is appreciated. :Parents can help A child to work harder on an-activity,

to enjoy working as A activity, and to work well on an activity if attention

is paid to what he is doing,and praise is given when he does a good job. One

of the most important results of praising the child is the positive self

image it helps to build in the child.

Words aren't the only form of praise that4can be used. Sometimes a pat

on the back or a smile will indicate a good job. It isn't necessary to wait

until a job is completed before praising the child: Sometimes praise during

the task encourages the child to complete the job. This should not be done,

however, if it interrupts a child's train of thought.

I

Praise is a potent medicine and'can be misused. Praise serves as

corrective feedback information. Consequently, it is important not to praise

the child *hen he has done something incorrectly. At that time, parents can

let the child know that his efforts are appreciated in attacking the problem,

tut also the errors should be discussed (see DTB #10 for suggestions). Over
all, it is important to remember that paying more attention to the right

things the child does than to the wrong things will give the child a better

feeling about himselfand his competence. It is often helpful for parents

to try to pair needed corrections with some positive expressions regarding

the child's efforts or accomplishments.

10. Letithe learner know when his answer or work is wrong, but do so in

a positive or neutral way. Everyone makes mistakes and most people learn

from their mistakes. Errors can provide the feedback needed in order to

improve performance. The same is true for children. Falling down is part

of learning to walk. In order to learn from his errors, however, the child

has to know them.for what they are. Some errors are obvious: when a child

falls down he knows immgdiately that something went wrong. Other errors are

118
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not,so obvious. Here children heed"some help in spotting mistake6s. No

one likes to be told that his answer is wrong, but without that knowledge

no improvement can be made.
- t

There 'are three major aspects to this DTB. (1) It 1s important.to

let the child know his work or answer Is incorrect and to provide correctie

feedback. (2) It is essential that.che corrective comments be directed to
the child's work or answer and no.t dispaxagingly towaxd the .chtld as a

,person. (3) The feedback should be gtyen in a neutral or positive way.
: *

As with DTB #9, this DTB is a general One which can be used by
parents in many situations. Examples of this DTB include: "Let's think

. about it a little more. Maybe there is another answer that is better."

"Are you sure? Look at it very carefully." gild "Did you forget Uncle Joe

' was coming to dinner tonight? We'll need an extra place set for him at the

table."

Finally'this list of desirable teaching behaviors does not include
all the behaviors in the repertoire of. a good parent. Several others could

be added; however, this set of teaching behaviors has been shown through
research to be related tO growth in children. The authors' ekperiences
with the DTBs support the 'indings reported aboV6 and'indicate that these
are indeed desirable teaching behaviors.

Discussion Questions

1. Why is the parent considered the child's most important teacher?

2. Which of the desirable teaching behaviors are you already using with
your child?

3. Think of an"Activity you and your child do together (e.g., grocery
shopping), and destrkbe how you would include two or three of the
desirable teaching behaviors in this activity.

4. Which of the desirable teaching behaviors do-you feel are the most
important? Which ones do you feel are more appropriate for a younger
child? For an golder,child? Can you' think of how a particular teaching
behavior can be used with 'children of afferent ages?

11 3
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PRQGRAM FORMATISUGGESTIONS
,

1. List of desirable teaching behaviors foi informal discussion. The

list of ten desirable teaching behaviors (DTBs) may be duplicated
and given to each parent to keep and xeview. Each of the DTBs may

. be discussed and specific examples of their use given.

4

2. Activities. The activ4ies below may be used so that parents will
(1) see the DTBs denionArated ahd (2)"%ave in mind speciiidl
instances duripg which the DTBs may be used.

./ PoplAng pop corn. Explain to.the parents that they are going tg
pop popcorn together (DTB #1)., Show the parents the necessary
materials such as the popaOrn, ail; salt, popcorn popper, and A

bags for individual servings (DTB #2). Ask the parents to
describe the steps throwgh whieh they mUst proceed to pop the
popcorn (DTBs #3 & 4). Ask the parents to be very specific as

though they were describing the Steps to Ei young'child (DTB #5).

Encourage the parents to ask quotionsiftbout the process,
particularly,those questions a child might ask (DTB #6). Ask

the parents to think abbut and veribalize to the group.specific,
suggestions for accomplishing this task with a young child

(DTBs #3, 4, 5, 7). Tell the parents they must decide how the
popcorn is te be fairly shared among the group and hare them
verbalize their suggestions (DTB #8) ..Praise the parents.for

' their participation and suggestions (DTB #9). Discuss with the

parents how they might make corrections in a positive or
neutral manner if a child errs during the process of popping and
dividing the popcorn (DTB #10). Point out,to the parpnts the
specific instances,in which each of the ten DTBs were used with
them during this entire process, and encourage them to exeand
upon ways in which the DTBs might have been used.

Setting the table.f Discuss with parents the many natural

settings in the hoSie within which the DTBs might be used. Have
.parents set the table to serve refreshments for the meeting.
Use all of the DTBS in the same way as described in the popping
popcorn activity. 1

Listing tasks or activities. When parents are familiar with thee
ten DTBs, have them make a list of sone of the trany tasks or
activities in and about the home during which each of the DTBs
might be used (for example,'grocery shopping, working.in the
yard, pl./lying ball; reading a bodk). Have the parents note
which DTBs might be particularly appropriate to use with
each of the tasks or activiries.

3. Role,plays and problem solving.- Parents may role play activities
that would take place in and about the home while trying to use each

1,23 12



of the ten DTBs. The gloup feeder might assume the role of parent

in an activity such as grocery shopping. Before the role playing
begins, the group leader miiht ask the parents to,note (1) the
instances in which DTBs mere used and (2) the instances in which'
DTBscould have been used and were not. TWese 'should:be discussed

following the role-playing situation: Parents and the group leader

'might suggest other activities common to everyday parent/child

1
interactions which could then be acted out,by parents attempting
to'use as many.different DTBs as possible and as` frequenity as
possible The same process of noqniintances in which the DTBs

were used and tuggesting instancei in which they might have been

used cOu continue.
%
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Y Readings-tor Adults

RESOURCE.

. Apples Are for Teachers. Chattanooga, Tenn.:- Educational

Planning and Product Development Co., 1977.1 (Available from

Educational Planning and Ptoduct Development Co. 7416 Twin

Brook Circle, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37421.) Cost $71.50/single copy;'

quantifies at reduced cost.

A delightfulebooklet written expressly for parents. The booklet

explains eadh, of the desirable teaChing behaviors discussed in this

unit, gives reasons why each is important and ,provides several ex-

amples of each.

Defrapco, Ellen B. & Pickerts, Evelyn M. Dear.Parents4 Help Your Child

To Read. New York: American Book Company, 1972.

Although the title indicates a specific area to be covered, reading

is interpreted as a general skill. The prereading activities in-

cluded cover suCh topics as shapes, position words, story telling,

and use of picture clues. Throughout the book teaching beHaviors

very similar to the ones covered in this unit are suggested.

Gordon, I. J.; Guinagh, B. & Jester, R. E. Child LearningPThrough Child

Play. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1972.

This book suggests many activities and learning games for two and

three-ytar-old children. The emphasis is on how the parent and

child should dq the activities. Several pages of general .notes

to parents are.also included.

Marzollo, J. & Lloyd, J. Learning Through Play. New York: Harper & Row,

Inc.,1972. ,

Over one hundred different play activities are presented in this

book.. Most of the activities contain specific teaching suggestiofis

either-in the general directions or in "biat..4" added at the end of

an activity. The drawings and the various k.nds of printing make

the book attractive to both adults and children.

Olmsted, P. P.; Webb, R. B. & Ware, W. B. "Teachirig Children at Home and

1 at School." Theory Into Practice 16 (1977): 7-fl.

In this article suggestions for uaingthe desirable teaching:behaviors

in both the classroom And home are given. The rationale for the be-,

haviors and research evidence of their usefulness is also preaented.-

Stott, D. H. The Parent As Teacher: A Guide for Parents of Children-With

Learning Difficulties. Belmont, Calif.: Lear Siegler, Inc./Fearon

Publisher, 1972.

The Author presents many different teachtng behaviors which can be

used with the learning-disabled child. A brief discussion of the

various types of.learning disabilitiei4s given, agd they specific

teaching strategies which can be used with each type are presented.
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Reading for Children

9

Coley, E. D. I Can Do jt. Raleigh, N.C.: Project Enlightenment, 1973,
(Available from Project Enlightenment, 601 Devereaux 5treet,-
Raleigh, N.C.27.605.) Cost $2.00.

This book contains many activities which are perfect settings in
which parents dan practice the desirable teaching behaviors. The
illustrations, positive tone and the notes to parents add to its
attractiveness.
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PARENTS AND THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF YOUNG CHILDREN

. Louise Royston Baker

Unit Objectives

1. Jo help parents perceive religious education as a natural part of every-

day life -- more an approach than a set of beliefs and practices.

2. To stimulate awareness.df the wa4s in which effective parenting skills

are also the "stuff" of which'early religious education consists.

3. To examine some of the developmental characteristics of young children
which have particular bearing on religious development.

4. To suggest some everyday activities and interactions which may facilitate

spiritual development.

Parents as*P5piritual Guides

There is probably no other,area in which parents feel.as hesitant and

insecure as in the role of spiritual guides. If questioned, most would re-
spond that indeed they do.desire for their children all the richness of total

4-personal development which includes a spiritual dimension. At the same time,

fpw feel competent to act as facilitators.

The source of this insecurity may be a misunderstanding of just what
religious educatioa kir for young children. Asked for a definition, most
parents would probably have difficulty, then might use words like "beliefs,

understanding, scriptures." These are certainly elements of religious ex-
perience at some point in life; but for a young child, religious education

is not, a matter or words. It is concerned with thoughts and feelings,'with

ttitudes and actions.

.Most parents do noe have to.be convinced these days Of.the vital in-

fluence of early childhood experiences on the whole of life: rJust as the

twig is bent, the tree's inclined" is also trup in children's religioqs and

spiritual development. Religious education begins on the day of birth.

'On day one, every child-begins a life-long struggle with the first great

religious questions qf life: "What kind of world is this?" "How do I fit

into it?" Those questions ire soon followed by some of the other great re-
ligious questions combon to all people of every time and place: "Who am I?"

Ape

Ms. Baker is Director of Christian Education at the Olin T. Binkley Memoral
Baptistthurch, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Her professional areas of in,.=

terist include children's religious development and family life education.
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"Why am I here?" "Hoi do I cope with pain, loss, disappointment, loneliness,
sorrow, fear, misunde tanding, despair?" "What brings me joy and fulfill-

ment?" "Whd and what can I depend on?" "How do I relate to other people?"
"How can I give and receive love?" "What does it all mean?" All the creeds,

prayers and sacred writings of 544 world religions are attempts to help

human geings find personally satisfying answers to these questions.

Obviously, the ways parents themselves have wrestled with these questions,
the means through which they have found faith or tailed to find it, will de-
termine to a great extent both what they desire for and are able to give to
their children's spiritual development. Parenthood forces critical examin--
ation of many of life's deepest-held values; that is particularly true in
the realm of religious beliefs. .The most effective guidance in spiritual
growth will, of course, come 'from those parents whose own faith has gxown
and developed, been tested, and found sustaining. Others may help parents
know how to articulate their faith appropriately according to phe needs of
various ages and stages. They may also provide supprementary influende; but
in the final analysis, what children sense spiritually during the early
years of their lives comes from their parents.

Experience as Religious Education

What is religious education for young children? Is it Bible stories
and memory verses; is it prayers and praise songs? Some of these may come
as a result of religious education, but they are not necessarily the sane
as religious education. Young children's sense of religion develops as they
experience life in terns of love, trust, grace, forgiveness, reconciliation,
obedience, joy, community, growth, accomplishnent, awe and wonder. For.
example, the preschooler who lives in a home characterized by warmth and .

caring-and real acceptance is building a foundation for future understanding
of the concept of God the Father who loves and cares. Without the experience,

the concept will be difficult if not impossible to learn. The child who

knows firsthand what it is to be forgiven has already begun work on under-
standing this basic theological concept. It is through living out religious
truths that young children make them their own.

- Developmental Characteristics

There are certain developmental characteristics of young children that
influence the ways in which they are able to grew spiritually. Children
are not miniature adults, and it is important for parents to accept the fact
that young children simply are not capable of religious experience in the
sense that most adults understand it. Adults may separate life into the
sacred and the secular; children do no such categorizing. All education
can be religious education for a young child who can as readily sense God's
goodness in the jpy of accomplishment at working a puzzle as adults sense
that same goodness during the most meaningful moments of worship.

1. PerhE9s the most significant characterfstic which bears on the
religious thinking of young children is their literal-mindedness.
They think in concrete terms. In fact, most children do not
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develop the ability to think abstractly until around ten or eleven.

Unfortunately, most fottal "religious" expression depends heavily

upon symbolism, abject lessons,.and analogies. These are usually

beyond the understanding of young children at best and actually

misleading at worst. 'One example is the word "gifts," often used

with young children in speaking of 'the created world. To them,

the word Means gaily,wrapped presents -- not flowers, bees or

animals. The Bible uses the figure of Jesus as the Good Shepherd

to symbolize His caring for those who follow Him. Adulta.under---,

stand the ankogy; but any understanding possible for yiung children

is most likely litited to learning that Jesus tOOk Care of sheep --

information that will later have to be "unlearned."

2. Preschoolers live in the here-and-now. Parents and teachers alike

would.,dowell to remind themselves, for instance., of just how few

times these youngsters have seen the seasons change. Spring's

triumph'over winter's grayness is miracle enough for them! It is

pointless to burden young children with long-ago times that are

almost beyond an adult's ability to imagine4 There is too much

right here, right now, that can help them sense the wonder of

creatton, the beauty of love, and the care of the Creator.
4

3. YoUng children are still working on sllWating fantasy from fact,
understanding ownership (what is youxs, mine, theirs, ours), hnd

and develo in a sense of ri ht and wron . Effective religious '

education helps with this continuing work by being realistic about

what is gossible at various times and by avoiding the fostering of

guilt. Y\ g children ate more likely to grow spiritually as they

are helped to feel God is friend and helpeE in these tasks rather

than judge.

4. Children are imitators. Study after study indicates that the

single greatest barrier to children developing a set of strong

moral guidelines is the discrepancy between what they are told and

what they observe. Parents truly concerned with moKal development

will work hard at practicing what they preach.

5. Young children are not yet skillful at articulating thoughts and

feelings -- but they are there. Parents need to gensitize them-

selves to "hearing" the feelings behind actions or questions. For

instance, the child who keeps asking "Why does God take away the

sun?" may vent reassurance about his fear of the dark rather than

a factual explanation.
4

All the developMental characteristics of childreh have bearing on

spiritual development.. Religious understanding does not occur by itself;

it is dependent on other areas: the child's self image, intellectual

perception, social awareness. All are interdependent.

Parents who seek to contribute to strengthening their ahildren's

religious development will enrich and interpret spiritually the normal

activities and interactions of daily life. Young children learn through

13r
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informal experiences a) with the natural world, b) in relationship to

people who are important to them, and c) through activities that provide

for personal expression.and accomplishment.

Some of these ktformal experiences that can have real spiritual

significance includ such things as: keeping a "thankful" record, caring

.for and watching animals (try leaving bits of string and cloth for birds;

see what happens), planting a garden; taking a nighttime walk, observing

seasonal changes, doing things for and with other people, examining nature

specimens (where does a strawberry store fts seeds?), talking over important

events, expressing feelings and fears, sharing thoughts and wonders.

It is not so important what is said or done.. What does matter is

approaching religious education With eyes that really see dnd ears that

truly hear. Parents who are providing love, security, acceptance, control',

guidance, protection, opportunity for growing independence, and evidence of

thei- awn faith are already contributing effectively to their children's,

religious education.

Discussion Questions

.1. What are some specific ways through which parents can- facilitate life

experienced of love, trust, grace, forgiveness, reconciliation, obed-

ience, community,ocamfort, awe and wonder?

2. In what ways do parents sometimes make God the "big policeman in the

sky"?

3. What are some of children's "religious" questione-that parents find

most difficult?

4. How may Sunday School or other "formal" religious experiences contribute

to children's spiritual growth?
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

- 1. Use a "graffiti board diary." Provide a large piece of newsprint, mural
paper, chalkboard, etc., headed "Thank you, God, for Spring" (or other

season). Mark Off sections and label with such headings as "Today I
Saw," "Yesterday I heard," "Today I feel...." Encourage participants to
write in their observations and/or make drawings. Use these as a basis

for discussion of ways parents may sensitize themselves and their child-
ren to the wonder of the creation.

2. Display an assortment of nature specimens, magnifyingalass, book of
poetty or prayers. Experiment with ways these may be used in simple

activities at home. Cut an apple around its "equator," observe the star
formed by the seed pOckets. Examine a.coconut, attempting to see it
through a child's eyes. Open it, drink the milk, and sample the meat.
Compare seeds; contrast the characteristic ways different vegetables,
fruits, and glowers vroduce their seeds. Look at the intricacies of an
accordion-pleated toadstool under the magnifying glass; examine the under-
side of a leaf. Parents might work in small groups, to prepare lists of
other everyday activities through which spiritual growth could occur.

3. Show one of the films.listed in the bibliography. Use it to stimulate

discussion on the questions listed with this unit.

4. Provide each participant with the mental health pamphlet, What gvery
Child Needs (see Resources). Discuss how this pamphlet re1atesto

learning tasks in religious education

1) To sense with growing awareness
2) To respond

,a) by exploring truths and relationships
ib).by discovering meaning and value
c) by accepting anci'using these truths, re-

lationships, meanings, and values .

d) by assuming personal and social responsi-
bility

3) To act or live one's faith/belief/commitment
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RESOURCES

Media

God and Ypur Children. 16 mm film, 23 min., color. Available from
Teleketics, 1229 S. Santee St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90015.

Rental $20.00.

Three pairs, of Roman Catholic parents explore four areas: God

and the natural world; how children learn about a forgiving God;
prayer; and the importance of the church. These experiences are

common to parents in all religious groups.

What Do You Think? 16 mm film, 32 min., color. The Geneva Press.

Available through United Presbyterian Film Distribution Centers.
Southeastern Office: 5797 N. Peachtree Rd.,,Atlanta, Georgia

30346. Rental $25.00.

Provides an introduction to the stages of cognitive development
with emphasis on children's concepts of the physical world, the
moral world, and the religious world.

Readings for Adults

Duska, Ronald & Whelan, Mariellen. Moral Development: A Guide to Piaget

and Kohlberg. New York: Paulist Press, 1975.

An excellent source for those interested in the findings of the
most prominent researchers in moral development.

Fitch, Flalence Mary. One God: The Way We Worship Him. New York:

Lothrop, Lee and ghepherd, 1944.

Ways of worship usual among Jews, Catholics, and Protestants.
Good pictures. '

Goldman, Ronald. Readiness for Religion: A Basis for Developmental

Religious Educatioa. New York: The Seabury Press, 1965.

Part I deals with the psychological basfs for religious develop'

ment and explains how religious education should be affected by

current educational theory and practice. Part II examines what

content and methods of teaching are consistent with the healthy

development of children and adolescents.

Goldreich, Gloria. "Different from All Other Nights." McCalls 105

(April 1978): 114.

This fictional story tells how a'Jewish family found they were
sustained and comforted by the very religious traditions they had

feared were too painful to observe after the death of a child.



Vogel, Linda Jane. Helping a Child Understand Death. Philadelphia:

Fortress Press, 1915.

The insights in this little book are helpful not only with death,
but also with other difficult life questions.

Wilt, Joy. Happily Ever After: Loving Your Child Toward Emotional and
Spiritual Maturity. Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1977.

This delightfully conversational book ts by a mother withal,'
background as a teacher, school adminiserator and childrdh's

. minister. .It is based on Christian concepts and teachings.

What Every Child Needs. Pamphlet available fiom the National
Association for Mental Health, Inc., 1800 North Kent St.,
Arlington, Virginia 22209, or from 'state, diserict or city mental

health associations.

To grow healthy and strong, children need more than good food and
fresh air. This pamphlet calls parental attention to children's
emotional and spiritual needs.

Readings for Children

Goddard, Carrie Lou. Isn't It a Wonder? Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1976.

This is a well-illustrated book detailing a eland's awe at what
God has made.

Hazen, Barbara Shook. World, World. What Can I Do? Minneapolis: Augsburg

Publishing House, 1975.

These are simple prayers to help young children talk to God about
important hings:'. games, feelings, friends, thunder, tears,

.sickness, 'balloons, mealtime, flowers, busy streets.

Jones, Mary Alice. Tell Me About Jesust Prayer, the Bible).

New York: Rind McNally and Co., 1947.

Wrltten for elementary age children, these books provide a valuable
resource.for Christian parents who are interested in knowing how-to
exptesa their faith in words meaningful to children.

Saypol, Judith Robbins & Madeline Wikler. Came Let Te Welcome Shabbat.

Silver Spring, Md.: Karben Copies, 1978. (Karben Copies,

11713 Auth Lane, Silver Spring, Md.) Cost: $1.95.

A joyful celebration of Shabbat anA Jewish customs for young
children and their families.
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Other Sources

'All the major religious bodies provide periodicals, books and

media for pareneh' guidance in the religious education of their
children. Large city churches, or presbytery, synod or diocesan

offices 1May be able to supply these.





1

NATURE DISCOVERY: A PARENT AND CHILD ADVENTURE

Ginny Massey

Unit Objectives

1. To give parents an awareness of the variety of exciting activities
awaiting them and their children when they venture outdoors%

2. To give parents information on how to guide a child to areas of dis-
covery, how to help the child explore, And how topake exploration a
meaningful learning experience.

3. To suggest nature activities appropriate for preschool children.

Parents as Guides

Remember how exciting it was as a child to hear
"waves" inside a seashell held up to the ear; to see
hundreds of little tadpoles squiggling through the warm

shallow water of a mudhole, or to realize that a maple
seed, when thrown into the wind, would twirl to the ground

like a little helicopter. With repeated experiences through-
out life, some of the initial wonder has probably worn off for

adults. That wonder can be revived, however, as dne sees it mir-
rowed in the facø of a child!

The firstlew years of a child's life, before he starts to school, are
now known to be the most important ones in terms of the child's growth and
development. Exposure to the outdoors at an.early age can enhance a child's
physical and emotional health, help encourage a child's sense of wonder and

'creativity, help develop a child's self image, and begin an appreciation for
nature that may later lead to an important pastime or hobby.

The tole of, a parent will be that of a guide. Sometites one only needs
to take the child to a particular place, such as_a playground or field, and
allow him to explore and play freely. At other times the parent must aid in
the exploration process. By taking into account a child's interests, abili-
ties and/or handicaps, the adult can,help a child explore the world around
him. Parents can havethe important and exciting experience of helping their
child understand the complex design of nature, and in that way to better,Aier-
stand the Creator.

Miss Massey is Education Specialist at PACT, a home-based early intervention
project in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She has served as a naturalist at a
federal park and is particularly interested in normalization of life experiences
as well as outdoor education for, handicapped children.
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Suggested Nature Activities,

The following pages offer same suggestions for activ
for the preschool child. They are few 41 number, and off
that parents will be inspired to think of additional.activ
ing nature. The outdoors offers an endless supply of lear
for young and old during all seasons of the year. Become a

of the seasons, and'watch the pageant of nAture as all orga
in the continuing drama of a living and changing world. Be

of games and adventures that parents and children can enjoy

ities appropriate .

ered in the hope
ities for explor-
ning opportunities
cquainted with all
nisms participate
creative! Think
together.

Sensory Experiences for Children

TOUCH - Cold,flowing stream
- Warm, shallow brook 9r mud puddle
- 1Lrm top.layer.of sand, cool.sand underneath the
- Rough bark of a pine tree
- I,Smooth bark of a beech tree
- Papery bark of a river birch
- Soft moss, resembling a carpet
- Hard rock

SEE

HEAR

TASTE

SMELL

C.

- Different colors
- Different shades of the same color

- Rounded lobes on leaves
- Square stems on mint plants
- Round seeds of sycamore and sweetgum
- Squirrels chasing each other
- Dragon flies and butterflies on the breeze
- Sunrises and sunsets.

- Stream flowing over rocks
- Woodpecker pecking a hole in A tree
- Bees getting pollen from flowers
- .The wind whistling through the forest
- Raindrops falling on the leaves of a tree
- Hoot awls calling back and forth to each other

- Leaves crunching under feet

- Clear stream water
- Wild strawberries, blackberries, huckleberries
- Indian Cucumber Root (Medeaa virginiana)
- Sweet birch twig
- Leaves of wild onions
- Root of Queen Anne's Lace ( ild carrot)

- Rotting log
- Skunk cabbage in early spring

- Different.flowers honeynuckle,.wild roses

- Hickdry'and other nuts
- The forest after a rain
- Crushed pine needles

1 35-
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'cuideli es for Parents

Th following are some guitelines for helping a child explore.his world:

1. Be enthusiastic! Show the child that the fields, forests, ponds

and beaches are not only fun places to be, but are also safe if

proper precautions are taken. Try to understand a child's fears,

remembering that some children, particularly those brought up in

a city,'may at first be fright.ened,by the sight of unfamiliar ani-

mals or a'shady forest. The parent's ease and enthusiasm will be

contagious, and will soon allay some of the child's fears.

2. eivelhe child only tilt information that he wants to know. Don't

flood a child with facts and figurea and risk dampening his en-

thusiasm and sense of wonder.. Anslier questions simply and cor-

rectly. Parents should not be afraid to tell the child that they

don't know the answer to a question. This is a good time to let

the child know that adults, too, are still in the process of learn-

ing.

3. Center the discovery experiences around certain concepts. ChoOse a

concept in whigh the child is particularly interested, and use that

concept as the basis for exploration. A nature walk might be based

around the concept of a "home," looking for various animal andialant

homes during the walk. At another time, the parent might talk Mout

sequences or cycles, discussing food chains, the growth of leaves,

or water and nutrient cycles.

4. Instill in the,child a respect for the environment. Childrdh cAn A

be taught about conservation early in life. One may Chbose to

wear a back pack or carry a litter bag when going on a walk. Teach

the child to pick up trash and carry it back to a trash can.

5. Plan activities according to the age and physical capabilities of

a child. Remember that.staying out too long or going on a walk

that is too strenuous will only serve to tiiscourage a child from

wanting to go back. Start with short excursions, atid lengthen the

time as the child's eldurance and interest increase.

6. Leave ideas_of cleanliness at home! All nature is to be experienCed.

That idcludes splashing in puddles, letting mud squish through toes

or fingers, digging into the dirt on the forest floor to find worms,

mushrooms, and insects, and lying down on the grouheto look up at

the trees and sky overhead. Make-sure the child has on clothes and

shoes that can go through rugged treatment, and which can come home

muddy and dirty without upsettihg the parent.

7. DiAcuss the nature exlierienge often after'coming home. Help the

child recollect the discoveries that he=made on the excursion. By

reading books, looking through nature magazines, and watching special

shows on TV, continue to, learn more about the plants, animals, or .

rocks that were seen., Help the child find objects in the.home that

were made frbm nature items found in the outside environment.
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Discussion Questions

1. What effect does a parent's enthusiasm have
to explore his environment?

2. Haw does a parent help a child overcame his
Nin nature?

on a child who is beginning

fears of different phenomena

3. What activities would be appropriate for helping an-infant gain sensory
awareness in nature? What activities would be appropriate for helping a
preschool child explore,the world around him? How do they differ from
the ,type of activities bY which adults learn, and how are they similar?

4. What are same proper precautions to take when going on an outing?
(Discuss such things as proper clothing, proper footwear, what to do in
case you encounter poisonous plants or animals, etc.)

5. What senses are used most often to exPlore the environment? What can be'

done to help a child who has various sensory-handicaps?



PROGRAM FORMAT-SUGGESTIONS

1. ,Nature movies and slides. Movies and slides may be used as an excellent

means of stimulating interest in the world of nature. Favorites are

often those involving animals. A movie from a local library or a slide

show may be used as a springboard for gioup discussion but more often

will simply stimulate appreciation for the complexity of nature. This

appreciation on the part of the parents is essential in helping them .

see the need for providing their children with a wide range of experiences.

2. Natur, walk. Nothing is better for stimulating interest in the outdoors

than an actual hike into an area that is exciting because of its natural

beauty. If sane of the parents on the ipiture walk have handicapped

children, have them try to imagine how their child might be able to ex-

plore that environment. Discuss various wAysito help a child explore,

especially those with sensory handicaps.

3. Canpini trip. If your program is small, and there is enough interest,

you may want to plan an overnight camping trip. children'can go along,

and families can share in ofiscovery experiences. Although most of the

time should be spent in inOormal play and exploration, you bay want to

plan one or two structured learning activities (such as adicavenger hunt

or building a terrarium). Camping trips are not only goocr times for

parents to share experiences and information, but they are also social

events, where some of the stresses and pressures of everyday living are

lessened.

4. Guest lecturer. You may choose to have someone speak to your group about

topics of interest. One suggestion might be a salesman from a hiking/

camping store who could explain what equipment is now available for trans-

porting children on hiking and camping trips. ,Parents may.also enjoy

hearing someone speak about proposed batrier-free.designs in state and

national parks, and about what kinds of facilities are already available

for use by handicapped individuals. f'

5. Nature crafts. One of the nice things about the forests and fields around

us is the variety of collectable items available for the asking! Parents

are often discouraged by the amountof stuff brought into dye house by

their children.. What,they need is help with knowing how to organize the

nature items into moaniniful displays and collections since categoriza-

tion is an important concept for younk childrenr acquire. You might

try presenting each parent with a box of items ( ne box full of items

from the seashore, one box full of different kinds of seeds and mks, one
box full of bird feathers and bird nests, etc.) and asking them to plan

two or three ways to organize and display the items. Depending on time

availability, you may want to go ahead and have the parents make a sample
display, collage, or mobile to take home.

e-
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RESOURCES

Media

Outdoor Classrooms, Where Do We Go From Here? 80 slides, cassette tape,

color. Available from Conservation Educatlon Association, c/o
Dr. Richard Presnell, Secretary-Treasurer, University of Wisconsin,
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54302. Rental $25.00:

This presentation is based on an interdisciplinary approach to.
environmental education. Field tested by hundreds of teachers and
conservationists, it gives practical advice about how an outdoor
classroom can be developed and used. It is appropriate for
Leaclier_w_arkshops_,_!in=senind with Rarent organiza-
tions.

The World of Endangered Wildlife. Filmstrip. 103 frames, 25 minute

-cassette,,color. 36 page Teacher's Guid included. Available from
the National Wildlife Federation, 1412 p6th St. N.W., Washington,'
D.C. 20036. Purchase $22.50.

This exciting filmstrip involves students in a learning experience
that dramatically introduces them to a large number of endangered
and threatened species, examines the interrelationship of the world
of animals and the quality of life for man.

Readings for Adults

Animal Study Activities. Richmond, Virginia: Commission of Game and Inland
Fisheries, (P.O. Beix 11104, Richmond, Virginia 23230).

This thirty-page illustrated booklet centains suggestions for helping
children learn more about birds, mammals, insects, amphibians and

, fish. There.are also'instructions on how to display nature items,
some rules for nature games, andreven eome nature recipes.

Family Play Guide: Fun with Hiking, Bicycling, Nature Walking. Washington,

D.C.: The Joseph P, Kennedy, Jr. Foundation, 1974., (Single copies ,

'available upon request from the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation,
1701 K Street N.W., Suite 205, Washington, D.C. 20006.)

This four-page pamphlet offers helpful suggestions for planning and
enjoying different family outings, such as hiking, picnicking,
camping, bicycling, and taking nature walks. Ideas are creative and

the pamphlet stresses that outings should be enjoyable. Addresses

are included also for requesting more information About camping and

hiking. Suggestions would be helpful for 'any family, not just for
families of retarded children.



"Nature Trail for the Senses." Trends for the Handicapped. July, August,

September, 1974, p. 27. (Available from Park Practice Program,
National. Recreation and Park Association, 1601 North Kent St.,
Arlington, Virginia 22209.)

4

This article tells of a nature trail developed in New Mexico which
offers sensory experiences for blind and sighted individuals. The

article contains the exact wording of each of the interpretive signs
found on the trailkad offers a model for anyone interested in
setting up nature expdt"leaces appropriate for handitepped as well as
non-handicapped individualsOr.all ages. This eXcellent magazine,
a quarterly, provides information on planning for the recreational
needs of everyone. .

SliuLLlewucLh, buiuLhy. Exploring Nature with Your Child. New York:

Harry.N;;Ahrams, Ince,..1977. (Available from Plenary Pub4cations,
Inc., 300 East 40th.St,,.NeW Ybrk, N.Y. 10016.)

This is a 240-page, hardback book that is essential for your

library. It is full of interesting facts about plants and animals
and offers beautiful illustrations and photographs for both the
child and adult reader. The author attempts to answer the questions
that children usually ask in terms that children can easily under-
stand.

Readings for Children

Busch, Phyllis S. Once There Was a Tree: The Story of the Tree. a Changing

Home for Plants and Animals. New York: ,Scholastic Book Services,
1972.

This book is written to encourage children to explore,_and to learn
-by inquiry. It is a good book to usp as a child's first introduc-
tion to ecology. Numerous pictures throughout the book show various
children involved in nature exploration.

Ranger Rick's Best Friends, Series 1, 2 & 3. Washington, D.C.: National

Wildlife Federation, (National Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th St.

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.)

Series 1, American Wildlife includes: The Whitetail Deer, The Big

Eear, The FOXes, The Beavers Way.

Series 2, Familiar Wildlife includes: The O'Possum, Wild Bobcats,
The Seal Family, Turtles and Tortoises.

Series 3, Foreip Wildlife includes: Elephanls, Lions and Tigers,
Chimps and Baboons, Land of the Zebra.

These three series of hardback books of'about thirty-five pages
each are available as single books or in sets of four. Each

title contains a ficticious story with numerous nature photographs
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and information about the life and habitat of that animal. Maps
with the geographical location of the animals are included.

Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine, monthly, National Wildlife Federation.
(National Wildlife, Federation, 1412 16th St. N.11., Washington, D.C.

20036.)

This magazine is sent to members of Ranger Rick's Nature Club
(membership $7.00 a year). It introduces children to the wonderful
world of animals, plants and the great outdoors. It is educational

and.fun-fiiled too. The Teacher's Guide, a monthly supplement to
the magazine, is an additional benefit to members Provided upon their

request. It contains valuable tips to teachers or parents on activ-
ities and sourdes of materials.

Sources of Additional Information and Materials

Sierra Club. 530 Bush Street, San Francisco, Califoraa 94108.
40000-

National Audubon Society. 950 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C. 20005.

American Forestry Association. 1319 18th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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CREATIVE DRAMA

_Joan L. Tetel

Unit Objectives

1. To.explore creative drama as an art form for participation by the family

unit.

2.1L To gain.skills in creative drama in order to enhance one's self-expres-

sion, creativity, and ability to communicate.

3. To utilize the creative drama (sociodrama) process as a viable method

for sharing problems rels$ant to the members of the family.

4. To utilize the atciodratha process as a means of problem-solving and find-

ing viable alternative solutions.

The Child as PerformAr

In every child there is the innate ability and desire_to perform in

front of an audience. If one looks at a six-month-old infant learning to
smile and laugh, it is apParent that he will smile when his parents are near,
because he.knows the response he will elicit from them. They are going to

smile back and pick him up; by the noises he makes, one can tell he's getting

the response he wants. Of course, the infant also learns he can get a response

by crying: many children put on quite a "performance" by the age of six or

eight months.

Now consider that same child when he reaches the age of two and the

parents have dinner guests. The child comes out.in his pajamas and puts on

a little scene before bedtime. The guests inevitably say, "Look at Johnny.

Look at him perform." Again, the child is aware of his ability to perform,
,anehe's aware of the reactions and responses he elicits from his audience.

When that same child goes off to a preschool program, the whole process
of knowing how td perform and how to enter into a role is so well set' that

we;see beautiful activities take place. Every preschool has one corner of
the room known.is dui-housekeeping corner where there is usually a bed, stoVe,

refrigerator, cbair,%and perhaps an ironing board -- all scaled down to child

size. Thi7Ol1kren Ame these "props" and recognize them as the same items
that exist in their awn home. A:little girl might go to this housekeeping

corner and put on the.apron hanging On tbe wall. She begins to busy herself'

M. Tetel is Creative Drama/Sociodrama Specialist in the Chapel: Hill-Carrboro
City Schools4 Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Her special interests include the
application of the sociodrama process as a problem-solving approach with
children of all ages and the training of teachers and mental hdalth workers
in sociodrame techniques.
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at the stove, and she assumes the role df the mother she is familiar with in

her own-home.

When the little boy cames in, one-finds out quickly from what type of

liberated or unliberated home he has come. He may sit down and "read" his

paper, demand his dinner, or ask what needs to be done in the house. He

negates himself and assumes the role of the father.

The children who arrive next probably have tn APftls for rolps_as_

ren or pets.4,Interestiagly-smaugh,- these roles are always regarded as less

appealing by the children themselves. What'is underway now is something we

call dramatic-play, and children, from time immemorial have engaged in this

process at home or at school. Eventually the parent can intervene enough to

suggest a specific focus: "Haw about pretending that someone is coming from

the airport for a viSit today- of "What will happen if the baby gets sick?"

With the smallest suggestion,.a theme or conflict to be resolved may emerge.

The main thing to observe is that the children step out'of their own shoes

and step into the shoes of other people. If the props in that room were

child-size replicas of a supermarket rather than of a house, the children

would enter the'area and again model the appropriate behavior. One child

would push a shopping cart and take things off the shelves, another would

, ring up sales on the cash register, and another woOld hel0 take bags to the

car. The'children can become totally involved in this dramatic play.

Formal Theatre

What we have just described is one end of the drama experience for child-

ren. At.the other erui of the continuum is formal theatre for children. For-

mal theatre takes wo forms. One of these seems to be perpetuated by tradition

and the need'for accountability in the schools. At Christmas or Easter, or

around the end of the school year, teachers suddenly became frantic and begin

to worry about camplying with the tradition of doing a class production. Many

.
hours of curriculum time are taken up as the production draws closer and closer.

A lot of other things that are very important lose their priority so that the

class can present a good production. What often happens is that several child-

ren get lead parts and have a positive experience, because the:4e are the child-

ren who are very comfortable performing in front of an audience. Unfortunately,

after spending all of those curriculum houis, working on the play, some of the

children get to do nothing more than hand ou programs, pull the curtains, ar

usher people to their seats. There is a ver/y unequal level of experiential

learning going on; and for these latter children, it is often a very bitter

or negailve experience. For same, the anxiety level (stage fright) reaches

insupportable levels. Thus, fora few chil4ren it's a very satisfying experi-

ence, while for others it is very frustrating. Probably for the najority it's

an exciting evening, but they Wander where all the time went.
-

Production is one aspect of formal theatre for children, but there is

another aspect: the theatre experience of being part of an audience and see-

ing a. live stage performance. Not too many children are able to take advan,-

tage of this. They all have TV, and for many hours they probably sit in front

of it and watch good productions,end good acting. But if they go up to touch

3.56
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the TV, all they are touching is warm plastic. It doesn't smell, it'doesn't

feel, and it doesn't respond to the Child. A really good stage production,

written for a children's audience and performed by a competent troup of actors

and actresses, can become one of the most meaningful experiences possible for

the child. When such troups can be lIought into the schools, give their

performance, and follow through with classroom visitsi real learning can take

place. The children can do a few warm-up exercises with the actors and ac-

'tresses and become involved in the experience.

Creative Drama in the Home

We have described the two ends of the continuum: ranging from the,natural

activity of children, called dramatic play, to thedmposed activity that comes

out of a memorized script and leads to a stage production Were the audience ,

watches a play written by someone who doesn't know these children at all. Some-

where about themiddle of the continuum is a viable tdol which can be used,

at school or at home by members of the whole family: This is creative drama,

which becomes the basis for sociodrame or role playing.

Creative drama is acting without any script. There is no.stage and no

need ever to use a costume or a prop. There'is no need to invite in anoutside.

audience: Creative drama is the tranSlation of all idea, feeling, story, or

attitude'into the dramatic form. When the focus fi on problems common to the

members of the class or family, the procesg is called sociodrama or rule play.

With the family sitting in a circle, the inner circle becomes a,stage.

Firgt one member of thejamily, then perhaps two or three at a time, become'.

actors and actresses, Performing for the.rest,of the family which becomes the

audience. When their turn is finished, another person performs so the audience

and actor roles are constantly changing back and forth. There is no need for

costumes, because they can imagine anything they want. By prétending to Use

objects; the aCtors can visualize props that do not exist and -ttommunicate that

vision to other people. Creative drama thus requires only a family gioup and y

a parent willing to take his role.as a catalyst or facilitator. This role

entails participation, having fun, and structuring the activitiesmith the

family. 4

Merely freedng chdldren to laugh has been sofille of the best work accom-

plished in creative drama; never,of course,at the expebse of another person.

Such drama allowa children to study-whaLpeople are really like and to share

some or those observationa. The'appeel of Charlie Chaplin, and faore recently, '

0 Wood§ Allen, is hat they both have captured the ability to assume the role

of an ordinary, humble, bumbling kind of person., the kind we all know.; We

can all identify withthe ro;es they create and become So empathetic that we

begin to respond and to, chuckle. We are not laughing at Woody Allen or

Charlie Chaplin; we're chnckling at the roles they have assumed, because we

recognize a little bit of ourselves. ,What the actor is really saying is,

we're all ordinary little people, and although the world might be a tough

place, we somehow bundle our way through it. It is better lo join,forces and

recognize our foibles and laugh a little at them. What good is it to cry

over spilled milk? Look at what we share in comelon, along with our unique
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and separate individuality. Groups including a wide range of persons with
special abilities or varied handicaps can thus meaningfully share in a crea-
tive drama experience as they are free to step outside themselves and 1901,
at the roles being played.

What we are really striving for in offering creative drama as a family
activity is to see every family exposed to, and comfortable with, creative
drama and role playing so that the members can use it wherwyer they wish.
It doesn't require any.special talent, but thereois a very clear set of stsps
in the process. There'is no such thing as instant role playing, but there is
a developmental structure that can lead anyone to the threshold of good role
playing.

A good way to begin in creative drama activities is.with nonverbal
communication, or pantomime. This is the safest way to begin when we con-
sider that we are sometimes coping with very unequal language development;
if we can cut out one th.reatening area before we begin, so much the betrer.
Secondly, we can also take advantage of the innate'capacity that most children
have to communicate with their bodies. By expressively using the body, child-

ren learn a way,to control it, to keep touch with it, to communicate with
it, and become more comfortable witli themselves.

It is also true that we speak more loudly with the things we don't say
than with any words we ever utter. For example, when the mother enters the
room slamming the door, stamping her feet, slumpins to a chair,*glaring at
her children, and then says "What a beautiful day it is," no one will believe
her. Verbal communication only refers to the actual words spoken. Nonverbal
communication includes,eye contact, the approach,.the body language, and the
tone. When our nonverbal behavior is not congruent with our verbal behavior,
we lose our credibility. It is very important that our nonverbal selves and
our verbal selves be in total harmony.

. .

After the family has tried the elmple use of pantomime such as the use
of imaginary objects, acting out household chores, various modes of transpor-
tation, or uses of a chair that denote certain roles (i.e., dentist, theatre),
the family may begin to build stories involving two characters. In story

buflding, it is important to discuss briefly the charaCteristics of the roles
to be created: age, sex, personality, circumstandes. Where the lharecter
has ften made "fully.dimensional," one steps into the role and commits him2.

self to it more completely.

Once the characters have been developed, roles asaumed, and a brief in-
teraction between theM has takeri place in pantomime, it is natural and very
easy to add the final dimension of dialogue. Because the roles have been
"tried on for size," the actors know exactly what to say. There is no need

for a ocript and dialogue flows spontaneously.

From thispoint, the.family can move in several different directions
with their creative drama activity. They can make up their own stories and,
plots for creative dramatization. They Can dramatize stories and poems they
already know-or become familiar with ouch stories and poems by,reading to-
gether. They can focus upon real lifeesituations,sInvolving conflicts,



problems, ideas and feelings to be communicated and resolved.' Once the

creative drama focuses upon problem areas relevant to the members of the

group, it is called sociodrama or rdlelplaying.

When family members are willing to assume roles of members of a family

and play out the conflictsNrealistically, to analyze the outcpme and then

strive for further dramatizations for more satisfactory outcomes by interact-

Afig in more positive ways, they-begin to use one of the most effective

processes for problem solving.

As.the members of a family engage in the process and activities.of

creative drama together, they cannot help but provide for themselves a new

avenue for joyous, creative, sensitive, open expression and communication.

Discussion Questions

1. When the young child enters into a parent role and engages in dramatic

play, he tends to model the behavior of adults in his own home. Discuss

the behaviors he is probably going to model, basedlupon

taking place in the home.

2. What are the kinds of day-to-day small incidents which tend to cause

conflict and arguments, but which might be dealt with in lighter, more

humorous ways? Discuss the feasibility of playing these scenes out the

way they are.and the ways they might be changed.

Examples:
Spilling Kool-Aid on the rug.
Tracking in mud on a clean floor.
Burning the eggs.

3. How do we react, nonverbally, to different emotions? Anger, Sadness,

Fear, Happiness, etc. What clues are there to observe.in the nonverbal

messages of those close to us, so that we can-respond appropriately to

.their feelings? Elaborate by playing them out in pantomime.

4. What favorite itory or poem do you remember from Your childhood? Is it

adaptable for a creative dramatization by a small group? If so, shar61......

it with the discussion group. /4

at
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

The following creative drama activities can be enjoyably experienced

by a parent group following some informal discussion drawing on the concepts
mentioned in the text and the discussion questions. These activities can

thus be demonstrated for parents who may in turn use theM with their families

at home.

1. Pass che Object. The members of the group sit in a circle. One member

manipulates the space withhisehands and "creates" an object. He may

thread an imaginary needle, put a scoop 9f ice cream into a cone, or

open a bottle of perfume and smell it. Once he,has established the
existence of tkile object, he passes it to the person next to him who

must "use" it. Each member in turn uses'the object in a new and dif7

ferent way..

2. Household Chores. /Each member of the group in turn pantomimes doing

one household chore.

3. Modes of Transportation. Each member of the group, with the assistance
of his chair if necessary, pantomimes traveling to a place using d spe-

cific mode of transportation. Examples: rowboat, car, truck, bike,

horse.

4. What's In a Chair? Working with a straight chair, members of the group
think of alythe other kinds of chairs it might become. One at a time,

each member of the group interacts with the chair and performs in pan-
tomime so that others can see what the chair has become. Examples:

dentist's chair, car seat, chaise lounge in the sun throne, theatre

seat.

5. Building the Story. Building from the pantomime just created with a
chair, members of the group pair up and add a second character to the
story and elaborate.

Examples: Dentist's chair: One personlbecomes the dentist. The other

becomes the patient.

Rocking chair: One may be an old woman rocking on her front
porch. The other may be a small child who comes to talk
with her. In family role play, there is no reason why a
child cannot become the old person, or a parent the smalf

'child. This often gives insights into children's perceptions
'qf adult roles.

Park bench: Two very different people may sit down to rest,
feed the birds, interact.

The group leader should be careful to.build the skills of the group
progressively by starting with the least threateningactivity. This might he

the activity in which an imaginary object"is passed from persod to person,
around the circle: Each member is invited to "use" the objectin a different

way. The increased phyglcal acfivities of the suggested household chores or
modes of transportation may involve more self expression.
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Developing a role for one person hn a chair permits additional creative

activity without going beyond pantomime. As the group leader then lets the

group build a story involving two persons, the members of the group can share

'the decisions about age, sex, personality and circumstances of the interaction.

Once the charaeters have been formulated; the participants are more willing to

assume the roles.

Following the pantomime of interaction of two characters formulated

by the group, the final step of dialogue becomes easy and natural to add.

Obviously, there can be a natural prbgression to the formulation of roles and

circumstances that permits problem-solving activities either by the parent

group or within individual families.
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Readings for Adults

Gillies, Emily. Creative.Drama_tics for All Children. Washington, D.C.:

Association fot Childhood Education International, 1967.

This book inclu'des six principles for using creative dramatich.
Chapters on working with emotionally and physically handicapped

children who speak English as a second language.
4

Hawley, Robert. Value Exploration Through Role-Playing. New york: Hart

Publishing Company, 1974.

Although thig book is well written for-the Professional, the
author stateS-concepts clearly enoughfor the parent to profit from
the book.

RESOURCES-

Heinig, Ruth.* Creative-Dramatics for the ClassroorovTeacher. i Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1974.

This-bOok is clear, concise and a gàod book for the elemenOry
teacher pr parent.

Martin,. William, Exploration Drama. London: Evans Brothers Ltd., 1971.

This book offers a different approach and use of creative drama.
It explains (primarily for the profeseional) how drama is used in

English schools.

Ruesch, Jurgen, & Keys, Weldon. Nonverbal Communication.Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1974.

This is a careful, scholarly study on detailed aspects of non-
verbal cOmmunication and recommended only for people who want more
advanced skills.

Shaftel, Fannie & Shaftel, George. Role-Playing for Social Values. Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1977.

This is the classic text on role-playing. It contains excellent
theory and explanation of role-playing works. Unfortunately,
much of the book is devoted to open7ended stories for role-playing
to resolution, many of which seem out-dated.

Szasz, Suzanne. The Body Lanpage of Children. New York: W. W. Norton
& Co., 1978.

. This book of 193 black-and-white photographs and accompanying.text
is about children and parents; about their feelings, their inter-
action and their communication through body language. Through
analysis of these photograiShs the author takes the reader step by
step through the physical clues in various postures,and expressions.
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Siks, Geraldine B. Drama with Children. New York: Harper and Row, Inc.,

1977.

Siks' appeal lies in clear-cut developmental steps.in her creative
drama process for ihe classroom.

Ward, Winifred. Playmaking WWII Children. New York: Appleton-Century-
.

Crofts, 1957.

This is the clasaic text on creative drama written by the
acknowledged "grandmother of it all" in the United States. It

was back-in the 1930's that Ms. Ward revolutionized drama for

children with her work in creative drama. The book is frequently

republished.

Way, Brian.. Development through Drama. New York: Humanities Press, 1967.

Brian Way is one of two or three acknowledged authorities on
creative drama in England. His ideas, examples, conceptualization
of his process are exciting to read, though at times confusing.

His ideas have made their Indelible mark on the English system of

education. The approaches are more broad than American use of

creative drama.
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ART AND THE PRESCHOOL CHILD

Annie Belk Pegram

Unit Objectives

1. To foster an awareness of the value of art for the preschool child.

2. To help parents perceive their role in planning art experiences for

their preschooler.

3. To introduce techniques that promote creative art dpvelppment.

4. To provide suggested art activities that parents can use to enhance

the total development of their child.

Art and the Child's Development

What is art? Art for the young child'is feeling and seeing, tasting
and smelling, discovering, experimenting, arranging and rearranging. If

properly planned, it is an opportunity for extensive learning. Meaning-

ful and appropriate art experiences are very valuable in promoting the

growth and development of young children.

In looking at the four areas of growth, (1) physical (2) social.

(3) emotional and (4) intellectual, one can see specific skills in each

of these areas that can be gained through the Use of art activities.

Physical/Growth:

- grose and fine motor coordination

- eye-hand coordination
- visual perdeption
- visual diecrimination

Social Growth:

- ah4ring and taking turns
- veaelization (expressive language)

- cooperation
- problem solving (individually and in a group)

- decision making

I.

Ma. Pegram is currently a kindergarten teacher at Carrboro Elementary

School, Carrboro, North Carolina. She has also served as an Early

Childhood Education Consultant throughout North. Carolina. Though she

enjoys teaching children end ierving as an advocate for them, sh, has

also dons extensive teacher training.
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Emotional Growth:

- increasing attention span
- expressing inner feelings

- developing a positive self-image

Intellectual Growth:

- perceptual skills, such as size, shape, color,.distance

- visual discrimination, same and different,attributes of objects

thinking skills, planning, organizing, and geneealizing

- language development, receptive language (following directions)--^
expressive language (talking about the work)

- math skills, tlassifying, counting, Atching, increasing mach -
vocabulary

- science skills, finding out how things change from one state

to another (powder paint to liquid), increasing science

vocabulary, increasing experimental techniques

Having noted the numerous areas in which the child's skills may

expand through art eXperiences, it is also important to recognize the

need for'assessing his developmental stage in order to make appropriate

and meaningful plans. Before beginning art activities, the parent or

teacher will need to answer some of ehé following questions:

How good is' his fine motor control?
Can he follow directions?
How long is his attentiod span?
Does he know concepts of shape, color, number, texture?

How independently can he work?
Is he ready to share and take turns?

Just as the child goes through an orderly sequence in gross motor

development froth crawling, to walking, to running, to skipping, the

child goes through stages of art development from.lines and spots

(scribbles), to individual shapes (circles), to pictures (persons), to

the written word. Dowenfeld (1975) identifies and labels three stages

of art development.

1. Scribbling stage - - ranges somewhere between two to five years

of age and is characterized by unplanned, free-spirited move-

ments of exploration.

2. Preschematic stage - - occurs between four and seven years of

age and is characterized by beginning the job and later

deciding what it will be.

3. Schematic stage - - occurs between six and nine years of age and

is characterized by advanced planning and specific selection of

a project.
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Though each child is unique and has his own growth pattern in both

physical growth and'art development, it is valuable to know, at least to

some degree, what to exPect 6om children at different ages.

Art, the Parent's Window to the Child

When a child genbinely and honestly responds to something that

engages his interest, his response is a gift to the parent. It becomes

the'iparent's window, as it were, into his thoughts and feelings; and if

the parent is sensitive enough and.insightful enough, something can be

learned about the child's growth and how to assist it. Much learning is

nonverbal, even among'adults. Most of us understand how something works
in our homes, by getting the feel of it, long before we are able to

explain how it works. Children in particular are often more interested

in making things wbrk, e.g, gettins the "boat" to balance, than in

studying why or how they work. In the process of making them work, how-

ever, they are often led, quite unaware, into the whys and hows. The

insightful parent is aware of the various levels of knowing and will not

press for analysis until the child is ready for it. Through cAreful

observation of the child's play and art.experiences, the sensitive

parent can know the child better and participate more fully in his growth

process.

Planning and Organizing Art Experiences

The following suggestions may be helpful for parents as they

arrange art activities for the ch.ild at home.

1. Keep the child in mind:

- try out experiences before giving them to the child.

- Aan to adapbcor modify activities to meet the needs of

the child.
- plan objectives for each activity and make sure they are

appropriate and relevant.

2. Collect materials in advance.

3. Keep materials in goad working order.

4. Think through the procedure for preparation, use, and cleanup.

5 Organize tht settinizy

- place materials that the child

he chooses within his reach.
time for their use.

- plan for the .child to help set
- use indoor and outdoor space.

can use independently, and as
Put other materials away until

up and clean up the work area.
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6. .Attend to the child's need for,guidance; In this process, the

parent must learn when and how to intervene.

7. Be a good listener when the child talks.

8. Point out the learning possibilities if the child does not
indicate'a knowledge of them. Example: "That red paint that

you used is so pretty." "You made a circle." In this process,

it is not so much the parents' knowledge of scientific principles
that enables them to play their roles skillfully; it is their
ability to establish the .climate in which everyoae, adults and
children, are encouraged to engage in Ole quest of wondering,
experimenting, and discovering.

9. Demonstrate your own interest in art.

10. Allow the child to create his own art expressions. Art expres-

sions come from within, based on how the child imagines or feels
about his world.

11. .Refer to young children's art products as designs if you must call

them somethfng. This helps the child who doesn't know or doesn't
want to talk about what he has done. Try to refrain from asking,

"what is it?" Let the child discuss his own designs in his own

way when he wants to do it.

Creative Activities for Preschoolers

1. 'Craybn Engraving Cover a piece.of white paper with a heavy coating
of crayon, and scratch through the crayon with a sharp instrument
to make a design.

2. Cereal Mosaics Beautiful pictures may be made using different types
of dry cereal. Draw a picture and glue om different cereals to form
a mosaic, or just glue cereal in any design desired.
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3. Crayon Designs Use jumbo-size crayons, and blank 12 x 18 inch

manila paper. Place newsprint over corrugated paper. Run colored

crayons lightly back and forth over the newsprint. Turn paper

different ways to get different effects.

4. Drinking Straw Painting Drop a large drop of tempera on paper and

blow a design with a'drinking.straW. Be sure not to let the asraw
come in contact with the-paint; it will blow a bubble and burst over

the paper. Black or brown make a pretty tree or limb, and bright-
colored flowers May be painted on with .a pipe cleaner.

5. Easel Painting Provide a blank newsprint paper, 18 x 24 inches;

large, flat eagel brushes with handles approximately nine inches
long; and three. to six different colors. If the budget only allows

three colors, the best choices are red, yellow and blue,eince



secondary colors(green, orange, and purple) can be mixed. Add liquid

starch to prevent some of the dripping.

6. Spool Paidting Different Sized spools make pretty designs on

manila paper when dipped in colored tempera or colored on the end

with a brush dipped in tempera. They can look like flowers. Stens

and leaves can be drawn with the sponge paints.

7. Sponge Painting Use equal parts of water and paint;sone liquid

starch may be added. -Put about four colors in sections of a plastic

ice cube tray or muffin tin, filling each section about half full.

Cut oblong pieces.from a plastiC sponge and clamp a clothespin to

one end of each piece. Let the sponges soak up the colors and then

squeeze. Use another ice cube section to rest each sponge. Do not

mix the colors.

8. Vegetable Animals Materials needed include a potato, onion, turnip,

squash, or: other hard vegetable or fruit9T toothpicks, cloves,

sequins, pipe cleaners, old golf tees, and small pieces of construc-

tion paper and yarn. To make the animals, select one vegetable or

fruit'. Attach assorted materials to it by punching,or gluing to

make eyes, ears, legs, tails, horns, feet or antennae.

9. Finger Painting An excellent finger paint may be made using about

two teaspoons Polycell (or any cellulose wallpaper adhesive) to a

pint of water. Put a spoonful of this on slick shelf paper; let the

child sprinkle color tempera from a salt shaker over it; and let him

mix it by spreading the paint with his hands.

10,1 String Painting Hold the end of a string with a clothespin, and

wet it thoroughly in a dish or jar of tempera. Lay in-any design on

half of &large sheet of manila paper. Fold over the paper and hold

with hand or stiff cardboard on top. Then pull the string out by the

clothespin. Stfing dipped in tempera may also just be laid on a

sheet of paper to make a design and then taken up. Bry string laid

in'a pretty design on one shelt of paper may have another sheet

placedover it. When drawn over,sblid with the side of a large

crayola, the result is an interesting picture. Two or more colors

may be used for a pretty effect.

11. Sand, Salt, or Grit Painting' 'Add dry tempera,to sifted dry sand

or salt. Place the colored sand in a salt shaker with holes made

larger by driving a nail through them. The children may draw a

picture or use a plain sheet of paper. Let,them cover the picture

with paste and sift sand over it. They may covei various areas

with different colors of sand, salt, or grits. Food coloring may

be used to color the salt. If food coloring is used, place the

colored salt into a warm (250 degree) oven for a few minutes to

dry the salt before putting it in the shakers.
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12. Spatter Painting A wooden frame with a screen wire across the top

and a brush (toothbrush or vegetable brush) will be needed for this

process. Allow the children to choose a piece of construction paper.

Fasten a stencil dssign, leaves, or ferns, on fhe paper with straight

pins. Use white shoe polishor .tempera paint in a shallow container.

The child may dip the brush into the paint, and then scrape it

sevdral times across thescreen wire held gpur to six inchqs'aboire

the paper. When paper, is well spattered, remove the stencil and

allow the paint to dry. Spattered areas are in contrast to'areas

under designs.

13. Potato Painting Ciit a patato in half. Draw a design on the flat

cutting. Using a knife, cut around the design like a block print,

. leaving the area to bs printed higher than that around it. Dip ,

design in prepared tempere and press onto the paper for the picture.

Gift wrapping paper may be made by duplicating the design many times.

on a large sheet of tissue paper.

14 Playdough Stabile Materials needed are: old playdough that has

begun to get dry and crumbly, pipe cleaners, straws, popsicle sticks,

dried flowers and sticks from outside, pine cones or nuts,.small

paper.plate, a piece oaf cardboard or a paper cup. Place a clump of

playdough on a small plate, a piece of cardboard, or into'a paper

cup. Stick any of the above mentioned maerials into the playdough

ko make an interesting three-dimensional design. Almost anything

&kat you could stick into the playdough would make for more.

creativfty.

15. Shiny Things Collage Materials neede6 are: silver or gold foils

glitter, sequins, stick-on stars, glue, and construction paper. Glue

.

shiny objects,onto construction paper in an interesting way. .Talk

about things that shine. Have the child tell a story about something

shiny. He may like to have the parent recOrd his story to share with

family.oi friends.

Disqubsion Questions

1. How can art experiemes help the child's physical growth? Social

growth? 'Emotional growth? Intellectual growth?

2. What two things are important to rbmember about your child's growth

and development when planning art activities for him?

3. Discuss art activities that would be especially appropriate for each

of the three stages of art development described by Lowenfeld.

4. List ways that parents can reinfor e.their child's artistic efforts.

5. Compile a list of "throwaWay" household items.that can be saved and

used for art projects at home.
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6. Discuss adaptatiohs in materials, methods, and'equipment that may

be made if* there are handicapped childen in some'of the

families.

40,
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. A workshop in which parents actually do art activities is perhaps
the most enjoyable way to introduce parents to creative art
experiences. Having learned by doing, they are much more inclined
to initiate these art activities at home with their children. _The

group leader can prepare a number of boxes or areas in which the
needed materials are available for a given art activity. It may be
helpful to have one car more samples of the finished prochict to serve
as examples of items that cantbe made with that group of materials.
The creative activities for preschoolers described in the
previous section are a good source of suggestions. PAR publications
are also a valuable resource for such workshops. After parents
have made the 'items, they may enjoy sharing ideas about other art
experiences they have found to be successful at home. They may also
find it helplul to discuss their role in working With .the child
(i.e., fostering his independence, creativity, or adapting techniques
to his disability).

-

Show slides of children doing art activities. If there are ,handi-
capped chilldren in your program, include some slides of them and
discuss special adaptations for them. The slides should demonstrate
techniques, varied materials and work areas, varied'methods of dbing
the same activity, And skills that can be gained.

_3. If your program is center based, save samples of the children's art
work to show parents. At the parent meeting, use large 'sheets of
corrugated cardboard for Rarents to-make bulletin boards. These may
be cut from television or refrigerator cartons. _The cardboards may
be covered with burlap secured on the back with masking tape,. Fronts

of the bulletin boaras may be deCorated with felt scraps cut into
designs or let_ters and glued to the burlap. The child's ar,t, work

can be attached and the bulletin board taken home for displaying to
the family: Such attention to the child's work can enhance his
motivation to do art and can be a cbntiquing source of pleasure
for the family.,
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Readings for Adults ,

Brown, Doris V. & McDonald, Pauline. Creative Art for Home4and School.

Alhambra, California: Borden Publishing Co., 1974.,

This well illustrated book has.chapters on painting, drawing,
collage, construction, modeling, mounting and displaying
pictures. It also has twenty-five pages of holiday projects.

_

Burns, Sylvia. "Children's Art; A Vehicle for Learning." Young

Children's Journal 30 (1975): 193-204.

Ihis article demonstrates how art experiences can be learning
tools for any area of the young child's growth and development.

Cole, Ann,et al. Learning Together: Creative"Activities for the Home.

Northfield, Illinois: Parents as Resources Project, 1973.
(Available from Parents ap Resources Project, 464 Central,
Northfield, Illinois 60093.)

Parents as Resources has a number of books that give suggestions
for creative art activities made with simple home materials.
This particular book is especially designed for home use.

Halloman, John W. "Children's Art: Some Do's and Don'ts." Early Years

Magazine 6 (1978): 45-52.

Halloman gives practical suggestions to;parents and teachers on
what to do and how to do it wfren guiding preschool children's art

experiences.

Floovet, F. Louis. Art Activities for the Very Young. Worcester, Mass.:

David Publications, Inc., 1961,

This is an excellent book on art for the three to six year old,
Hoover lists helpful hints for parents and teachers, describes
about fifteen art activities and points out several activ;ties, for
special occasions.

Horn, George F. & Smith, Grace S. Experiencing Art in Kindergarten.

Worcester, Mass.: David Publications, Inc., 1970.

A beautifully illustrgted pamphlet which can be very helpful to
parents and teachers of preschool children. Horn describes the
five-year-old kindergarten child, then suggests an art program with

a purpose.
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The Crayon, A Versatile Medium for Creative Expression.

Worcester, Mass.: David Publications, Inc., 1969.

This is one of those "icing on the cake" books. It is a beautiful

book devoted to use nf the crayon by young children. Some new

ideas which could be adapted for handicapped,children are listed.

Kellogg, Rhoda. Analyziqg Children's Art. Palo Alto, Calif.: Mayfield

Publishing Co., 1970.

This is a.thorough study of Kellogg's analysis of children's art
with detailed descriOtions of stages of art development, placement

patterns, etc:

Kellogg, Rhoda & O'Dell, Scott. The Psychology of akildren's Art. New

York: vRandom House, 1967-
alb

Rhoda Kellogg is a leading nursersY-school educator and interna-
tionally *flown authority on children's Wrt.. She has corlactecl more
than a million samples of children's arte . She has selected 250

of these to illustrate and: discuss in this.book.

Lewis, Hilda P. Art for the Preprimary Child. Reston, Virginia: The

NationaleArt Education Association, 1972. (Available from the

National Art Education Association, 1916 Association Drive; Reston,
Virginia 2.2091.) Paperback, $5.25.

Lowenfeld, Viktor. ;Creative and Mental Growth. New York: Macmillan,

1975.

This book identifies and describes stages of art development in
the young child.

Sanford, Anne; Pegram,'Annie; Findley, Jane; Miller, Patricia; Richey,

Linda & Semrau, Barbara. A Planning Guide to the Preschool

Corriculum: The-Child, the Process, the Day. Winston-Salem,

N.C.: Kaplan, 1974.

This book, written by a group of leadiers of very young children,

is set up on the unit approach'to teaching. For each of forty-

four units, such as Transportation, Clothrng, Body Parts, etc.,
there are many suggested activities listed,.including art. This

book is useful with both normal.and handicapped children.

Sparling, Joseph & Sparling,'Marilyn C. "How to Talk to a Scribbler."
Young Children,Journal 28 (1973): 333-341.

Thb Sparlings give a number of-techniques for talking,to and
helping scribblers with their art work.
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ENRICHING YOUR CHILD'S LIFE WITH MUSIC

Enid C. Leder
Linda Kay Dauer

Unit Objectives

1. To aroute parental awareness to the importance of their role in

provieding enjoyable musical experiences for their children.

2. To suggest activities that parents can udb to enrich their child's

musical and educational experiences..

3. To provide a list of age-appropriate recordings and song collections.

Children's Natural Response to Music

Responding in some way to music appeap to be a universal trait in

children. Parents of preschool children can help to foster musical
development through the presentation of experiences which utilize children's

natural responses to music: It is not necessary for parents to be "good"

musicians in order to structure meaningful musical experiences for their

children. All that is needed is a real desire on the part of the parents
to encourage musical expression and response in their children.

Rhythmic Response

Young children respond primarily to the rhythm of music. For example,

one of the reasons for the success of a lullaby in soothing a child to

sleep is the steady "rocking" beat of the song. A fast, repetitive beat

like that found in a rock song -- often elicits a bodily response from smsll

children. They may"bounce up and down or move their feet in dance or
march-like imitations of adult movements... Parents can encourage and reward

these kinds of responses to music.

Many of the rhythmic.activities that parents can do with their.children

hot only bring about musical development but also help motor-goordination

development. Young children can clap their hands to the beat of the music

playing on the radio -- in the home or in the car. A parent will need to

take the child's hands and'clap them together -- probably many times before

the child develops the =tor control to do it alone.

Ms..Lader l.'s a Music Specialist in the Chaper Hill-Carrboro City Schools.

Her interests include string instruction and music therapy in special

education. MS. Darner is currently completing her Ed.D. in Music Education

at the University of North Carolina in Greendboro. Her interests include
methods for teaching music to children and 'research in music education.



The next step might be.to help the child develop the ability to march

or move his feet in response to the beat of the music. The parent should

participate by marching with the child, showing how it,is done. As the

preschool child develops control, harder tasks can be suggested: "Can

you jump on both feet to the beat of this music?" "Can ,ou hop on one

foot?" "Can you jump like a rabbit?" All of these actimi.ties develop

gross motor coordination,,but if carried out to music, either on radio'or

from purchased children's records, musital development also takes place.

Anothex rhythmic activity that parents can do with a preschool child

is speech rhythms. The appeal of nursery rhymes to young children lies

in the sing-song rhythm of the words. Both a'feeling for rhythm and help

in speech development are fostered through reciting nursery rhymes with

young children. Older preschool children can be encouraged to make up

speech patterns or verses from words in their vocabulary. For example,

Colors might be chosen as a category. With help from the parent the first

few times this is tried, a rhyme like the following might result:

Yellow, purple, orange, and green,
These are the colors I have seen.

Children and parents can chant their rhyme together. It may be possible

for the child to then clap the rhythm of the words without saying the

words out loud. Other categories could be toys or animals or names of

family members.

Singing Activities

Children develop the ability to sing a tune at varying ages. Some

children, if exposed to music a great deal when irery young, will be able

to "carry a tune" by age three. Most children will not develop this

ability for several more years. Parents can aid in the development of

this ability by singing to and singing with their children. Most very,

young children like to have a lullaby bung to them at bedtime -- and they

are not fussy about the quality of the parent's voice. Lullabies can

become a treasured part of the bedtime routine for small children.

The familiar singing games, such as "Mulberry Bush," are enjoyed by

children'as they act out the'activities outlined in the song. Encourage

the child to make up words to describe particular activities in which you

might be engaged. The bath, for example, might be the time to sing "This

is the way we wash our toes" or "Wash our ears" or "wash our elbows."

In this way, body parts are learned as well. Finger-play games set to

songs like "Put Your Finger in the Air" also encourage the naming of

body parts.

Singing games which call for the child to decide upon somi action for

the rest of the group (parents or other children) to imitate are good.

These include "Have you ev,er seen a laddie (or lassie) go this way and

that?" It could be "a sailot" or "a fireman" or "a mother". . . "go



this lay and thaE." Anotherisimilar song is "Ha-ha this-a-way, ha-ha

that-4-way, then, oh, then."'

Encourage your child to sing songs for you that have been learned

in other settings, such as church, preschool, Bible school, Sesame

Street, or even commercial jingles from T.V. (and children do learn

these easily!). Singing in the car as a family group makes the travel time

pass more quickly. Singing the ABC's in the right order is often easier

for young children than reciting them in the proper order.

Musical Concepts

Little has bl'n said so far about ways to develop musical concepts

in young children. Many concepts which are related to music are not

, exclusively in the domain oE music. For example', high-low, fast-slow,

loud-soft are concepts that the child can use in many different settings --

not just in music. However, music offers one avenue for helping the child

graspr these nonconcrete, abstract ideas.

The contrast of fast-slow can be approached in many ways. The child

and the parent can walk "slow" and can walk "fast." The parent can clap

a slow, steady beat to which the child can walk; then, a fast, steady beat

to which the child can run. The child can clap the slow beat and the fast

beat with the parent. The child can be asked to clap a slow beat or to

clap a fast beat; to walk slowly or to walk fasf. Familiar songs might

be categorized as slow or fast. Music heard on the'radio or T.V. can be .

identified as slow or fast. Utilize any opportunities which arise:
traffic on the highway, speeds on a fan, or the washing machine agitator.

Loud and soft contrasts are present all around the child. Helping

children become aware of these is the first step in the discrimination of

loud and soft: the roar of a jet plane, the soft rat-tat-tat of a wood-

pecker on a tree. The child can make loud sounds and soft sounds; with

the voice, with the hands, with tile feet. Older preschoolers can be

Q
encouraged to Ong loudly or to sing softly; ta name the songs that are loud

(marching songs or band music) or to name songs that are soft (lullabies).

The concept of high and lot; in music is much more difficult to grasp

and.sonie preschoolers will lack the hearing discrimination to distinguish

high and low notes in a range of sounds. Parents, however, can help. The

first step should be in helping the child,to respond physically to high

("I.can stand soTtall". -- stretching arms up high) and low ("I can be so

small" -- curling up in a ball on the floor). When a.child'can show you

physically with the body a high position and a low position, then,the

musical pitch concept of high and low can be introduced. Try to find items

around the house that will make high sounds (e.g., spoon hitting on a small

glass) and low sounds (e.g., knAking on4a wooden table or door with the

1All of these songs suggested in this section are in.The Fireside
4

Book of Children's Songs (See Resources section).

<
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knuckles). Finer discriminations can be encouraged by hitting a small glass,

a large glass, and a jar with a spoon to see that thd larger the glass or jar,

the deeper or lower the sound. Pop bottles or water glasses (the same size)

can be filled to varying levels with water to see that the more water, the

lower the sound.

Ask the child to label sounds in the environment as high or low: the

song or whistle Of a bird is high, the roar of a motorcycle, in comparison,

Is low. Of course, if.an instrument such as a pianb is available, the

child can play cluiters o high and low tones.

Playing InstiU nts/

Preschodl ctzi4reu enjoy forming a band with make-shift instruments

from household items: a pan lid hit with a spoon, an empty oatmeal box

with rocks or popdorn inside to shake or to be hit as a drum, pan lids

hit together like cymbals -- let your imagination and your child's run wild

in choosing items with which to make sound.. When music is on the radio,

the child can beat time using any of the above items. March records

appropriate for use with children are readily available.

Real instruments Can be a source of pleasurable Ounds to young

children, but children should be taught proper.handling and care of the

instrument from the very first. For example, no banging Wildly on the

piano keys. Strumming chords on an autoharp or guitar can be enjoyed

by older presabolers -- the parent can finger the chords while the

child strums.

Generally,preschool children have not developed enough fine motor

coordination skflls or long enough concentration skills to begin private

study on a musical instrument taught, in the traditional method. Such study

should probably be delayed until after the child has begun school. However,

there are a variety of approaches which have been developed specifically

for teaching music and movement to the preschool child. The Suzuki

approach to learning to play a stringed instrument, based on a rote-

method designed to develop,both the physical and aural abilities of the

child, employs guidance by the teacher and involvement by the parent.

Tiny,,child-size instruments are provided. The Orff Kindermusic classes

-are often available for preschoolers. Orff emphavizes bodily rhythmic

response by the children which will les4 eventually to the formation of

musical concepts. Dalcroze eurhythmics, alform of creative movement to

music, may be available in some locations.

Liatening to Music

Music is an ever-present part of our society -- on radic and television,

in store's, church, and school. The child will often hear music in the

.

1A detailed discussion of these approaches may be found in The

Eclectic Curriculum in American Music Education (See7Resources section).
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envitçntnent. Listening to music, however, is a skill to be developed.

ff th_s older preschooler can have a personal record player (sturdy and
idexpetsive), choosing the record to play and actually manipulating the
record player becomes a great source of pleasure and entertainment.
Childreges records can be purchased inexpensively. A wide,variety of

records,should be available to the child: follow-along reading stories;

familia* songs to sing-along; music for moving, like marches; quiet music
for listening, perhaps before bedtime.

A number of activities have been suggested, but these are not"in

any way all-inclusive. Parents may take any of these ideas as a

springBoard to develop their own musical experiences for their children.
Probably the most important factor in developing your child's appreciation
and desire for music is your own example. If music is important in your

life, if you enjoy music, this will be imparted to your child.

Discussion Questions

1: Is music important in your life? How do you use music in your

everyday life?

2. Imagine what'this world -- your daily activities -- would be like

without any music. How great would the loss be?

3. Have you observed responses to music in your preschool children?
Share these with one another.

4. Does every person have the capaciLy to enjoy and to respond to music

in some way? Do you believe it is important to encourage this

capaciv in your child?
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PROGRAM FORMAT SUGGESTIONS

1. Music specialist demonstration. Secure a qualified person to give a

demonstration of music activities with the children. The demonstration

should show a wide variety of activities that most parents could do

with their children in their own home. Following thevdemonstration, the

muslic specialist should have an informal discussion.with the parents,

answering questions they may have formulated during the aemonstration.

The music specialist could present a display of several books or re-

, sources paisnts might use with their children.

2.- Music Workshop. Parents can plan and actually participate in activities-

that they can in turn use with children at home.

Horbemade Songs. Parent groups can make up a song dealkig with a

specific activity that is a part of the,chiles daily roxitine.

(Washing hands can be used as an example.) New wordwcan be seo%

to a familiar tune. It is important to remember two things during

this procedure: (1) the steps of the activity must be broken down

and in.sequence, qnd (2) the directions for the activity must be

stated simply. Remember, too, to keep the steps basic; do not

get bogged down in all the possible details.

Example: Activity -- Washing hands
Basic'Steps -- Time to wash

Whet to use (soap and wster)
Get hands wet
Get hands soapy
-Rinse hands
Take towel
Dry hands

After the parents have written their song, take the .time to sing it.

This will help in making sure,the words fit the mgsic and will give

the parents a chance to hear their finished.prodokt.

Example of a finished product;

Washing Hands
"(To the tune of "London Bridge")

Now it's time to wash our hands,
Wash our bsnds,,wash our hands.
Now it'sPlime to wash out3 hands

With soap and water.

Get your hands all wet and soapy,
Wet and soapyv wet and soapy,
Get your hands all wet and soapy,
Then rinse them clean

-Rinse- - -Rinse - - -Rinse -- -
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Take the towel and dry them off,
Dry them off, dry them off.
Take the towel and dry them off,
And now you're finished!

Homemade Instruments. Parents can enjoy working together to make
simple instruments that they can then take home to their chtldren.
Supplies should be arranged for participants to make a variety of
instruments. CreatiVe Apression in the plannIng and making of
instruments should be encouraged. Parents can try.their own rhythm
band with records or with an instrumentalist in the groUp: A few

suggestions idr instruments are listed below.

Shakers can be made by fillingempty orange juice cans, salt,
boxes, and plastic containers with rice, salt, pebblei, marbles,
pins -- you can experiment with different sounds.

DrUms can find form in empty boxes, plastic milk jugs (with
handles, for easy holding), oatmeal containers; coffee and nut
cans with plastic lids. Each different size and material will

have its,own special sound.

Bells can be made by filling up glasses or empty jars with dif-
ferent amounts of water. They can be made such that a tune can
be played when they are struck in a certain order.: (Spoons
make good strikers.)

Wind (blowing-type) instruments can be found,in empty soda bottles
and juice jugs. Filling them up with different amounts of water
will also give them different sounds or pitches. i

Pre-reading Skill Activities. A song book (with pictures representing
favorite songs) or box (with objects representing favOrite songs) can
be adapted to fl.t the needs of the individual child. They provide

opportunities for thinking (associating pictures or objects with partic-
ular songs) and decision-making (choosing songs to bo sung.) With

ample supplies of creativity, construction paper, crayons, songbooks

can be made. Each page should depict a song the chi d knows. Pictures

can be drawn., cut out from magazines, collaged, etc. The books can
be stapled, bound with yarn, or placed in folders or notebooks for easy
additions. Parents can add other titles later with their children,
letting the child choose each song and what he wants to associate with
it. Parents .c.an offer guidance and praise.

3. Building a Record Library. Secure a music specialist who can demonstrate

Ow use of children's records. Participating 111 _some of the movement

activities, stories, etc. can be enjoyable for parents as well as demon-
strette possible ways they can use records with their children. Listening

experiences with different types of music from classics to contemporary,
can provide a stimulus for a parent discussion an the building of a'record

library. A. local record store may be willing to provide a display of
children's records.
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RESOURCES

Media

What is Music? 16 mm film, color, 20 minutes. Available from Music Educa-

tors National Conference Publications Hales, 1902 Association Drive,

Reston, Virginia 22091. $6.00 rental fee. Also available in the

Media Centers of many of the public school systems and the Univer-

dity of North Carolina at Greensboro.

This movie is a colorful, artistic introduction to music and its

component,elements. All musics are presented, e.g., global, folk,

rock, classical.

Readings for Adults

+Andress, Barbara L. Music in Early Childhood. Reston, Viiginia: Music

Educators National Conference, 1973.

This book is a compilation of information concerning the develop-

mental growth of the young child with new insights about how' music

may become an integral part of that seqhence.

Aronoff, Frances. Music and Young Children. New York: Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston, Inc., 1974.

The book is geared for teachers, but the section called "Examples

of Music Experiences" has many suggestions that parents could use

with children. It also contains a brief appendix describing the

Eurhythmics of Emil Jacques-Dalcroze.

+Kendall, John D. Talent Education and Suzuki. Reston, Virginia: Music

Educators National Conference, 1965. $1.00.

This book presents a desCription of the philosophy and violin

techniques of Shinichi Suzuki, Japanese founder of "talent educatidn."

The impact of these ideas on American public schools preschool, and

private teachers is also treated.

+Landis, Nth and Carder, Polly. The Eclectic Curriculum in American Music

Education: Contributions of Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff. Reston,

Virginia:. Music Educators National Conference, 1972.

book includes writings by the three men and also writings about

their work by others.

+Music for Fours and Fives. Prepared by Cogmision IV by the Ndrsery and
Kindetgarten Committee, Beatrice Landeck, Chairman: Reston,

Virginia: Music: Educators National Conference, 1958. $.75.

+Available from Music. Educators National Conference Publications Sales, 1902

Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091.
4'
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Song Books for Children

*Cherry, Clare. Creative Movement for the Developing Child. Reivised

_edition. Belmont, Calif: Fearon Publishers, 1971. *y. ,

Movement activities with rhymes and songs for the very yOung child,

geared for nursery school usage, but a parent could adapt and use

the contents.

Jenkins, Ella. The Ella Jenkins Songbook for Children. New York:, Oak
Publications, 1966. (Embassy Music Corporation, 33 West 60th.
Street, New York, N. Y. 10023.) $1.95.

A collection of twenty-si)c songs and chants with notes on their use

in programs for classroom, camps, community centers, and narsery,

schools. The piano score is easy to read; the lyrics are fun and

adaptable for all children.

Peterson, Meg,.arr. Sesame Street Songs.. New York: Warner/Brothers Publica-

tions, Inc., 1977.

Collection of songs from the T. V. program, Sesame Street.

*Singing Fun and More Singing Fun. Los Angeles, California: Bowmar Publica-

tions, 1960.

Two Volumes of simple songs for preschool age children covering a

wide range of subjects including holidays.

Winn, Marie, & Millet, Allan. The Fireside Book of Children's Songs. New

New York: Simodand Schuster, 1966.

A delightful collectiOn of songs which appeal to children, this book

contains five sections: "Good Morning and Good Night,: "Birds

and Beasts," "Nursery Songs," "Silly Songs" and "Singing Games

and Rounds"

Recordi for Children

*Carnival of the Animals (Saint Saens) narrated by Leonard Bernstein.

Young People's Guide to the Orchestra by Benjamin Britten. LB5227,

33 1/3 rpm, $6.98.
1

*A child's Intr6duction to the Music of Great Composers. Includes "Dance

of the- Clowns" .by Mendefssohn, Merch from "Peter and the Wolf," by

Prokofieff, "Explosion Polka" by Strauss, and ottler selections.
LB6034, 33 1/3 rpm, $2.98. -

*A Child's Introduction to ehe Futcracker.Suite (Tchaikovsky) narrated by

Bob geeshan. Also Sorcerer's Apprentice (Dukes), "Flight of the
Bumb16 Bee" (Rimsky-Xoriak6v), Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg). L86049,

33 1/3 rpm, $2.98.

ot.
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I Love a M4rching Band. The best loved marches from the wotld of John Philip

Sousa, especially for chirdren. LB9381, $2.98.

jenkins, Ella. Counting,Games and Rhythms for the Little Ones, Vol: 1.

Folk songs, rhymes, and simple rhythmic activities that effectively

teach number concepts to preschoolers thratigh secbpd graded.

LB 5898-R, 12" LP, $6.98.

*Jegkihs, Ella. Rhythm and Game Songs for the Little Ones, Vol. 2. Stimulates

creative participation from the very young. LB5899-R, 12" LP, $6198.

*Wiltiam Tell (Rossini).. Great tales told to great music. Includes Till

Eulenspiegel and His Merry Pranks (Strauss), 1812 OvertUre

(Tchaikovsky), and others. LB6029, $2.98.

Collections from RCA Victor

*Adventures in Music
Grade.1, V. 1, LB6681, $6.98.
Grade 1, Vol; 2, LB6691, $6.98.

Geared for a teaching-setting, ,but certainly could be used by a

parent. Short excerpts or .selections of music of the mas,ters which

would appeal to young children. The aqcompanying booklet has many

suggestions to use_with the child.
,

Dance-A-Story
Little Duck, Album LE-101
Noah's Ark, Albui LE-102
The Magic Mountain, Album LE-103
Balloons, Alhumr1E-104
The Brave Hunter, Album LE-105
Flappy and Floppy, Album LE-100
About the Toy Tree, A1bum,LE-107
At the Beach, Album LE-108,

40.*

A'storybook-record combination for creatiliesschythms,.pantomime,

dramatic motivation, even for the preschool story-time hour. Each'

story set to original music has a story bOok,'with illustrations,

and 7" record -- storY and music on one side, music only on the *

other. (Order from RCA Victor Educational Sales,.155 E. 24th St.,

New York, New York, 10010.)

*Available from Lyons, 530.Ilverview Avenue, Elkhart, Indiana 46514.
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A Suggested List of Recordings for Beginning a Classical Record Collection

Rach,J.S Little Fugue in G MinOr
Air for the G String

Biiet, Georges: L'Ariessienne Suite
,Children's Games

Britten, Benjamin. A Young Person's Guide to the
Qrchestra

IP Gershwin, George. An Ame.rican in Paris
Rhapsody in Blue

Grieg, Edvard. Peer Gynt Suite

Haydn, Franz Joseph. The Toy SymphonY.

Humperdinck, Englebert. Hansel and Gretel

Prokofiev, Sergei. Teter and the Wolf

havel, Maurice-. Mother Goose Suite

Rimsky-Korsokov, NicolaS. Scheherazade

Saint Saens, Camille.

Schumann, Robert'.

T(Jialkovsky, Peter.

Carnival of t'he Animals
0'

Scenes froM7Childhood
4

Nutcracker Suite
-Sleeping Beauty
SwapJ,ake

VP


